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Three men demonstrate the operation of a pack set with a hand generator.
The photograph, probably dating to 1916, is from the Radioana Collection,
Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian
Institute. This is one of the many rare photographs which trace the
evolution of wireless pack sets in the article in this issue by Russ
Kleinman and his coauthors.

This photograph, from the www.grillecloth .com website, shows some
of the many variations in the radio grille cloth patterns used by radio
manufacturers from the early days of radio to the present. Barbara
Havranek describes the evolution of grille cloths and their technical
and design characteristics in her article on the history of radio grille
cloth. A special page, showing her illustrations in full color is located
at the beginning of her article.
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FOREWORD

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Antique
Wireless Association. The tireless efforts of the authors of the scholarly
papers in the A WA Review and the editors who have helped bring these
articles to publication have made the Review a respected and widely
cited professional journal. We constantly strive to present exceptionally
well-researched and carefully documented articles relevant to the history
of wireless communication and we make a particular effort to include
papers that describe the scholarly presentations and historic displays at
our annual conference.
We are particularly proud to be able to present Volume 16 of the
A WA Review which contains four outstanding articles that delve into
the history of the Crosley Radio Company, The development of portable
military wireless 'pack sets,' the history of the development of the widelyused Rider's radio service manuals, and the history of radio grille cloth.
Each of our authors has carefully researched the material in their papers
and we hope that this volume will be a valuable technical resource for
collectors and historians.
The lead article was written by Charles 1. Stinger, a long-time employee
of the Crosley Radio Company. It describes in well-illustrated and documented
form, the many business endeavors of Powel Crosley Jr. It focusses
particular attention on the radio manufacturing and broadcasting aspects
of Crosley's company and it presents many never-before-seen photographs
which enhance the historical material in the article. This is a particularly
detailed and complete paper and it is based, in part, on the materials
and displays which the author brought to the 2000 Conference of the
A WA in Rochester NY. It is entitled: THE EMINENT YEARS OF
POWEL CROSLEY JR., HIS TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS,
PRODUCTS, AND BROADCAST STATION WLW, 1921-1940.
The second article was written by Russ Kleinman, Karen Bl isard,
James Kreuzer, Felicia Kreuzer, and August Link. It traces the development
of portable spark transmitter-receiver 'pack sets' which were made for
the U.S. Navy and Army Signal Corps. The authors have searched the
archives of the National Museum of American History and other sources
and included many early photographs of this equipment which have never
been seen in print. This article is entitled: EARLY WIRELESS PACK
SETS: SPARK HITS THE BEACH.
The third article was written by Charles C. Kirsten, and it traces the
development of the widely -used Rider's Manuals of radio repair. Certainly
anyone who has been involved in the repair of radio receivers has used
these Rider's Manuals but few realize the complex stages of development
5

that went into the creation of these books and the influence of major
characters and personalities in the radio service field on the ultimate
form of the books. It is entitled: JOHN F. RIDER, HUGO GERNSBACK,
AND RCA RADIOTRON: THE SAGA OF RIDER'S EARLY RADIO
MANUALS
The final article was written by Professor Barbara Havranek and it
addresses an often overlooked aspect of the development and manufacture
of early radios; the grille cloths that decorated and enhanced their appearance
and protected their speakers. Barbara is an expert on industrial design
and writes about the aesthetic characteristics of different cloths as well
as the technical details of how well they performed their job of protecting
the speaker while allowing unimpeded transmission of sound. Her article
is entitled: THE HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO
GRILLE CLOTH
The CUMULATIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS at the end of this volume
allows readers to see the title of every article in every volume of the
AWA Review since it began publication in 1986. This makes it easier
for historians and collectors to search for relevant articles and to order
copies of the back issues from AW A.
Since some of the back issues of the Review are out of print, AWA
offers the out-of-print volumes on CD's. Only the out-of-print issues
are available on CD' s at present but future plans call for all volumes to
be made available in this format. Storage of the printed versions of the
early volumes is a problem for AWA and CD' s are much easier to store
and ship. Future plans call for allowing the printed volumes to gradually
become exhausted and replacing them with the CD's. For information
about these CD' s please visit the A W A website at: http: I I
www. antiquewireless. org
I would like to thank all of the authors who worked with me to try to
make their papers as complete and accurate as possible and I also want
to thank Bill Fizette who helped me to edit this volume. We have jointly
tried to present the material in a logical and readable format and your
comments are welcome.
Tom Perera: Editor
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The Eminent Years of Powel Crosley Jr.,
His Transmitters, Receivers, Products, and Broadcast
Station WLW, 1921-1940
By Charles J. Stinger, WSGF A
With Editorial and Computer Assistance from David B. Snyder
Chapter One
The Early Years
Born September 18, 1886 to a prosperous family in the Walnut Hills
area of Cincinnati, Ohio, Powel Crosley Jr. became well known during his
lifetime for his radios, automobiles, refrigerators, and numerous other products
[48]. At the early age of 34, he courageously diverted his energy and sales
experience from various other business ventures to the development of
radio reception and radio transmission as a commercial enterprise. He expanded
this enterprise to include an exceptionally wide range of products. This is
the story of his most productive years.
His father, Powel Crosley, Sr. was a prominent lawyer who invested
in real estate. He was a millionaire until the financial panic of 1893, when
he lost nearly everything. Shortly thereafter, the Crosley family moved to
a modest home in the College Hill area of Cincinnati, Ohio. Powel and his
younger brother Lewis spent their early years in a country setting [6].
Powel Jr. soon became interested in farming, and both boys worked at odd
jobs. Powel spent his earnings quickly but Lewis was more frugal. It was
from Lewis that Powel borrowed eight dollars· to buy the parts for his first
automobile adventure, a battery-powered motorized wagon. Their father
bet Powel Jr. ten dollars that he could not get the vehicle to operate. Powel
Jr. was successful and repaid his brother the borrowed eight dollars and
then split the remaining two dollars in profit with him. This early partnership
was to last a lifetime. Later Lewis demonstrated that he had the education,
patience, steadiness, and ability to guide the day-to-day operations that
kept the Crosley Company running at top efficiency.
The early years of Po wei Crosley are very interesting [94]. His academic
education consisted of public school and the Ohio Military Institute that
was located near his home in College Hill. His early interest in mechanics
and automobiles led him to enter the University of Cincinnati as an engineering
student in 1906. He lasted two years and then, to please his father, he
began to study law. After a short time, he left school, to the great disappointment
7

of his parents . He had a short attention span and was too restless to be a
good student but he was very ambitious, with lots of energy and ideas.
Powel Jr. decided that there were more opportunities for a quick financial .
gain than he could find in law. He was fascinated with anything mechanical ,
especially automobiles [94]. After his abbreviated college days, he had
numerous jobs, mostly involving automobiles. He was a bond salesman,
chauffeur, lineman , and owner of an automobile agency. He built and raced
his own gas-driven car. He organized his own advertising agency [83].
This was followed by the organization of a company that was to manufacture
low-priced six-cylinder automobiles. At this time , there were not more than
two or three make rs of six-cylinder automobiles in the market. His sixcylinder automobile was built and operated successfully but it was never
put into production because of lack of funds. He again returned to advertising
and sales. In a short time, he organized two automobile manufacturing companies
to build four- and six-cylinder lightweight automobiles. However, the two
companies neve r went into business because of financial difficulties.
For a period of approximately six years, 1908-1914, Powel Jr. decided
to make advertising his career. He had never lasted very long in any job but
he thought he might do better in the advertising field. In 19 10 he married
his childhood sweetheart Gwendolyn Bakewell Aiken , against the wishes of
her parents who probably felt that he had changed jobs too often. In 1914
Powel Jr. began to work for an advertising agency , earning twenty dollars
a week. A short time later, he joined another advertising agency and by
1916 he had built up a large and profitable clientele . Powel Jr. had finally
settled down, much to the amazement of his parents, in-laws, and close
friends [87 , 99] .
One of his advertising clients
asked him if he would be interested
in helping to form a company that
would sell automotive specialties.
He knew he could progress more
rapidly working for himself so he
helped organize the company, gave
up hi s advertising job , and, with
some financial help , bought the
automotive s pecialties company
outright in the spring of 1917. The
name he chose fo r his new business
was The American Automotive
Accessories Company, and it was
located at 1601 Blue Rock Street
on the north s ide of Cincinnati . It

Figure 1. American Automobile
Accessories advertisement, still
in business in 1923.
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was incorporated on December 13, 1917. (Figure l ) His resources were
limited, but his ambitions and abilities were unlimited. During the first year
that he was e ngaged in the mail order automotive accessory trade his business
amounted to more than $1,000,000. The most popular accessories for automobiles
were tire liners and an inside starter. During World War I , flag holders,
which could be mounted on the hood of a car , were popular since people
wanted to be patriotic.
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Figure 2. Marion Phonograph Company advertisement.
In the wintertime the sales of his automobile accessories we re slow , so
the company built wood cabinets and a phonograph which he called " The
Marion" [94]. He manufac tured them in his "Marion Phonograph Company. "
(Figure 2) His business expanded rapidly. In a few years he not only owned
one of the leading automotive accessory companies in the United States ,
but he was also the owner of a large woodworking plant, a phonograph
plant, a printing plant , and other businesses [99].

Chapter Two
The 20-Watt Transmitter
On Washington ' s birthday in 192 1, Powel Crosley III (Crosley Jr' s son)
expressed a desire to own a radio set [75]. His companions had been "tinkering "
with radio for some time. The boy' s father, always an obliging parent,
began that afte rnoon with his son to learn anything they could about radio.
They went to the Precision Equipment Company on Gilbert Avenue to buy
a radio set and were amazed at the cost- $130. Powel thought that this was
much too high a price to pay for those material s and that workmanship,
since it was just to be a present for hi s nine-year old son . Instead, he bought
9

Figure 3. Crosley radio
booklets.

the parts for the crystal set along with a small book called The ABC's of
Radio for $35 . Father and son cooperated in building the crystal set. Simila r
booklets would later be given out to promote Crosley radios. ( Figure 3)
Crosley knew merchandising values and quickly reali zed that the price
asked for a radio was not in proportion to the cost of labor, materials,
advertising, and sales . The cost was too high, and he began to think of the
g reat number of people who wou ld be interested in buy ing a radio set at a
reasonable price . He wonde red: " Why couldn ' t I manufacture such a set
and se ll it at a low price- so that everyone could afford a radio?" He then
inspected the set carefull y and immediately knew he could manufacture
similar sets that would sell for considerably less. With the production and
eng ineering assistance of hi s
woodworking pl a nt he could
produce better and cheaper sets.
n. New ~.'!.~,:.~~ ~·:~~~ Cond•••u . ~:~.:~~~~~v~>
After considering the situation
fo r a few days , he hired Dorman
Israe l and Elme r He ntz, two coop stude nts from the Uni ve rsity
of Cincinnati. They would work
out plans and design the parts for
his first radio, a c rystal set. Powel
Jr. assisted in the eng ineering but
spent most of hi s time carefull y
surveying the radio fie ld . He then
decided the time was right to enter
into the radio business, and he
quickly became obse ssed with
radio.
The remai ning m o nths of
1921 were bus ily devo ted to the

..

Figure 4. Crosley products in 1922.

CROSUY MFC. CO. l"" lo,t.l l
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Figure 5. The Crosley Harko
crystal receiver, showing the
"poor man's buzzer" on the
left side, 1921".

startup of the Powel C ros ley
Manufacturing Co., whi c h
produced the Harko Radio
Receiver, porcelain tube sockets,
variable condensers, variometers,
varia -couplers, tap switches,
rheostats and wooden cabinets .
(Figure 4) These were all sold as radio accessories. When it was time for
testing of the new Harko radio, interest at the factory was intense. Employees
gathered around the little box and they were delighted and amazed when
they heard music coming from station WRK, in Hamilton, Ohio, a few
miles away. Crosley immediately started an advertising campaign by placing
ads in radio magazines and newspapers to promote his new radio and radio
parts business. He now began using the same building on Blue Rock Street
to manu facture radio sets and radio parts that he had been using for his
automotive, phonograph and woodworking businesses.
The first radio receiver to be marketed under the Crosley name was a
crystal set called "Harko. " (Figure 5) Its name came from the word " hark"
or " li sten " [6 , 92, 106]. The radio came with a galena crystal detector, a
coil with switch taps , headphones, and wire for an aerial and ground. Bui lt
into the set was a unique " poor man ' s buzzer. " This buzzer used a "C "
battery connected throug h a choke coil made of enameled wire wound on a
nail and then connected to a short piece of a hacksaw blade mounted on
one edge of the front panel. The sharp teeth of the saw blade protruded
from the corner of the cabinet. The other side went to a short length of
bare copper wire. By scratching the wire along the saw blade you produced
a "buzzer effect" wh ich helped yo u adj ust the cat whisker to find the most
sensitive spot on the crystal.
These receivers were produced in the wood-working plant using the
regular male help. There was so muc h trouble with poor solderi ng and
sloppy assembly of the radios by men, that girls were soon hired and trained.
This was the start of the practice of hiring large numbers of women to
work in the Crosley factories for yea rs to come. The Harko crystal set was
first sold in November 1921 just prior to the Christmas season . They were
marketed largely th rough the Milner Electric Company of Cincinnati. The
price of just the radio was $9 , or, if it was sold complete with headphones,
125 feet of a nte nna wire , and insulato rs it cost $15.
The first accessory Crosley offered was a mo lded white porcelain tube
socket called the V-T that sold for sixty cents [76]. (Figure 6) This socket
had the advantage of being either base- or panel-mounted and it was cheaper
than any other socket being sold. The Crosley socket was first advertised
as " A Smashing Hit. " (Figure 7) The socket was made of porcelain and
would indeed be a smashing hit if dropped! Crosley was informed of this
II

Figure 6. (Right) Crosley's
VT porcelain tube socket,
1921 .
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Figure 7. (Left) Crosley's ·~
Smashing Hit" advertisement, 1921.

ANNOUNCING

The CROSLEY
V-T SOCKET 60c
" BETTER- COSTS LESS"
T his Socket i~ made of
porcela in-the ideal material for t he purpose.
Our own special design
makes possible rhe u se of
this material. Has m any
ad,•antaFes over
other
types of sockets in addition to moderate price.
Suita ble for either panel
or base mo un ting. If your
deale r docs not handle
th em, ortler dir ect and
send us his name.

CROSLET MANUFACTURING CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
o..t. I .N. Ne. Z

Figure 8. (Right) Crosley's
"Announcing" advertisement,
1921.

Watch for our announcement of new $1.00
rlable CondAnser. We are also manu! actur en of cabinets, CROSLEY :MAGFON. and other radio apparatus. Wri t e
for circular matter.
DEA LERS- lt will pay you to J.a"dle ou•
/i11e. W rite fo , full ('u •t icu/ors.

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. R.N. No. t

CINCINNATI, OHIO

aspect of the advertisement and it was immediately changed to "Announcing"
the new socket. (Figure 8) The later tube sockets were made of diffen:nt materials.
The first C rosley motto : " BETTER COSTS L ESS " had begun to be
used a t this time.
Another interesting accesso ry was the C rosley va riable condenser [77 ,
78] . (Figure 9) These condensers were adve rtised ro withstand one thousand
volts. Three models we re made; "A " had plywood pl ates, " B" had mo lded
plates, and "C" had ceramic plates. The pl ates were surfaced with a thin
sheet of copper , and the insulating material be twee n the plates was mica. A
cam on a shaft turned by a dial knob on the fro nt pane l o f the radio varied
the spacing between the plates to form a va riable condenser . A light spring
maintained te nsion on the mov ing plate as the dia l was turned to minimum
12

Figure 9. Crosley "Book"
or "Barn Door" variable
condenser, 1921.

capacity. These condensers
are often referred to as
the Crosley "book" or
"barn door" condensers.
Realizing there was
a great demand for various
units that could be used
by the experimenter, the
TUNO, CONDENSO,
DETECTO, De-AMPLO, and DUO-AMPLO UNITS were introduced in
1922. These small units were built from standard Crosley parts and were
sold in the price range of $4 .00 to $ 14.00.
The first transmitter that Powel Crosley Jr. owned was a 20-W, grid
modulated, amateur transmitter which he purchased from The Precision
Equipment Company in Cincinnati, Ohio. With his amateur radio call sign ,
8CR, he began to broadcast from his College Hill home in Cincinnati in
April of 1921 [92 , 100]. (Figu re10)
He broadcast phonograph records using one of his Marion phonograph
machines playing "Song of India " and " Dardinella" over and over. (Amateurs
were permitted to broadcast
phonograph mu s ic at that
time.) When the records were
not playi ng , Powel Jr. could
be heard requesting mail or
telephone repo rts from
listeners.
Powel Jr . was inspired by
the reception re ports that he
received from as far away as
Troy , Ohio, a distance of 70
miles. He now realized that
radio listeners must have
quality progra mming and
scheduled broadcast times if
radio was to find a place in

Figure 10. Amateur radio
station BCR at the Crosley
home, 1921.
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the daily lives of people. To sell more radios and accessories, he needed
more coverage . Therefore, a transmitter with mo re power output was needed.

Chapter Three
The 50-Watt Transmitter
Since Crosley 's radio broadcasts had received such positive responses ,
the 20-W transmitter was moved to the Blue Rock Street plant of the Crosley
Manufacturing Company. Shortly after the move , Dorman Israel , now an
unde rgraduate engineering student at the University of Cinc innati , was
given the task of designing and helping to install a composite 50-W transmitte r
at the Blue Rock Street address. (Figure 11)
This transmitter was to become the first licensed WL W transmitter
[100] . The license reads: " March 22, 1922; License issued to the Crosley
Manufacturing Company , Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and Blue Rock Street,
Cincinnati , Ohio; WLW 360 meters ; Every evening , but no fixed time,
music, lectures, news, and information. "
This 50-W transmitter would only have one ten-thousandth of the power
of the eventual 500,000 W WL W of 1934 but it was a step forward. Four
UV 203 tubes were used; two as oscillators and two in the Hei sing modulator
circuit [92]. The transmiss ion frequency wandered and the sound quality
was poor, but the growing number of radio li steners were astounded to be
able to hear voices and music, and consequently they were not too critical.
A di spatcher microphone mounted at the small end of a phonograph horn
was used to modulate the transmitter. A specially designed motor generator,
made by Robbins and Meyers of Cincinnati, supplied the I ,000 VDC needed
for the transmitter operation . The antenna, mounted on the roof, consisted
of a four-wire flat top suspended between two forty-foot downspout masts.
Just before the start of the first WLW broadcast on M arch 22, 1922,
Po wei Jr. told his brother, Lewis , he would like to have the antenna rai sed
to sixty feet. There was a quick
rush to the roof where two tenfoot downspout sections were
added to each mast. In addition ,
a counterpoise was added six
feet above the roof to improve
the rather poor ground system.
The studio was a small, heavilycurtained, upstairs room in which
there were only two windows
and plenty of heat coming from
the transmitter in the same room.
This location next to the B & 0
Railroad was interesting because

Figure 11. Powel Crosley Jr. and
Dorman Israel, his assistant,
testing the 50-W transmitter, 1922.
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Figure 12. The
Crosley Harko Senior
receiver, 1922.

the locomotive e ngineers delighted in making the sounds of their bells and
whistles a part of the WLW programs [92].
Broadcasters in the early days of radio were required to share frequencies
and to cease broadcasting for three minutes out of every fifteen minutes in
order to listen fo r distress calls from ships at sea. There was also a fifteenminute period of si lence at the end of each hour of night programming.
This allowed both the announcer and transmitter to recuperate. The announcer
was usually Po wei Crosley Jr. , and the programming was usually phonograph
records with some announcements. Within a short time the WLW programming
became somewhat more varied and the hours increased to include morning,
afternoon, and even ing broadcasts. Broadcasting times varied from fifteen
to twenty-five hours a week. Radio advertising, as we know it today , was
not done; but Cros ley was always thinking of other sources of revenue and
he came to embrace radio adverti sing at a late r date .
The Harko c rystal set proved to be a great success. It was followed by
the Harko Senior whic h was developed shortly thereafter. (Figure 12) This
was a one-tube vacu um tube detector receiver and, with its companion
two-stage audio amplifier, it became a very popular radio because of its
superior performance. Immediately after Christmas , real vol ume production
began on the Harko Senio r. The Harko Senior sold fo r $ 16, the compani on
two-s tage am plifier sold for $25 , and it quickly became the best selling
radio set in the world , with five hundred produced each day. Crosley was
manufacturing more than ten models of radio receivers in 1922 and all
were sold for under $70, except for the Conso le XX, which sold for $ 100.
(Figure 13)
Competito rs rushed to meet the challenge , but Crosley had stole n the
low-priced market. His initiative had brought radio within the reach of the
average American family. His next goals were to give radio listeners better
programming and more coverage for the WLW transmitte r. He a lso wanted
to produce and sell better radio receivers.
The Crosley Manufacturing Company had outgrown its location on
Blue Rock Street. In May 1922 it was moved to a new home on Colerain
and Alfred Streets in the Camp Washington area of Cincinnati [80] . (Figure
14) Most of the large building with its 30,000 square feet of space was
devoted to the manufacturing of radio apparatus. Offices and the WLW
15

Figure 13. Crosley receivers
of 1922.

operation occupied much of the
third floor. With the increased floor
space, the manufacturing of Crosley
radios and accessories became a
major factor in the radio-related
business of this country. (Figure
15)
Soon Powel Crosley Jr . became
known as the " Henry Ford of
Radio. " Hundreds of women and
men were employed at the factory,
working under a system designed
by Crosley himself. This system
was actually an assembly line similar
The CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
to Henry Ford 's automobile
CNCINNA TI, 0 .
assembly line. It may ha ve been
the first time that an assembly line
was needed in order to produce such large numbers of radios. Sales of
radios and accessories had grown to make Powel Jr. one of the leading
radio manufacturers in this country.

Chapter Four
The 500-Watt Transmitter
Crosley was never satisfied with the power leve l and programming of
his WLW station. He applied to the Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Navigation and was granted a power increase to 500 Watts (W) on September
22, 1922 [74, 92]. The license allowed operation on 360 and 485 meters.
Again Dorman Israel was asked to des ign and help to assemble the 500-W
transmitter. The circuitry was the same as the 50-W transmitter but used
UV 204 tubes in place of the UV
203 s.
Finding a 2 ,000-V plate powe r
supply presented a real problem but
it also created a situation which was
amusing for the next six months.
The Glow Electric Company of

Figure 14. Crosley's first factory
at Colerain and Alfred Streets,
1922.
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Figure 15. Crosley
Manufacturing
Company radio
laboratories.

Cincinnati designed an elaborate system that used a 440-V, 3 phase AC
streetcar motor. Two 500-VDC double commutator generators were coupled
to each end of this motor. This made four generators with a combined
output of 2 ,000 V for the plate supply. However, the ripple output of the
power supply modulated the transmitter about 2 % and this unique sound
automatically identified the station. This transmitter, with its inherent hum,
was used until the Western Electric transmitter replaced it in April of 1923
[13]. Indications are that the transmitter had an output of 300 W instead of
the desired 500 W. The antenna had an unorthodox design. It used a multipletuned 12-wire, 140-foot flat top, supported by a 100-foot guyed mast at
each end.
Powel Jr. was amazed by all the reception reports that were mailed
from many distant locations. Reports came from the east and west coasts
and foreign countries. He was especially pleased by the many reports which
told of the use of Crosley receivers to listen to his station.
At this time, his morning and afternoon programs consisted of weather
reports, the opening and closing of the New York Stock Exchange, bond
reports, grain and livestock quotations , and general financial conditions. Evening
programming was broadcast
on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday beginning at 8 P.M.
Central Standard Time.
These evening broadcasts
included music, lectures ,
news , and local interest
information.

Figure 16. Crosley Crystal
receiver Model I, 1922.
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In less than two years, the Crosley Manufacturing Company had
demonstrated tremendous growth and was producing several different model s
of radio receivers. These included crystal radios, l 1/2 - V tube radios, tuned
radio frequency (TRF) radios, audio amplifiers, and experimental units,
along with accessories which included tube sockets, condensers, switches,
rheostats, binding posts, couplers and transformers of various types, and
radio cabinets. (Figure 17)
The " Henry Ford of Radio " [35, 45, 84, 85] was building and selling
radios which the average family could afford. However , in the fall of
1922, Powel Crosley Jr. realized that in order for him to be competitive in
radio rece iver sales , he had to produce more sensitive radio receivers by
using the Armstrong regenerative circuit. (The Arm strong regenerative
patent 1,113,149 had been issued in 1914.)
In November 1922 , Crosley cons idered entering into an agreement
with the Pennsylvani a Wireless Company of New Castle, Pennsylvania,
which had the Arm st rong patent rights to manufacture regene rative
radio receivers. Instead of thi s agreement, Cros ley announced in late
December 1922 that a partnership had been formed with the Tri-City
Electrical Supp ly Company located in Davenport, Iowa. They al so
had the Armstrong patent rights. The basic agreement with Tri-City
was to manufacture the Harko Senior regenerative receive rs in s ufficient
numbers to permit their sa le at a cost which would be within the financial
reach of everyone. (Figure 18) Advertiseme nts in seve ral pub li cations
indi cated that Tri-City Radio
Electrical Supply Company
would manufacture the Harko
Senior regenerative recei ver
for The Crosley Manufacturing
Company. Just three weeks later,
on January 15, 1923, the Crosley
Manufacturing Com pan y
announced that it had purchased
the Precision Equipment
Company, 2437 Gilbert Avenue,
Cincinnati, for $40,000 [81].
Hi s new company retained the
Armstrong regeneration patents
rights. It also operated radio
station WMH and manufactured
radio receivers and accessories
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Figure 17. Crosley
Manufacturing products of
1922.

Figure 18. Crosley
Model V built by
Tri-City Electrical
Supply. (Courtesy of
Robert White)

under the name " ACE." Until now , WLW and WMH had shared program
time. Now WLW programming could be increased. Although WMH was
one of the first radio stations in this country, Powel Crosley Jr . decided to
return the license back to the Department of Comme rce. Later WMH became
a part of WKRC in Cincinnati.
The identification tag on the Tri-City sets included the Armstrong patent
number and the phrase: " manufactured exclusively for the Crosley Manufacturing
Co. , Cincinnati by Tri-C ity Radio Electrical Supply Co." (Figure 19 and 20)
The Precision Equipm ent Company ' s " ACE" advertisements appeared
in publications for the next year. So metimes they even appeared on pages
opposite the Crosley advertisements. In January 1924, the Precision Equipment
Company and The Crosley Manufacturing Company merged into the Crosley
Radio Corporation. (Figure 21)
By 1923 the words, " Better Costs Less," had become internationa lly
known as the motto for The Crosley Manufacturing Company , manufacturers
of radio equipment and operators of WLW . Thi s motto was not only used
in advertisements and publicity , but was the motivationa l slogan instilled
in new employees. This slogan impressed every member of the Crosley
orga ni zati on.
Lewis Crosley convi nced his brother Powel Jr. that the composite
transmitter installed in September 1922 needed to be replaced as soon as
possible . The sound quality was very poor in comparison to othe r transmitters
in use at that time because o f the noi sy plate powe r supply . On the advice
of Lewis, Powel Jr . ordered a new Weste rn Electric Type lOlA 500-W
transmitter , [82] which used low level modulation with linear operation of
the radio frequency amplifier stages. (Figure 23) The high-power tube
complement consisted of four type 212s and one type 211. The modulation
system was designed by Heis ing and called either "constant curre nt " or
" plate current" modulation . This transmitter was in ser vice for 20 months
beginning in April of 1923.
WSAI , a local radio broadcasting station in Cincinnati, also had ordered
one of the same models of transm itter. Now there was a local race to get
the transmitters on the air . Crosley won the race.
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Figure 19. (Above)
Crosley Model V
Tri-City nameplate.
(Courtesy of Robert
White)

Figure 20. (Right)
Crosley Model V Tri-City
inside cabinet.
(Courtesy of Robert
White)

Headlines soon followed; " World's Most Powerful Broadcasting Station
Being Installed by Crosley Manufacturing Company To Replace Old Equipment. "
They also proclaimed: "The new transmitter, which has all ofthe new refinements
and improvements in radio broadcasting, when put into operation, will
give WL W greater coverage and more power tiJan any station in the United
States."
The inauguration of the new station was a local and national affair .
Messages from President Harding , governors, and national and local leaders
were broadcast. There was also a musical concert with performances by
the best musical artists of Cincinnati.
WLW was honored in June, 1923, for becoming a C lass 8 station.
With this new classification, the station's frequency of operation was changed
from 360 meters to 309 meters (833 kHz to 970kHz). All "canned mus ic "
was barred; therefore , all programming on WL W had to be li ve.
These changes caused some confusion ; however, listeners soon adjusted
to the new freq uency. They were glad when the interference caused by so
many stations operating on or near the same frequencie s was eliminated.
One day in November of 1923, as the clock was striking six and most
employees had gone home, a few had gathered in the office of the advertising
manger to talk over the events of the day. Powel Crosley Jr. , president of
the company, walked in, democratically sat on the advertising manager's
desk, crossed his legs , lit a cigarette and proceeded to ask a few questions.
When he was finished, one of the fellows said, " Well , Mr. Crosley, are
you satisfied with the way the company is growing? "
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Figure 21 . Crosley and Precision Equipment advertisements side-by-side.

The reply was lengthy , but in part it follows: " It was j ust about two
years ago that I built my first radio set for my son. We so rt of built it
together. When I realized I had paid something over $ 130 for a few parts
with which the thing was constructed, I realized there must be a lot of
people, who, like myself wanted a radio set but were not willing to pay
that amount for it. We were making phonograph cabinets at our woodworking
plant a nd had the necessa ry mac hinery to make some radio parts.
" We started by making a little crystal set that sold for a few dollars,
but really my ai m was to se ll a
complete set fo r about $5 . Our first
effort for a vacuum tube set was the
old Harko Senior . When I see how
that set has been supplanted by those
r
i in front you, I can onl y marvel at
!
the rapid strides of this business. From
that one set a day , a few years ago,
we have grown until now our factory
.....
is making I ,000 radio receive rs a
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Figure 22. Precision Equipment
Company advertisement, 1922.
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Figure 23. Powel Crosley
Jr. and the 500-W Western
Electric 10 1-A transmitter,
Western Electric
microphone and Harko
crystal receiver used by
station WL W.

We wi ll take a mental trip through the factory where my brother, Lewis,
is in charge of the production departments. There are more than a thousand
workers, or one worker for each receiver we bui ld. The receivers are made
on the plan of the Ford factory and assembled as they pass from one department
to another. The assembly is started on the second floor and the receivers
are sent through until they receive the final test tags a nd are boxed and
shipped.
" To give you some idea of how much material we need for our receiving
sets, this report sheet will show we require I ,000 cabinets daily. In order
to make these, our woodworking department uses one carl oad of mahogany
and one carload of poplar each week. A carload of cardboard cartons is
requ ired to box the sets whil e
Regenerative
many pounds of paper and string
Receivers
u; are used in ty ing them . We can ' t
forget the wooden boxes used
for shipping. Our own printing
plant is kept busy with circulars,
instruction sheets, and literature
of all descriptions .
"Three mi ll ion screws and
five million nuts are used weekly
in the assembly of the sets and
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Figure 24. A Precision- CrosleyAce advertisement from 1923.
Note the box in the upper left
corner of the page which
announced that Crosley has
purchased The Precision
Equipment Company.

This means that six men are kept busy bending 500 pounds of cut bus wire
every day. 12,000 binding posts are used daily and 3,000 pounds of Formica
(500,000 square inches)· are used each week. 10,000 book-type condensers
are made each week. 1,500 muldstats, 15,000 sockets, and 15,000 coils of
the basket-weave type for our Varind inductors are used each week. The
Varinds use a ton of double cotton-covered wire a month and hundreds of
pounds of insulated material are also used for forms upon which wire is
wound. It might be interesting to note that 6,000 audio transformers are
made each week and that 60,000 silicon steel laminations, each about three
inches long, are used in their construction. This would be about 1. 5 million
laminations per month. 1, 100 coils are used to go inside of these audio
transformers, and there are 20,000 turns of fine wire on each coil or about
22,000,000 turns a day. Five punch presses are used to make the laminations,
and five extra dies are kept around at all times.
"The factory is paid on piece-work time basis and could keep going all
day and night if we wanted to, but I do not believe in night work.
"We send out 2,000,000 sales letters annually and tons and tons of
printed matter. The Crosley Weekly is sent to 25,000 persons each week.
"With such tremendous business, I cannot help but to be pleased with
the growth of our company."
The "Henry Ford of Radio" had spoken.
Another Crosley motto was: "Crosley apparatus is cheap because it is good."
One of the questions, often asked was, "How can it be so good at that
price?" Powel Jr. replied, "We purchase in large quantities, purchase raw
materials by the carload, make our own parts, own a large fully-equipped
woodworking plant, use efficient production, and keep the overhead expenses
low." It is clear that Powel Jr. was an excellent businessman.
Judging from the many reception reports, 1923 was a very successful
year with at least fifteen different models of radio receivers being manufactured
and sold. This was the only year that The Precision Equipment Company
radio receivers and accessories were manufactured and sold under the
Crosley name. (Figure 24) The Precision Equipment Company had two
addresses during this year: 2500
CROSL. 'JY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Ctodey Manufoctunng
Gilbert
Avenue, and Blue Rock
19. 1923
ClnciMatl. Ohio
200 AUrcd Street
and B. & 0. Railroad. (Figure
BETT'£11 • • C05T U:.SS
25) The highest priced
Crosley Manufacturing Co.
Crosley receiver in 1923 was
CII'ICINIIA.TI
•
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OHIO
the Model XXV, which sold
for
$150. (Figure 26) This
Firn Precisioo ad
The Precision Equipment Company
Februay 19. 1923
price
did not include the tubes,
2SOO CIUl£RT A VEN\IE
I':IICCUCNA.TI. OH!tl
Font ad for
batteries,
headphones, or a
THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Precuoon
Blue Rock
August 20. 1923
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Figure 25. Various business names
and addresses used by Crosley.
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Figure 26. Crosley Model XXV receiver, 1922.
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rece iver was designed so rhar ir would
march rhe finest piece of furniture in
any home. All rhe orher radio receivers
were priced under $65, except for rhe
Ace 3C which was priced at $125. Crosley
prices were very competitive.
(Figure 27)
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Chapter Five
The 5,000-Watt Transmitter
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The radio industry had grown rapidly
in 1921 and 1922 and it now compared
... - . _ ,J
very favorably with many of the long
established industries. Ir was reported
that the American peopl e would spend approximately $350,000,000 for
radio equipment in 1924.
Powel Jr. once said, "A home is not a home without a radio." Now that
radio sales had increased so dramatically, what would Crosley do next?
In January of 1924, in response to rhe increasing demand for Crosley
radios, Powel Crosley Jr. decided to purchase a larger manufacturing plant
[46] . He eventual ly wanted to have the capability to produce 5 ,000 sets a
day. To accomplish this, he was compelled ro seek a much larger factory .
The Thomas Corcoran Lamp Company had formerly occupied the building
that he purchased at the corner of Colerain Avenue and Sassafras Street in
the Camp Washington area of
Cincinnati [105] . The building bad
100,000 square feet of floor space
compa red to the 30,000 ar the
JUNIOR
Cole rain and Alfred street plant.
CRYSTAL RECEIVER The cost of the Corcoran building
Thlo Ia the new C rooley
was $150,000 . It was estimated
Junior Cry1ta l Rec:eivcr, the
Ideal radio aet f or uu In
that anOther $150,000 WOUld be
ll•tcn lng to loc:al broadc:ut.
ln g atatlona and thoce within
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a rad lu• of about 25 mllu.
Ctur, undi1torted reception
radio manufacturing plant in the
I• aKurcd, thi1 new •ct
providing perfect rcproduc.
Midwest. With plants such as this,
tlon of radio aign ata. No
batteries or t ubu a re re.
rhe radio industry could no longer
qulred, nothing to bec:ome
be considered jusr a passing fad.
d itconnected, nothing to be
damaged by the children,
Afrer renovation , the plant opened
With the advent Of 1ummer, tho dem and for crysta l 1ct.1
for production in the summe r of
hat lnero:aaed tre mendou•ly. Crotley dulert and jobbert will
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find that thil new aet will mtct Immediate approval, and wt
tuggut th.u you get your orde,.. to u t at toon u po11iblo.
Price, without phonu or atrial equipment, .. . .. . $4.00

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crotlty, Jr.. Prulde:nt
200 ALFRED STRE ET
CINCINNAT I, DHIO
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Figure 27. Crosley Junior crystal
receiver, 1923.

Figure 28. Crosley's third
factory at Colerain and
Sassafras Streets, 1924.

1924 and was known as Plant No. l. (Figure 28) Thi s was now the third
facility that Crosley used in the production of radio receivers. This plant
had the advantage of a railroad siding to facilitate reception of raw materials
and delivery of finished products.
The entire top floor was devoted to office space and the new WLW
studio with its engineering, and experimental departments. The assembly
of receiving sets was done on the second and third floors while the first
floor contained the stock rooms , shipping and receiving departments , etc.
Additional buildings were added in the general area as needed.
New studios and an auditorium were built late in 1924. They were
very beautiful and surpassed anything of their kind in radio broadcasting.
The solo studio and office of the director was large enough to hold a small
group of musicians and an announcer. The studio even contained a Baldwin
piano and xylophone. The walls were covered with tapestries and the hardwood
floors were covered with oriental rugs. The woodwork was mahogany.
Swinging doors led to the large studio, the a uditorium and the control
room.

Figure 29. A studio at Crosley's broadcast station WLW in 1924.
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No other broadcasting studios could compare with the arrangement of
his ensemble studio . This la rge room could accommodate a military band
or large orchestra. (Figure 29) Large di vans with soft , springy cushions
lined the walls. Several antique chairs with hi gh backs gave a touch of
elegance to the draped walls. A large chime clock was both useful and
ornamental. A Baldwin conce rt g rand piano was located in one corner of
the room and tapestries were used as part of the decorative scheme.
Monk's cloth covered the walls of this studio and a deep fringe at the
bottom of the cloth reached to the floor. These wall draperies were designed
to eliminate re verbe ration but the monk's cloth could be drawn back in
places when certain types of voices required a different acoustical quality .
The ceiling was covered with a specially treated membrane mate ri al to
minimize reve rberation. The microphones in both studios were controlled
from a triangular-shaped room located between the studios. Special telephone
lines carried the prog rams to the station and rel ayed the incoming broadcasts
from remote places such as churches, dance halls , sporting events, and
other special evems.
The familiar red studio " ON THE AIR " signal light was replaced by a
new microphone stand developed by Crosley engineers. (Figure 30) There
was a system of illuminated words in the stand which informed the artist
when to " PREPARE " and when to " BROADCAST. " This was part of a
system that also allowed rapid microphone switching between the two studios.
With the completion of these new studios, WLW was now ready to
become a super-power station , with an increase in powe r to 5,000 W.
By late 1924, Western Electric had developed a new 5,000-W transmitter.
Powel Jr. , following his policy of increasing power as the state of the art
advanced, ordered one of these new 5 ,000-W transmitte rs . Several smaller
broadcast stations set up a loud clamor about the coming " Super Power "
competition and mournfull y cried that
they would be forced off the air by
the higher-powe red stations.
A new license was granted by the
Department of Commerce in January,
1925. The license read, " WLW Crosley
Radio Corporation , 500 W regular
and 5 , 000 W experimental, 422.3
meters. " The license application for
renewal, filed in 1927, indicated that
thi s was the first remotel y-controlled
station in America.

Figure 30. The WLW double-button
carbon microphone in 1924.
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Another Crosley motto was: " Doing it first, that's Crosley. " and his
remotely-controlled station lived up to this motto.
The Crosley Radio Weekly had this as a headline on September 22,
1924: " New Super Power Station soon to be in operation; Beautiful studios
planned. Five-killowatt transmitter to be the latest radio achievement and
may send Yuletide greetings around the world. Station to be miles from
studio ." [49 , 50 , 53 , 54 , 57 , 60].
After a careful survey of the topography of the area surrounding Cincinnati,
WLW engineers selected a site for the transmitte r. (Figure 31) The new
site was near Harrison, Ohio, about 25 miles from the studios in Cincinnati.
The site selected was out in the country on a high hill.
Powel Jr. was a firm believer that broadcast transmitters should be
located as high as poss ible and in remote areas. He believed that this kind
of location would eliminate local interference and absorption of the transmitted
signal by electrical wires , steel structures, buildings, and trees.
Plans for the construction of the new transmitter building and antenna
system were completed and construction began in the early fall of 1924.
The original design of the transmitter building changed drastically and it
was eventually designed to have the appearance of a farmhouse. The first
floor was used for the transmitter operation, while the second floor contained
the living quarters for the resident operator.

Figure 31. Site of
5-kW transmitter for
Crosley radio station
WLW at Harrison,
Ohio, 1925.

Two 200-foot towers were erected to support the 300-foot long sixwire flat-top antenna at one of the highest points around the Cincinnati
area. From the 30-foot wide square base, the tower width decreased to 14
inches at the top , forming a massive pyramid of fabricated steel. The towers
rested upon four concrete supports that were embedded seven feet into the
ground . Only one of these towers' eight concrete supports can be seen
today. It is at the intersection of Carolina Trace and Marvin Road near
Harrison , Ohio.
The first remotely-controlled, super powered broadcast station was officially
opened by Powel Crosley Jr. at 8 PM on Tuesday evening, January 27 ,
1925 [55, 56]. The broadcast was controlled from the WL W studios on
Colerain Avenue in Cincinnati.
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Many prominent men and women in the radio industry were present at
the dedication , and telegrams and letters were received from numerous
noteworthy people who cou ld not attend.
Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce and chief government supervisor
of radio , sent the following te leg ram: "I extend to you my heartiest

congratulall·ons upon the opemng of your new station. Expedments which
you and others are conducting are of the greatest interest. If successful, it
will mean high efficiency in service to the listemng public - and this must
be the final purpose of all broadcasting . You have my very best wishes for
your success."
Edwin H. Armstrong , whose regenerative circuit was used in the Crosley
radios, sent the following message: "Believe that the higher the power of

WL W, the greater will be its success. Best wishes and success."
From William Dubilier , a radio pioneer came this message: "Again
you have placed radio science and 1nvention under obligation to you by
your commercial genius and success. You are making it possible for the
public to get the benefit of research and the engineer and 1nventor to be
properly compensated. It is through men like you, that they get together,
thus rendenng a much needed service. You certainly deserve the title 'The
Henry Ford of Radio'."
E. F. McDonald, president of the National Association of Broadcasters,
sent this message: " Most sincere congratulations to 'The Henry Ford of

Radio' on his latest accomplishment. Here 's to continued prosperity for
WL W, The Crosley Radio Corporation and yourself:"
Colin B. Kennedy wrote: "As a staunch admirer ofyour past achievements,
it is my most sincere wish that this new station may be the means of still
further spreading your good name. "
The new 5,000-W transmitter was the first of the Western E lectric 5
series [101] to incorporate major refinements in circu itry that performed
automatic sequencing on startup. (Figure 32) Serial number 101 , which
indicated that this was the first transmitter of this type made by Western
Electric, was located on one of the six cabinet panels. Even though it was
better than any other transmitters available at the time , it still used low-

Figure 32. The
Western Electric
5-kW transmitter for
Crosley radio station
WL W at Harrison,
Ohio, 1925.
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level Heising modulation with linear operation of the radio-frequency amplifier
stages. The tube complement consisted of a 211, 212s, 220Bs and 222s.
The final linear amplifier used two 220B tubes in parallel, and the high
voltage rectifier tubes were 222s. Motor-generarors were used to suppl y
the fi lament voltages fo r all the tubes except the recti fiers and to supply
plate voltage for the low power stages. The high- voltage rectifier filaments
were transformer powered. The rectifier and the power amplifier tubes
were water-cooled. The water used for cooling the tubes was run through
cast iron steam radiators with electric fans to help di ssipate the heat. One
feature of this transmi tter was the ability to put it in operation by activating
a single switch which started various moto r generators, lighted tube filaments
and started the water cooling system. Afte r a time delay, the plate voltages
were automatically applied to the various stages of the transmitte r .
After a few years , a new 50,000-W transmitter began operation at Mason,
Ohio, and this "o ld" 5 , 000-W transmitter at Har ri son was sold to a company
in Mexico . The transmitte r building was also sold and the following winter
it burned to the ground [92].
From the time Crosley began to manufacture radio equipment until the
end of 1924, fifty-four different models of receivers had been built. Nearly
half of these were built in 1924. The Super VI , XJ and XL models were all
tuned radio frequency (TRF) receivers . The XL was the most costl y at
$140. The popular 50 series
were a ll regenerative
receive rs with the Mode l
52SD Special Delu xe
selling for $37.50, and the
M o del 50 se llin g for
$14.50 . There were twelve
models fo r the public to
select fro m in the lower
price range. The 50P, 5 1P,
and 52P portable receivers,
whic h had become very
popular, were also included
in this price level. The SOP
was the first to be built and

Figure 33. The Crosley
SOP portable receiver,
1924. (Courtesy of Robert
Sands.)
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it so ld for $ 18 .50. (Figure 33) A short time later the p rice was reduced
to $ 14.50.
Eight models of the Trirdyn [59) with the reflex-regenerati ve circuit
were introduced that year. (Figure 34) These receivers, with only three
tubes, had the efficiency and volume of a five-tube receiver. T hey were
priced from $50 for the panel model 3R3 , to $110 fo r either the Newport
or Biltmo re models. All receivers manufactured in 1924 used batteries as
the power source.
Crosley radios were ve ry competitive in pri ce compared to other
manufacturers , and Crosley offered a large selection of models. Sears Roebuck
had an agreement with Crosley to suppl y radio receivers and accessories
wi th Sears model numbers such as the Model SR2 . Several models were
built , but this association did not last very long because Sears Roebuck
found another supplier for their radio sets.
In late 1924, Crosley acqui red a large interest in the Canadian-Deforest
Radio Corporation to he lp him expand the distribution of his C rosley radio
receivers. This was a step in the fulfi llment of his plan to have " A Radio in
every American Home" including those in Canada, Mexico , and Central
and South America. The De forest-Crosley receiving equipment was the
same type as the receive rs being sold in the Uni ted States and the sets were
constructed with standard Cros ley parts. The receivers produced in Canada
were advertised as the Deforest-Crosley Model s 50, 51, and 52. In August
of 1924, production also began on an a udio amplif ie r. In July of 1925 , the
Canadian-Deforest advertisements no longer included the standard Crosley
radio receivers , so, apparently, the Deforest-Crosley Company had started
to manufacture its own radio receiver models.
Powel Crosley Jr. made a special request to the Department of Commerce
to all ow him to change of the wavelength of WL W broadcasting to 423
me ters, (710 kHz). The wavelength change solved the problem of shared
program times with WSAI, a local station whic h broadcast on 309 meters ,
(970 kHz). Starting on June 30 , 1924, WLW would share program times
on the new frequency with two other stations; WB A V in Columbus , Ohio
and KPO in Oakland , Ca lifornia . Friday nights we re silent. KPO would
not be an inte rference problem because of the time difference and the distance
separating the two stations . This was the third wave length c hange since the
beginning of the WLW programming on March 22, 1922.
During 1924, programs we re broadcast fo r approximately sixty hours
each week. In additi on to the usual programming there were special programs

Figure 34. The
Crosley Trirdyn
receiver, 1924.
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such as election results, sports (including the opening game of the Cincinnati
Reds), zoo broadcasts, local concerts, orchestras, plays, and educational
activities.
1924 was certainly a challenging year for Powel Jr. He changed the
company name, purchased a new plant, and increased production to his
goal of 5,000 radios per day. He also constructed new studios, purchased
a 5,000-W Western Electric transmitter, produced 24 models of radios and
numerous radio accessories, and made plans for the new 5,000-W SuperPower station. He was also successful in employing high quality management
and engineering people who made 1924 such a successful year. The company
ended the year with a profit of nearly $2,000,000.
Another Crosley motto was: "Tomorrow may come -What are you going
to sell today?"
From the beginning, the idea of radio broadcast advertising was opposed
by some broadcasters, receiver manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers.
Radio was in its infancy and most on-air entertainment was done without
pay. Therefore, it did not seem to be fitting for any commercial intrusions
to interfere with the pleasure of the listener.
From 1922 to 1925, WLW did not sell commercial advertising. Powel
Crosley Jr. was the only sponsor of his station. He wanted it to succeed
because it would help him sell more radio products. Westheimer and Company
received on-the-air credit for supplying the stock market reports. Baldwin
was mentioned for supplying the piano. Drama schools that provided talented
performers received credit. Any individual or group that performed on
WLW received free advertising for their efforts. WLW listeners heard the
Crosley name mentioned frequently in such contexts as the Crosley program
schedule, the Crosley orchestra, and, information about Crosley products.
So, when it came time to buy a new radio, the Crosley name had already
become very familiar. Radio advertising became a nationwide phenomenon
in 1925. By 1926, Crosley believed it was time for him to enter the radio
advertising business. Cincinnati, with all its manufacturers and businesses,
was ready for radio advertising on WLW because of the wide coverage
and variety of programming.

The Crosley Pup
has a Pedigree
"Radio for the Millions" had always been the motto of the Crosley
Radio Corporation. In July 1925, the Crosley Pup was introduced and
immediately became one of the most popular receivers ever manufactured
by Crosley [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. (Figure 35) It sold for the
ridiculously low price of $9.75. The receiver was a redesigned Model 50
in a small metal cabinet.
A contest was held from September 1, 1925 to March 1, 1926. A $1,000
grand prize was offered to the owner of the "Pup" with the best reception
results. The same contest also offered six pedigrees of live pups as prizes
for reception reports. Another part of the advertising for the Crosley Pup
featured the famous cartoon dog Bonzo wearing a pair of Crosley headphones
[40]. (Figure 36) Five weeks after production started on September 1,
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WORLD'S SMALLEST RADIO SET
UTILIZING VACUUM TUBE

Figure 35. Crosley Pup receiver
advertisement from 1925.

1925, 14,000 "Pups" had been
made and delivered. Sales of the
popular Crosley Pup and the
Trirdyn were the main factors that
allowed Crosley to stay in business
in the hard times of 1925 [73].
After a careful survey and
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Study
Of VariOUS methOdS Of
T Crosley Jr Is about to be '"pup" beeause it is the smallest
reollzed. Four ·;.•• rs ago. be- re:tl radio set Ia tbe world.
merchandising,
Crosley announced
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country .
IS create a very
1
~~··hl~ :!'f.:~ ~~~~":~~d~: b'ui13 l•n• Croadcosuns .t.uons wuh
profitable source of increased sales
1
0
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and income for the distributors
ot everybody.
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and dealers who held a Crosley
slnsl.-tube resenerallvt rtcelv- bonr:l' with • on.-lubt r.rolv<r
franchise . Crosley limited his
dealer outlets to the " higher end" merchants, thus improving service to the
buying public and inspiring confidence in the Crosley products. The new sales
plans were praised by all of the distributors and dealers who said , "This will
be the salvation of radio. " [62].
Powel Crosley Jr. was always enthusiastic about the development of
high-powered broadcasting stations which he thought would be beneficial
to people who lived in small towns and rural areas. As a member of the
Hoover Commission, he
attended a radio conference
in Washington and fought
strenuously for what he
believed to be in the best
interest of radio listeners.
Thus he became known as
" High Power Crosley."
This name stayed with him
because of his attitude

...

Figure 36. Powel Crosley
Jr., Bonzo, and the Crosley
Pup, 1925.
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about broadcasting, and also because of his great mental powers and his
ability to reach the very pinnacle of fame. In 1924 he predicted power
levels of broadcast transmitters would eventually reach 200,000 W .
Powel Crosley Jr. was a very active member of the Hoover Commission
and other organizations. He was past president of the National Association
of Broadcasters and the National Association of Manufacturers . He had
always been very concerned about the regulation of broadcasting, including
wavelength assignments, receiver radiation, interference between stations,
licensing of broadcasters, programming, etc.
In December, 1925 , Powel Jr. attended the fourth National Radio
Conference and was e lated when Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce,
was designated the "czar of the radio industry . " This complete transfer of
power to the Secretary of Commerce was approved by Congress and Herbert
Hpover eventually served as President of the United States from 1928 to
1932. Needless to say, Powel Jr. had considerable influence with President
Hoover.
The Crosley receiver models of 1924 were in such demand that onl y
the Crosley Pup and three new models of the Trirdyn receivers were introduced
in 1925 [64].
The radio world had been waiting for a reasonably-priced loudspeaker
to replace the uncomfortable head phones and hollow-sounding horn speakers .
Crosley introduced the Musicone speaker [41] and it quickly became popular
with the rapidly increasing number of radio listeners. (Figure 37) The
Musicone speakers were attractive [16, 61]. Batteries were not needed
for their operation, and they we re easy to connect to most radio receivers.
" Good broadcasting and a good receiving set were worthless without a
good reproducer ." The Musicone sold for $17.50, and the Musicone Deluxe
in a mahogany case sold for $27.50. This was a very competitive price
compared to other available loudspeakers .
In June of 1925, a baseball game between the Cincinnati Reds and the
Chicago Cubs [63] was interrupted by the sale of a Trirdyn Special Receiver.
(Figure 38) T ommy Griffith, a player for the Cincinnati Reds and a
Crosley dealer, sold the radio and a Musicone speaker to Cliff Heathcote,
a player for the Cubs. The sale was completed between the second and
third innings. The crowd watched in astonishment but realized later that it
was a great way to
advertise Crosley radios.

Figure 37. Crosley
Musicone loudspeakers,
1925.
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Figure 38. Crosley Trirdyn I Musicone
special, 1925.

Amrad, the American Radio and
Research Corporation, was purchased
by Powel Crosley Jr . in December
of 1925. Amrad had been a pioneer
in the radio industry dating back to
befo re World War I. Amrad had
always been foremost among radio
manufacturers in fostering research.
They developed such products as the
"S" tube, used extensively for
rectification of alternating currents.
Amrad was licensed under the basic patents for Mershow electrolytic condensers
and the Hazeltine Neutrodyne circuits. Overproduction during the broadcast
craze caused some financial difficulties for Amrad during the succeeding
years. The operation of Amrad was entirely separate from the Crosley
Radio Corporation. With the purchase of Amrad, Powel Crosley Jr., president
and owner of The Crosley Radio Corporation and controller of the Canadian
- Deforest Corporation, became an even more prominent figure in the radio
industry [51].
Chapter Six
The 50,000- Watt Transmitter
Cincinnati had been referred to as "The Radio City" [98] and this title
was well earned. More radio receivers were manufactured in Cincinnati
than any other place in the world. Not only was there a tremendous output
of recei vers, but broadcasting was done from the first remotel y- controlled,
super-power broadcast station in this country. Powe l Crosley Jr. had become
the leader in producing-low priced receivers and was widely referred to as
"The Henry Ford of Radio."
In 1926 Crosley was producing approximately 5 ,000 radio recei vers
per day and this prov ided e mployment for 3 ,800 women and men in the
Crosley factories. His operation also provided employment for numerous
suppliers locally, as well as worldwide . As an example, lumbermen from
as far away as South America and Africa supp lied the so lid mahogany for
the radio cabinets.
Crosley always had confidence in the growing radio industry and in
1926 a s ix-story addition to Plant No. I at Colerain and Alfred Streets was
completed. The studios remained in the original building which had been
purchased in February, 1924.
Several of the nine receivers introduced in 1926 had the "Crescendon"
or regeneration tickler control and another control called the "Accuminator, "
which consisted of switchable auxiliary condensers fo r sharp tuning. Some
of these sets had six contro ls and this made adjustment and operation difficulr.
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However , in o ne month in 1926, 2,200 of the Model 5-50 sets were
manufactured each day.
There was a period between 1926 and 1927 when many consumers
were waiting for radios that did not require batte ries. Crosley officials
realized that the re was a demand fo r ba ttery less radio receivers, but they
refused to ente r the field until they could sell those receivers at reasonable
prices. (Figure 39) In 1927 Crosley introduced models AC-7 and AC-7C ,
which used the Crosley alternating current supply unit [17, 43]. This battery
eliminator was designed to operate on o rdinary 110-V 60 Hz lighting or
power circuits [42].
By late 1926, Crosley believed that 85 percent of the six million radio
receivers in use around the world were obsolete and would be replaced in
the near future. Again, he believed that he had to be ready to meet the
demand. Therefore, new radios were designed which used the neutrodyne
circuit in a metal cabinet with an illumina ted dial and other innovative
features. Nine o f the twel ve new models were AC operated and used new
AC tubes such as the UX226 and UY227. These receivers included various
models such as the Bandbox, Gembox , Jewelbox, and the Showbox.
Crosley spent one-half million dollars in just a few months on advertisements
fo r these new models. To meet production dema nds, another half million
do llars was invested in machinery , equipment, and tool s. These receivers
proved to be very popular and sales and profits in 1928 were the hig hest in
company history.
A Crosley motto at that time was: " You're there with a Bandbox and
then some ."
Prior to the organization of the National Broadcasting Company (NBC)
in November, 1926, WLW presented a series of Sunday afternoon musical
broadcasts sponsored by Powel
Crosley Jr. They were aired over
radio station WEAF's ne twork
from the Crosley studios in
Cincinnati. The WEAF network
consisted of 20 sta tion s ,
including WSAI in C inc innati
[97]. This became the new NBC
network, with WEAF in New
York City as the key station.
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Figure 39. Crosley AC-powered
receivers in 1927.

The "Crosley Hour" over the Red network of NBC was among the first
of the many programs that Crosley fed to NBC [20] over the com ing years.
Later on, many other stations became affiliated with NBC [97].
Powel Crosley Jr. was very successful in the radio business. After just
four years of manufacturing radio recei vers and broadcasting on WLW , he
was offered six and one half million dollars for hi s business but he refused
to sell. He was just 38 years o ld and certainly not ready to give up hi s future
opportunities in radio. At that time he had already become one of the wealthiest
men in Cincinnati .
A new act of Congress established the Federal Radio Commission and
gave it the authority to allocate commercial frequencies and hours of operation
as well as to prescribe and supervise radio discipline. The bill was passed
by Congress and s igned by President Coolidge on February 27 , 1927.
After the Federal Radio Commission was established, Congress immediately
proceeded to make it a political football. Broadcasters who wanted better
frequencies and other favors began to ask their Congressmen and their listeners
for support. Listeners were asked to write letters to the Federal Radio Commission
and their Congressmen requesting favorable consideration for their favorite
stations.
Soon after the Federal Radio Commission was established , Powel Jr.
submitted an application to have WLW's operating freq uency moved to 700
kHz. This frequency change was granted on June 1, 1927, but WL W had to
share the frequency with WMAF in Massachusetts and KFBU in Wyoming.
Later, WMAF stopped broadcasting and KFBU moved to another frequency ,
leaving WLW with a clear channel. This led to more prog ramming and less
interference for the WLW signal.
The time of transition had ended. Powel Jr. believed that a new period
of radio growth had begun , with the addition of network programming and
hopefully be tter regu lation of the radio industry. To be a success in radio
broadcasting, Powel Jr. believed it was important to have broad coverage,
listener loyalty, good programming and sales powe r coupled with product
integrity. He fe lt that broadcasting that was poorly handled was a liability
rather than an asset. If a station maintained a high quality of service and
gained the approval of the listening public, the goodwill would be commercially
valuable.

Figure 40. WSA/ at
Mason, Ohio was
purchased by Crosley
in 1928.
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To keep up with the growing radio industry, Powel Jr. believed that
higher power was the answer. He applied to the Federal Radio Commission
to increase the WLW power to 50 ,000 W.
Powel Jr. began to look closely at radio station WSAI which had a
proven transmitter location at Mason, Ohio . (Figure 40) The station was
owned by the U.S. Playing Card Company in Norwood, a Cincinnati suburb ,
and had begun broadcasting in June of 1923. WSAI had moved to a new
building in Mason in February of 1925, with a new Western Electric 5 ,000W transmitter, Model 5C. WLW had made a s imilar move to a new building
in Harrison, Ohio in January of 1925 , with the same model transmitter.
On May 8, 1928, The Cincinnati Enquirer published the news that
station WSAI , operated by the U.S. Playing Card Company, had been acquired
by the Crosley Radio Corporation, under the terms of a lease with privilege
to purchase [18]. Twenty days later, on May 28, 1928, the Crosley Radio
Corporation was authorized to build a 50,000-W transmitter. " Here we go
again!" Construction of a new building adjacent to the WSAI building , a
new antenna, and the installation of a new 50,000-W transmitter had to be
completed. (Figure 41 ) Powel Jr. was always ready for a power increase,
so installing and putting the 50,000-W transmitter on the air as soon as
possible was nothing new for the WLW engineers [19].
Excavations for the new building and
antenna tower foundations were begun in
June with a goal of making the new WLW
50,000-W transmitter operational by early
fall of 1928. (Figure 42 and 43)
A newly des ig ned 50 , 000-W
transmitter, the Western Electric Model
7A, [90 , 101] was ordered. (Figure 44)
This was a crystal-controlled, low power

Figure 41 . (Below) WLW building,
rear view, during construction for
installation of the 50-kW
transmitter, 1928. Notice horse
and wagon.
,/

Figure 42. (Above) 300
foot self-supporting tower
under construction.
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oscillator/modulator transmitter with its output driving three stages of power
amplification. The 700-kHz crystal oscillator used a WE-248A tube. That
tube was followed by another WE-248A buffer amplifier driving a modulated
WE-248A amplifier. The modulated radio signal at 700kHz, was amplified
in three successive stages to the final output power. The first power amplifier
consisted of two radiation-cooled WE-2120 tubes connected in push pull
with an output of 500 W. The second power amplifier had two WE-232A
water-cooled tubes connected in push pull with a power output of 10,000
W. The third power amplifier had six WE-232A water-cooled tubes, connected
in push pull parallel, with a final output of 50,000 Wand a peak power of
200,000 W. The transmitter output could be switched to either the antenna
coupling unit or to the artificial antenna.
Seven panel units were needed with a screen enclosure at the rear of
the units for the transmitter and an artificial antenna. The power supplies
for the transmitter required three panel units. One of these units had the
necessary power distribution and control facilities. The model 7 A transmitter
required a three-phase input of approximately 250 kW at 440 V. Voltage
for the air-cooled tubes was supplied from a 1 ,600-V, three phase, halfwave rectifier which used three WE-234A tubes in another panel unit.
This unit also had the necessary metering, filament rheostat controls, and
switching and overload protection for the equipment. Another panel unit
contained the high-voltage rectifiers that supplied the 17,000 VDC for the
water-cooled WE-232A tubes. This rectifier consisted of six tubes in a
three-phase circuit. Like the 1,600 V supply, this unit also had the necessary
metering, switching, filament rheostat controls, and overload protection.
Some of the power and filament transformers, filter chokes and filter capacitors
were located in another area along with the water cooling system and the
direct current generator for the filament circuits.
The new two-story transmitter building was designed by Crosley broadcast
engineers using brick, concrete, and steel construction. It included several
windows and a flat gypsum roof.
Two 300-foot towers were constructed 400-feet west of the transmitter
building. (Figure 45) These towers supported the "T" wire cage antenna
which measured about 0. 75 wavelength. The antenna was oriented in a
north-south direction. Directly under the antenna, a tuning house was built.
A ground system was installed which consisted of several miles of copper
wire buried ten inches underground. Interestingly, the lumber which had
been used to pack and crate the new transmitter was used in the construction
of the tuning house.
On October 29, 1928, [20] the new 50,000-W WLW transmitter at
Mason, Ohio [21] was dedicated. This was only five months after authorization
for its construction was received. The new transmitter was located 25 miles
away from the studio and the day of the dedication was a busy day for
many of the WLW personnel. At 10 o'clock, on a Monday morning, a large
group of guests gathered at the Crosley Radio Corporation office and studio
and then were taken by motor bus to Mason, Ohio. There they toured the
new WLW site and learned about its operation. Following a luncheon buffet,
the guests returned from Mason and were given a tour of the Crosley factory.
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Figure 43. WLW
transmitter building
completed in 1928,
front view.

Figure 44. Western
Electric Model 7A
50-kW transmitter at
Mason, 1928.

Figure 45. WLW "T '
antenna west of the
transmitter building,
1928.

Figure 46. New
manufacturing facility and
WL W I WSAI studio
building at Gilbert and
Arlington Streets, 1929.
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Charles A. Hinsch, President of the Fifth Third Union Trust Company, was
the toastmaster for the dedication dinner held at the Hotel Gibson that evening.
Lt. Gov. William G. Pichtel represented the Governor of Ohio, and Judge
Rodney Bryson spoke on behalf of the Governor of Kentucky. Murray Seasongood,
mayor of Cincinnati, praised the Crosley Radio Corporation for its effect on
the local economy, its public service, entertainment, information, and the
publicity the city was receiving daily from the WLW broadcasts [22].
After all the construction and testing of the 50,000-W transmitter was
completed, it was time to increase the WLW power from 5,000 W to 50,000
W. At 9 PM the transmitter at Harrison was turned off and Po wei Jr. operated
a switch in the ballroom at the Hotel Gibson that turned on the new WL W
transmitter at Mason. Dedication ceremonies were started with a special
six-hour broadcast that included performances by nationally known celebrities,
a large orchestra, the best Cincinnati musicians, and other radio acts. With
the transmitter located within a hundred miles of the center of the population
of the United States, WLW was this country's first national radio station.
In a few months, WL W, with its increased coverage and local and national
programming, became known as "The Nation's Station." [8, 12, 27].
Only a little more than seven years had passed since the first Crosley
station went on the air with a power of only 20 W. From the first WL W 50W transmitter, in March, 1922, the power had been increased to 1,000
times its 50 W level. Also in that seven-year period, Crosley had introduced
and sold more than eighty different models of radio receivers.
As the twenties came to a close, Powel Crosley Jr. had become an icon
in radio broadcasting and manufacturing. The phenomenal growth of the
Crosley Radio Corporation became even more evident with the addition of
an eight-story building on Arlington Street, which was started in 1928 and
completed in 1929 [23, 24]. (Figure 46) The eighth floor became the location
of the studios for WL W and WSAI.
While Crosley was moving into the new eight-story building, the economy
of this country was stunned by the "Wall Street crash" of October 29,
1929, which brought on the "great depression." The depression caused a
decline in sales of radio receivers because most people just could not
afford to purchase a
Five New Srudios, Six Control Rooms and Audition Rooms, To
new radio at this time.
Be Located on Eighth Floor of New Crosley Building
Crosley had planned
to introduce more
Floor piau ol new CrosJe7 stadlo. and
oflk" on clcb&b l!oor
of Crodey factory aDd otnce bull4·
than 25 models of
IDr bdn& ballt Ia CIDclzm&IL
radio receivers in
1929.
broadeuttn~

Figure 47. WLW I
WSAI studio floor
plan at Arlington
Street.
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This was the year of another new motto: " You ' re there with a Crosley . "
During the depression, Crosley employees, city officials, the public
and friends were wondering once again, what Powel Jr. would do next. To
save time at management meetings, the theme always was, "Let us find out
how to do it -rather than why we can't do it. " Po wei Jr. felt that the length
of the depression was unpredictable. Therefore , he did not wish to change
his plans for the operation of the Crosley Radio Corporation because he
felt that a change in plans could make the economic situation worse in
Cincinnati and elsewhere. In the light of this uncertainty about the economic
situation, he decided to " tinker" with some new ideas about the future
operation of the corporation. One idea was to start manufacturing refrigerators.
Part of the addition to the new building included new studios on the
eighth floor for both WL W and WSAI. (Figure 4 7) With construction
completed, the new studios were opened for regular programming on Sunday ,
March 23 , 1930 [25]. The new studios, offices, and control rooms were
arranged to permit the most efficient operation of the equipment and the
easiest movement of entertainers and musicians. There were five studios
with different dimensions for different types of programs. The acoustics
were as perfect as the most advanced sound engineering methods could
make them. The walls, floors , and ceiling of the studios were completely
floating in felt so that no contact was made with metal or wood. Crosley
engineers made up a jingle, which sounded like a nursery rhyme: " The top

girder rests on felt, which rests on steel, which rests on felt, which rests on
wood, which rests on steel, which rests on concrete."
There we re five studios. Studio A (63 feet by 39 feet by 21 feet) contained
a new organ and could accommodate a full symphony orchestra. (Figure
48) Studios B and C were smaller and were used for dance orchestras,
group broadcasts, etc. The still smaller studios D and E would accommodate
song teams , speakers, solo artists, etc. Each studio had its own monitoring,
control, and client rooms. In conjunction with the new studios, the space
included a large, luxurious lounge, rest rooms, and executive and departmental
offices. To many people , these studios became known as just " Arlington
Street " when speaking of WLW. The new studios, the most complete in
the world, were formally
dedicated on the evening of
June 24, 1930 [26]. Many
guests were invited to hear
the dedicatory address given

Figure 48. Studio A
(largest) at Gilbert and
Arlington Streets.
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Figure 49. Musicians in
Studio A using Crosley
condenser microphones.

by Myers Y. Cooper, Governor of Ohio. The program also included speeches
and performances by the finest artists avai lable. It was impossible to calculate
the immense number of people who listened to the dedication program over
the radio.
WLW, with its midwest location, new studios , 50,000-W transmitter,
and then in 1934 the 500,000-W transmitter, played a major role in the
growth of radio networks in the early thirties . Through local programming
and NBC network programming, WLW had a tremendous influence on the
culture of its li steners during the depression years. Radio provided the
same entertainment to rural listeners as to city dwellers; comedy, soap
operas, news , music , drama , and market reports, etc.
The tremendous amount of programming on WLW in the early thirties
required a very large number of writers and performing artists. (Figure 49)
The Arlington Street studios were like a revolving door with so many entertainers,
writers, and program people coming and going. Many of these radio programs
were fed to NBC's Red and Blue networks.
Serialized stories were popular in newspapers and magazines so Crosley
thought a weekday daily-dramatized serial on radio would appeal to housewives.
"Ma Perkins," a weekday serial , began in 1930. The broadcasts were accompanied
by ads for Procter and Gamble soap products. Soon , other weekday programs
of this type began to be dubbed "soap operas." WLW also originated "The
Mad Hatfields," and "The Life of Mary Southern," the first soap opera to
appear on the Mutual network in 1934. The "soaps " were very popular,
increasing from l 'lz hours per day in 1934 to 4 1/z hours per day in 1937.
Oxydol continued as a sponsor of "Ma Perkins" for 27 years.
But surely the most memorable of WLW' s programs was " Moon River, "
a late night broadcast of romantic poetry and organ music which became
legendary among lovers from coast to coast. Singers on " Moon River"
included Doris Day , the Devore sisters , and later the Clooney sisters. Eddie
Byron was the writer-producer on "Moon River, " and the very popular
program "Cros ley Theater of the Air." Eddie later became the creator of
"Mr. District Attorney " in New York City. Another program which originated
a t WLW was "Singing Sam the Lawn Mower Man. " He went to New York ,
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where he became "Singing Sam the Barbasol Man." Jane Froeman, Little
Jack Little, the Mills brothers, the Ink Spots, and Red Barber were a few
of the people who got their start at WLWin the 1930s. Other radio personalities,
such as Red Skelton, came to do their shows for the network but were
never employed by WLW. Farm programs were very popular, with grain,
cattle and hog market prices broadcast at noon on weekdays. Another popular
farm program was called "Everybody's Farm" broadcasting from an actual
Crosley owned and operating farm located near the WL W transmitter at
Mason.
Although more than twenty-five different models of radio receivers were
produced in 1929, the volume of sales was not high as expected because of
the depression. Other manufacturers were starting to produce good quality
radios that were both attractive in the home and relatively inexpensive. Crosley
met the competition with such models as the New Buddy, (Figure 50) Playmate,
Chum, Comrade, Crony , Director, (Figure 51) Pal, (Figure 52) Mate, etc.
[28]. Some of the cabinets had the very ornate and exclusive Crosley-designed
" Repwood" carving on the front of the radios. Crosley's production of radio
receivers had declined since the beginning of the depression, and by 1932 it
was fifth in the number of sets built.

Figure 50. (Left) Crosley "New Buddy"
receiver, $64.50, 1930.

Figure 51. (Above) Crosley
"Director" receiver, $107.50, 1930.

Figure 52. (Left) Crosley "Pal" receiver,
$69.50, 1930.
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To help boost the sagging sales, an automobile radio called the " Roamio "
was introduced in 1930 [29, 30]. (Figure 53) The market for these sets
was unlimited at the time , and Crosley made the most of it by providing at
least three models of the " Roamio " with prices ranging from $37.50 to
$75. Not only did the "Roamio" boost sales with its popularity , but it
helped to create many new installation and servicing jobs for automobile
radio technicians.
711~
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Figure 53. Crosley "Roamio" automobile radio, $75.00, 1930.

According to Crosley advertisements, " Where There Are People In
The USA, There You Will Find Crosley Radios . " In 1928, out of 3,068
counties in the United States, Crosley distributors were located in 2 ,550.
Powel Crosley Jr. was never satisfied with the coverage of WSAI in
the Cincinnati area. He wanted to make WSAI a " true community station. "
An application was submitted to the Federal Communications Commission
to move the transmitter to the Clifton Heights area of Cincinnati. This
location on Warner Street, between Chickasaw and Wheeler Streets, was
closer to the center of the city. Authorization to relocate was granted on
January 10, 1936. A building was constructed and a Western Electric 5 ,000W transmitter installed. The operating power was 2 ,500 W during the day
and 1,000 W at night. The antenna was a triangular 230-foot steel tower.
Situated on a high bluff, this location of the WSAI transmitter provided
excellent coverage of Cincinnati and the surrounding area. Listeners could
now have an audible " picture" of the daily life of the area and hear much
of the fine talent available in Cincinnati. The programming continued to
originate from the WLW and WSAI Arlington Street studios.
In 1937 and 1939, the Federal Communications Commission granted
permission for the power of WSAI to be increased to 5 ,000 W full-time.
In 1939 the transmitter was moved to Mt. Healthy, a northern suburb of
Cincinnati. This eliminated the interference problems in the heavily-populated
Clifton Heights area. A three-tower directional antenna was designed by
Crosley engineers and is still in use today.
In the summer of 1944, WSAI was sold to the Marshall Field Company
of Chicago. The station is now owned by Clear Channel, and the call
letters are WCKY.
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Chapter Seven
The 831-Foot Vertical Antenna
The design of broadcast antennas was going through a change, at this
time, from the flat-top and horizontal designs to the vertical antenna designs.
Justification for a change from horizontal to vertical depended on the amount
of money invested in the transmitter, the frequency being used, the desired
coverage area, and the local ground characteristics. With the large amount
of money that had been invested in the transmitter and other existing conditions
at the WLW transmitter location, it was determined that a large investment
in a new vertical antenna was justified. This type of vertical antenna was
developed at Bell Laboratories, and the structural design was created by
engineers of the Blaw-Knox Company of Pittsburgh [7]. The construction
contract was given to Blaw-Knox Company to erect the 831-foot, 5/8 wavelength,
cantilever-guyed, vertical antenna [3]. The estimated cost to build the antenna
was $50,000, and it is generally believed that no more than five antennas of
this design were erected in the United States .
Since the "T" type antenna for WL W was located on the west side of
the transmitter building, the location for the Blaw-Knox 831 foot antenna
was to be approximately 800 feet east of the building. The base for the
new antenna was put in place on March 25, 1933. Three months later in
June, the new antenna was put in service and driven by the 50-kW transmitter.
(Figures 54 and 62)
On the south side of the tower a neon-illuminated sign with the call
letters "WLW" was installed by the Hartman Sign Company of Cincinnati.
The sign was 35 feet wide and it was placed slightly above the widest point
on the tower, at 350 feet. With its metal framework and the necessary
electrical equipment to illuminate the ten-foot WLW letters, the weight of
the sign was nearly a ton [ 108].
The airplane warning lights which were required on tall towers , consisted
of two 1,000-W red Fresnel beacons mounted at the top of the tower,
along with a number of 100-W red obstruction lights at various levels on
the tower. The Fresnel beacons and the
illuminated WLW sign were flashed off
and on with a control mounted at the
base of the tower. In addition to the
lights on the tower , a 24-inch red
revolving beacon was located at the base
of the tower. This was required at that
time to indicate a dangerous area to
airplanes. At night, the WLW tower
could been seen for many miles. A small
plane did hit the tower in the mid-thirties.
The pilot was killed , but no damage
was done to the tower.

Figure 54. The WLW 831 -foot vertical
antenna, 1933.
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The antenna coupling house was located at the base of the 831-foot
tower, and a coaxial transmission line of nearly 800 fee t was custom fabricated
to fe ed the signal to the antenna. (Figure 55) The 100-0hm air dielectric
coaxial line was ten inches in diameter, with a two-inc h center conductor.
Both center and outer conductors were made of ALCOA aluminum. Small
openings were spaced at intervals along the bottom to permit the drainage
of moisture. These openings were screened to keep out field mice and
insects. The 100-0hm transmission line was coupled through an "L" network
to the 390-0hm base impedance of the tower. Operating at 500 kW , the
unmodulated radio frequency current was nearly 36 A, which produced an
RF field intensity of at least 6 V per meter at a distance of one mil e from
the tower. The 0. 5 m V /m contour was 300 miles from the transmitter site
and, at night, the normal signal strength in Mexico and southern California
was 0.1 mV/m.
Interesting facts concerning the antenna :
•

•
•
•
•

The height was 831 feet or 5/8 wavele ngth at 700 kH z - 295 feet
taller than the Washington Monument . It was later shortened to 112
wavelength. (Figure 64)
The towe r is 35 feet ac ross at the 350-foot level.
The antenna rests on two cup-shaped two inch thick porcelain insulators.
(Figures 56 and 63)
The insulators are not rigidly joined but are connected by a large
pin to allow the antenna to sway. (Figure 57)
The antenna can withstand a 112 mile-per-hour wind, twice the
velocity of any wind ever recorded in the area.
Figure 55. (Left)
100-0hm coaxial
transmission line to
vertical antenna.

Figure 56. (Right)
Bottom half of the
antenna base insulator
which supported the
vertical antenna.
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•
•

•

•
•

The tower is held in place by eight 2-inch guy cables that are separated
into sections by seven insulators. (Figure 58)
The steel in the tower weighs 136 tons. The additional weight of
the guy wires and wind load can produce a peak weight of 450 tons
on the base insulators.
One source indicates that there are twenty-four piles driven to a
depth of seventy feet to support the foundation that spreads out
under the tower. Another source indicates that there are sixteen piles
driven to forty feet.
Approximately 60,000 feet of copper radials were buried 22 inches
deep around the tower to act as a ground plane. (Figure 59)
The antenna was constructed while in a vertical position. Each piece
of the structural steel was hauled up into place and bolted together.
The structure was held in place by the use of guy cables that were
moved upward as the work continued. When the 350-foot level of
the structure was reached, the guy cables were permanently attached
and the work continued piece by piece above that point [96].

After the erection of the new antenna, the efficiency of the "T" type
and vertical antennas could now be compared. With all conditions (frequency,
power~ and location) remaining the same, field strength measurements were
taken with calibrated instruments. Compared to the "T" type antenna, the
use of the 831-foot vertical antenna resulted in an increase of signal strength
equivalent to the doubling of the transmitter power.
Soon after the new antenna was installed and operating on the 50-kW
transmitter, WLW engineers had a terrifying experience. The huge tower
started to twist at the wide section in the center of the antenna, and an
oscillating motion was observed in the guy cable system. A guy cable on
one side would move upward, and at the same time the opposite guy cable
would move downward. A hurried call to Blaw-Knox brought assurance
that the antenna would stand the abuse. The only suggestion was to throw
ropes across the moving guy wires to dampen the oscillations. The oscillations
finally stopped but occurred again about a year later. The guy cable oscillations
have not been reported since [92].
An excerpt from Lowell Thomas's broadcast on March 13, 1934, states,

"Although I am actually broadcasting from a special studio in the Nether/andPlaza Hotel, every word you are hearing jumps out at you from a metal
ball eight hundred and thirty-one feet in the air atop that Mae Westian
tower." (Figure 60) Lowell Thomas was the dean of newscasters for NBC
at that time and for many years afterward. He was comparing the shape of
the tower to Mae West the actress who was rather well endowed in her
upper sections [7].
Shortly after the 500-kW transmitter went on the air, a serious signal
coverage problem existed in the surrounding areas 100 miles from the station.
This included the highly populated areas of Columbus, Ohio; Indianapolis,
Indiana; and Louisville and Lexington, Kentucky. Engineers determined
the problem to be selective-fading, the result of a station sky wave signal
interfering with its own ground wave signal. Engineering analysis of the
vertical plane of a 5/8 wavelength antenna indicated the presence of a minor
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Figure 57. (Right) Top half of the
base insulator which supported
the vertical antenna.

Figure 58. (left) Guy cable
installation used to support the
veritcal antenna.

Figure 59. (left) Ground
radial installation for the

Figure 60. (Right) Announcer Lowell
Thomas in 1934 using the Crosley
spherical condenser microphone.
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high angle lobe. The signal from this lobe could refract from the ionosphere
back to earth about 100 miles from the station and cancel or interfere with
the gound wave signal [93].
To correct the situation , the antenna was reduced in height to 708 feet
by the removal of the 123-foot mast at the top of the antenna. The mast had
sometimes been called the "flagpole." The tower became a 112 wavelength
antenna. This eliminated the high-angle lobe and slightly reduced the horizontal
radiation. The area of selective fading was moved out beyond the major
markets and reduced in size.
A chromium-plated ball had been mounted at the very top of the mast
for lightning protection. (Figure 61) When the mast was removed and the
ball examined, it was noted that lightning had burned numerous holes in
the lower half of the ball. This indicated that the lightning strikes approached
the ball from below . Tests done by General Electric Corporation indicated
that the largest bole in the ball was caused by a lightning strike with a
current of approximately 40,000 A. The original lightning-scarred ball was
put on display by the author at the 2000 Annual Conference of the Antique
Wireless Association and it generated a great deal of interest.
After nearly 70 years, "The Big Tower" is still in use. The original
WLW sign has been replaced but the tall tower is still a landmark and
conversation piece for the area around Mason. The actual cost of $46,243
is now unbelievable , and 70 years of continuous service is remarkable.

Chapter Eight
The 500,000-Watt Transmitter
Each time a new WLW transmitter was installed, Powel Jr. was already
planning and obtaining engineering advice for the next power increase.
1930 was the first yea r that WLW made a profit and it amounted to $44, 000.
The next year was even better, and profits increased to nearly $ 150,000
[11]. In 1932 our country was in financial chaos, but Powel Jr. applied to
the Federal Radio Commission for permission to use a 500-kW transmitter
and a new vertical antenna.
Powel Jr. and the technical staff of
WL W had been planning for the 500-kW
transmitter for five years before receiving
authorization in June of 1932 [32 , 33].
Since it was an experimental transmitter
of entirely new design, it rapidly developed
into an engineers' picnic. Crosley wanted
to incorporate as many new ideas as
possible. New pieces of equipment were
designed to make this transmitter the most
sophisticated of its day , and the design
incorporated many new features.
Figure 61. Ball removed from the top of the
tower showing lightning strikes on top and
bottom.
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Figure 62. (Left) Aerial view of station WLW showing the vertical and the ''T' antennas.
Figure 63. (Right) Powel Crosley Jr. at the tower base insulator.

In May of 1932, an application was fi led with the Federal Radio Commission
for a construction permit to build a 500-kW transmitter using the 50-kW
transmitter as the driver. A switching arrangement would a ll ow either the
50-kW transmitter or the 500-kW amplifier to feed the vertical antenna.
The application was granted the next month in June of 1932. This began a
very busy time for Powel Jr. and his company leading up to the dedica tion
ceremonies on May 2, 1934.
The contract for the insta ll ation
of the largest broadcast transmitter
in the world was awarded to the
RCA Victor Company of Camden ,
New Je rsey on February 1, 1933.
(F ig ure 67) RCA did not build
transmitters at this time , so they
s ubcontracted the installat ion to
General Electric, Westinghouse, and
other subcontractors [93, 102].
Westinghouse was responsible for:
audio frequency amplifiers,
~
modulators, modulation transformers,
·
filament supplies, isolation switching ,

Figure 64. The WLW tower seen
from a distance.

so

water pumps, motor generators for control circuits and bias, heat exchangers
and the entire cooling system.
General Electric was responsible for: the radio frequency amplifiers,
DC power supplies, high voltage rectifiers, harmonic filters, the RF transmission
line, antenna tuning equipment, control systems and the control console.
RCA was responsible for: coordination of all the subcontractors (which
numbered more than 50) and completion of the project within a year [93,
102]. After completion, the new WLW transmitter would have 10,000
times more power than the WL W transmitter of 1922.
The cost of the installation of the transmitter, the necessary addition to
the building, and the vertical antenna totaled nearly $500,000. This did not
include the additional expenses incurred for the studio expansion. Design and
preparation for the big transmitter began in January, 1933. Components were
shipped to the WLW site near Mason in August of 1933. By December, 1933,
the equipment had been installed and testing was started during the experimental
hours of 1 AM through 5 AM. Shortly after the testing began, the power was
increased to more than 500 kW with 100% modulation. The design of the
transmitter required no major changes or additional expenditures and this was
a surprise to all concerned. Installation of the transmitter progressed as scheduled,
an achievement that was seldom seen in broadcasting at that time.
The following is a brief summary of the transmitter performance in
typical operation [102]. With a normal power output of 525 kW, the input
power to the transmitter, including all the auxiliary equipment, was 1150
kW without modulation. Input power required was 1600 kW for 100%
sinusoidal modulation, and 1250 kW was necessary for the average or
normal modulation. This
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powerful broadcast stations in the
United States. It had been the first
station to utilize successive stages
of increased power levels at 50,
500, 5,000, 50,000 and now
500,000 W. Powel Jr. believed
that increasing the power of a
broadcast transmitter was the most
effective way to reduce receiver
static. The transmitter became a
CBOSLE'l.' SJIOaT WA.VF. CON\'ERTE.ft
d1.St.-22), Tw.
OUI.
high-power "Static Eliminator."
nn.P..
By the 1930s, radio listeners
o - 1\1" i44. JQ%" .-... G"
had changed their li stening
standards. They now wanted high
quality, strong, easy-listening
signals rather than stations from a great distance. With improved receiver
designs, adjacent-channel interference was reduced by making receivers
more selective. (Figures 65 and 66) Fading of the transmitter signal was
reduced through the addition of automatic volume controls in receivers.
Therefore, an increase in transmitter power could now improve the coverage
area and reduce fading without creating appreciable interference.
To accommodate the space required for the new transmitter, the length
of the building and basement that housed the WLW 50-kW transmitter was
extended by 36 feet. (Figure 68) This addition matched the appearance of
the existing building and increased it to 80 feet long by 63 feet wide. This
building is still in use for the current 50,000-W WLW transmitters. Physically,
the 500-kW transmitter on the first floor is still in place, but some tubes
and parts have been removed. Most of the supporting equipment necessary
for its operation that was located in the basement has been removed.
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Figure 67. Nameplate
from the front of the
500-KW transmitter,
1934.
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Transmitter Physical Layout and General Design
The new 500-kW transmitter contained a radio frequency amplifier capable
of2,000,000-W of peak power output [104]. The audio frequency amplifier
was large enough to modulate the radio frequency amplifier to 100 percent.
This transmitter was certainly unusual because of its size. (Figure 69)
It actually became an integral part of the building since the steel uprights in
the cabinets supported the building roof. Most of the metal in the transmitter
cabinets was ALCOA [5] aluminum and the power amplifier plate tuning
capacitors were also made of aluminum tubing [9].
Additional space on the first floor was necessary to allow the installation
of three power amplifier cabinets, two modulator cabinets, and one rectifier
cabinet. (Figure 70) The transmitter was 54 feet 7 inches wide, 13 feet 2
inches high, and 17 feet deep. This powerful transmitter required a total of
nearly 935 square feet of space.
To make the transmitter more reliable , the power amplifier was divided
into three cabinets and the modulator was divided into two cabinets [102].
With this design, a cabinet could be automatically isolated by a switching
arrangement when a tube or any component in that cabinet became defective.
This allowed the transmitter to continue in operation at reduced power and
modulation capabilities. The motor-driven "isolation switch" was nearly
44 feet long and it was located directly below each radio frequency amplifier
and modulator cabinet at the basement ceiling level. This kept the connecting
leads as short as possible.
A platform, sometimes called the "catwalk ," 4-feet above the transmitter
floor and with covers 3 feet wide, ran the entire length of the front of the
transmitter assembly. (Figure 72) These easily-removable platform covers
provided access to parts such as internal water piping , hose reels, water

Figure 68. (Below)
Building the addition
on the north side of the
50-kW transmitter
building for the 500-kW
transmitter, 1933.

Figure 69. (Above)
Front of the 500-KW
transmitter during
construction, 1933.
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flow instruments, and mechanical tuning adjustments, etc . This wate r piping
arrangeme nt provided a degree of accessibility that was he retofore unknown
in most broadcast transmitters . A platfo rm 22 inches wide and at the same
level as the catwalk was installed ins ide each cabinet to facilitate tube changes
and othe r necessary maintenance.
Fitted plate glass windows at eye level, and entrance doors at the platform
leve l, we re a major pa rt of the frontal surface of the transmitter. Pairs of
metal-lined wooden doo rs prov ided access to the back of each cabinet.
Each cabine t was e ntirely shielded a nd electrically bonded at nume rous
locations to the other cabinets . For safety purposes, all audi o and radio
frequency amplif iers and the high voltage rectifier we re located behind
interlocked doors and panels . A safety switch was provided at each cabinet
e ntrance to ground all high voltage leads and condensers. The openi ng of
any door to the power amplifie r or modulator cabinets would also isolate
that cabine t pe rmanentl y. Low power audio stages we re located in the rear
of the modula tor cabine ts. All of the power amplifie r main tuning contro ls,
water valves, flo w me ters, thermometers, emergency shut down switches,
tube hour and overload indicato rs we re located on the front of each cabine t
where needed.
The control console, located to the front right of the transmitter , was
the first one o f its kind [102, 107] . (Figure 7 1) The console contained
control switc hes, indicator lights, relays, and other devices assoc iated with
the a utomatic sequence and protective control circuits. Various voltme ters,
an antenna a mmeter , and an over-modulation indicator were a lso centralized
at the console . Relays a nd contac tors located on a control pa nel di rec tly
behind the main recti fie r 870 tubes we re also associated with the console
and its ope ration . During transmitter ope ration, the contro l panel and its
equipment we re completely accessible since this a rea was not inte rlocked.
Normal operation was indicated by a red light above the corresponding
contro l sw itch for each unit. If any light went out or did not light on startup , it was an indication of a problem . Voltage fo r the operation of the
contro l circuit was 100 VDC, which was suppli ed by a motor gene rato r
located in the basement. The gene rator was call ed the "Shop Machine . "

Figure 70. RF power
amplifiers for the 50-kW
transmitter prior to the
installation of the UV-862
tubes, 1934.
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Figure 71. Control console
for the 50-kW and 500-kW
transmitters, 1934.

All of the rotating
equipment, heat exchangers,
two large modulation
tran sfo rmer s, filter
capacitors, oil c ircuit
breake rs , the iso lation
switch , harmonic filter, and
electrical input and
switching panel s, e tc. ,
were a lso located in the
basement area of nearly 2200 square feet. Three transformers and a filter
reactor for the high voltage rectifier were located outside at the rear of the
building in a fenced-in area.
To operate the 500-kW transmitter, it was necessary to operate two
change-over switches. One sw itch di ssipated the Western Electric 50-kW
transmitter output into a load res istance. (Figure 73) This excited the
grids of the tubes in the three radio frequency amplifiers of the 500-kW
amplifier. The other change-over switch allowed the output of either the
50- or the 500-kW transmitter to be switched to the input of the harmonic
filter , with its output going to the coaxial transmission line and the antenna.
RCA was the first supplier of UV -862 tubes with pure tungsten filaments
[107]. Twelve were required in the radio frequency amplifiers and eight in
the modulators. These tubes were water and air-cool ed and had a plate
dissipation of 100 kW each. Each tube was rated at 90-A of peak emission
with an amplification factor of 45. The filament voltage was 33 V with a

Figure 72. These five
stars of radio were heard
on the dedication broadcast for the new 500-kW
transmitter. Each is
holding one of the twenty
100-kW tubes used in the
transmitter. Left to right
are Margaret Carlisle
(Chicago) who starred in
"Showboat, " "Bittersweet, "
and in London in "Words
and Music;" Mary Alcott
(Chicago) Paul Whitman
discovery; Ethel and
Dorthea Ponce (New York)
harmony duet; and Flo
Golden, actress.
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Figure 73. (Left) Another
view of the Western Electric
7A 50-kW transmitter used
as the exciter for the 500-kW
transmitter. Engineer Dick
Walker is seated at the
console which controlled the
operation of both
transmitters, 1934.

Figure 74. (Right) The three
1500-Ampere DC motor/
generators for the UV-862
tube filaments, 1934.

current of 207 A . Total filament current for the twenty tubes was approximately
4150 A o r about 137 kW just to light the filaments. The tubes were 5 feet
in length and each weighed 30 pounds, for a total weight of 600 pounds.
The cost for each tube was $ I625, and the total cost for the twenty tubes
was $32,500. Three I ,500-A motor generators connected in parallel provided
the necessary 33 V for the filaments. (Figure 74) They were driven by
three 75 horsepower, 2 , 300-V motors. Normally these motor generators
were contro lled individuall y or as a unit from the control console.
To eliminate the three I ,500-A motor generators for the UV -862 filament
power, the tubes were eventually replaced by the more modern 898A tubes
[86 , 93] . The filaments of the 898A tubes were multi-strands of tungsten ,
consisting of three sections that could be operated on DC or sing le, or
three phase AC. The filament voltage and current for each section required
33 V at 70 A. Other than the filament specifications, the operating and
physical characteristics of the two tubes were nearly identica l.
The conversion to the 898A tubes required three single-phase high reactance
transformers with a primary of 240 V and a secondary of 16.5 V at I40 A
for each tube. High reactance transformers were used to limit the filament
surge current to 200 A. There were 60 such transformers ; each was 13
inches high, 10 inches wide, and 8 inc hes deep , and weighed approximate ly
150 pounds. To support the five-ton weight of these transformers , a structural
steel bridge was built in the basement. It was located directly under the
transmitter cabinets to keep the filament leads as short as possible. [94].
Two cooling systems, one using water, and one using air , were required
to cool the transmitter. Each UV -862 tube required 30 gallons of distilled
water flow per minute. High temperature water stills were operated continuously
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to maintain the necessary amount and quality of distilled wa ter in the system.
The water cooling system was also des igned to be adequate for the existing
50-kW WLW transm itter. The heated distilled water was pumped at the rate
o f 700 gallons per minute through two Westinghouse heat exchangers. (Figure
75) The waste heat was transferred to raw water which was pumped at 1,500
ga llons per minute to the 75- by 75-foot spray-cooling pond located outside
the building . (Figure 76)
To isolate the nearly 12,000-V anode voltage for each of the UV-862
tubes, cooling wate r was circulated through special rubber hoses wound on a
cylindrical form [I 02]. The length of the hose was sufficient for an isolation
of 50 ,000 V. These hoses were mounted unde r the catwalk for each radio
frequency amplifier and modulator. This hosing arrangement was eventually
changed to a network of 1.5-inch Pyrex"' pipes for the inlet and outlet of each
tube. Nearly 900 feet of Pyrex pipe was needed for this conversion [86].
A single, 3-horsepower centrifugal blower was used to blow air through
the main air duct whic h had branches leading to the filament and plate seals
of the twenty UV-862 tubes .

Power Amplifiers
The three radio- freque ncy power amplifiers , designed by the General
Electric Company, were identical. (Figure 77) Each had an output of 170
kW of carrier power and they combined to make the 500 kW . Each amplifier
was complete in itself with its own radio frequency and power circuits.
Another first occurred when it was decided to use the existing 50-kW transmitter,
running at reduced power , to drive the 500-kW transmitter. When operating
-~-

Figure 76. (Right)
Heated water from '
the 500-kW
transmitter was
pumped to the
outdoor spray pond ---=~
to cool the 862
tubes, 1934.
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Figure 75. (Left) The pumps and heat
exchangers for the 500-kW
transmitter were located in the
basement of the transmitter building
and used to cool the 862 tubes, 1934.

the 500-kW transmitter, the output of the 50- kW transmitter was fed into a
load resistance and used to drive the grids of the three radio frequency
amplifiers in parallel. Approximately 20 kW of power was required to
drive the 500-kW ampli fier. Each amplifier had four type UV -862 triode
tubes , operating in push pull paralle l Class C mode. The three amplifier
outputs were combined in series. The radio freq uency a mpli fiers were highlevel plate modulated . (Figure 78) The modulator of the 50-kW transmitter
was disabled when operating the 500-kW transmitter.
The normal operating parameters for each amplifier were: plate voltage
of 11.8 kV, plate current of 20 A, bias voltage of -630 VDC, grid current of
nearly 4 A, and a PA (power ampli fier) tank current of nearl y 95 A. The
input power to the three ampli fiers was nearly 700 kW and it produced 500
kW of output power. The power amplifier effic iency was slightly over 70 %.
The grid circuit des ign was unusual [102]. Fixed mica-dielectric neutralizing
capacitors were used in a conventional balanced neutralizing c irc uit. It is
believed this was the fi rst use of fixed neutralizing capacitors in a broadcast
transmitter. With the grids driven in parallel , the balanced grid line was
shielded and spl it into 3-equal lengths leading to the grid tank circui ts.
This put the grid excitation voltages in phase , whic h simpli fied tuning and
loading of the amplifie rs. The three grid tank circuits we re permanently
tuned to be resonant at 700 kHz. The total rectified grid current was measured
with a General E lectric me ter which had a scale of 0-10 A. There was one
g rid current meter mounted on the front of each amp lifier.
The pl ate vo ltage of II. 8 kV was applied to each tube through its
associated plate choke, wh ic h was wound on a glass form . The plate current
fo r each tube was measured by a specially-designed, highly-damped meter
in the plate circuit. T hese meters were used for balancing the operating
parameters of the fo ur tubes in
each amplifier. A General Electric
DC ammete r with a scale of 0150-A was mounted on the front
panel of eac h ampl if ie r a nd
designated the plate tank ammeter.
For insulating purposes, the meter
was mounted behind a special
g lass enc losure. Under normal
operat io n , the mete r wo uld
indicate approximately 95 A. The
antenna current was nearly 70
A while operating at 500 kW

Figure 77. Two of the twelve
UV-862 tubes in the RF power
amplifiers of the 500-kW
transmitter, 1934.
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Figure 78. Simpllified
circuit diagram of the
WLW 500-kW
transmitter.

output power. Normal antenna current was app roximately 20 A while operating
at 50 kW output.
The plate tuning of each RF amplifier was acco mplishe d by varying
the inductance rather tha n the capacitance in the plate tank circuit [ 102] .
(Figure 79) The plate tank inductor consisted of copper tubing be nt into a
spiral o r "pancake" coil. It had a Q of over 1,200. For the o utput of each
a mplifie r, a simil arl y wound spiral coil was used to couple to the plate
tank ci rcuit. An e lectrostatic shield (Faraday shield) was placed between
the power amplifier tuning inductance and the o utput coupling coil to reduce
e lectrostatic coupling between the two coi ls . The plate tank capacitor was
fixed and had a very unusual desig n. The capacitor consisted of two ide ntical
air dielectric capacitors with their
cente r points g r o und ed . This
capacito r was made of grids of
aluminum tubing and was unique
in broadcast tra ns mitter practice.
The capac itors we re tested at
voltages up to 50,000 V.
The outputs o f the three radiof requ e nc y amplifiers were
connected in series , feeding the
harmonic filter a nd transmission
line to the 83 1- foot vertica l
ante nn a. The three radiofrequency ampli fiers on the first
fl oor required 510 sq uare feet.

Figure 79. Output coupling link,
Faraday screen, and plate tuning
capacitor for the WL W 599-kW
transmitter.
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Low Power Audio and High Power Modulator Stages
The design of the low-power audio stages incorporated standard audio
amplifier circuits. However, the design of a modulator for the 500-kW
transmitter presented a real challenge [102]. First, the audio power required
from the modulator was more than ten times greater than ever before obtained
from any audio amplifying system. Also, the fidelity of the modulator had
to equal or surpass current standards. Furthermore, the power efficiency
had to be as high as possible.
Several possible circuits were analyzed. It was decided that the use of
high-level class B plate modulation could best meet the design requirement.
This choice also offered important advantages such as lower initial construction
and maintenance costs.
The entire low power and modulator system consisted of five stages,
with the first four connected in push pull. Power for the plate circuit of the
first three stages was supplied by a 3,000-V, 2.5-A rectifier which used six
UV-872 tubes. This rectifier was located within one of the modulator cabinets.
The audio input circuit employed two UV -211 tubes. The plate circuit was
coupled by a resistance-capacity network to the grid of the second stage,
which also used two UV-211 tubes.
The output of the second stage was transformer coupled to the grid
circuit of the third stage, which used two UV -849 tubes. The third stage
was transformer-coupled to the grids of the fourth stage, which used two
water-cooled UV-848 tubes. The fifth stage, or modulator power amplifier,
was divided into two cabinets. Either modulator cabinet could be isolated
when necessary. Separate inter-stage transformers were used to drive the
modulator grids from the output of the UV -848 tubes. These inter-stage
transformers weighed at least two tons each.
The fifth stage, or modulator output, required eight UV-862 tubes. (Figure
80) These were divided into two cabinets and operated in push pull-parallel
as a class B amplifier. Two identical modulation transformers were required
to develop the 350 kW of audio power to modulate the 700-kW input power
of the radio frequency amplifiers. The outputs of the two very large modulation
transformers were connected in series to modulate the plate voltage of the
three radio frequency final amplifiers. Direct current was blocked out of
the modulation transformer secondaries by the use of a modulation reactor
and a 50 microfarad, 15,000-V audio coupling capacitor. The reactor was
rated at 4.5 Henrys of inductance at 60 ADC. The modulation reactor was
similar in shape to the modulation transformers, but weighed only 12 tons.
Because of their rating and size, the two modulation transformers were
of enormous interest. (Figure 81) They were rated at 180-kVA each at any
frequency from 30 to 10,000 Hz. The transformers were immersed in 725
gallons of oil and, with their cases, they weighed approximately 19 tons
each. The elliptical-shaped transformer cases were 11-feet high, seven-feet
wide, and 5-feet deep.
A horn gap, with a series resistor, was installed across the modulation
reactor. A horn gap is a spark gap designed to self extinguish a high voltage
arc. This protected the modulation reactor in case of a loss of excitation
[102]. Had this not been done, it was calculated that 60-80kV could appear
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Figure 80. Three of the eight
modulator tubes used in the
500-kW transmitter.

across the reactor. Other protection
circuits included the addition of a
surge limiting resistor in the plate
circuit of each modulator tube to
prevent damage to the bias rectifier.
These surge-limiting resistors were
bypassed with electrolytic lightning
arresters.
The
normal
operating
parameters for each modulator
were: 11.8-kV of plate voltage
and 1.5-A of static plate current
for each of the UV-862 tubes, and
a bias voltage of -1 ,400 V. A
Westinghouse 0-50 DC Ammeter
was mounted on the front of each modulator cabinet and used to monitor
the total current drawn by each modulator.
One hundred percent modulation required an audio power output of
350 kW. Interestingly , however, the power input required to 100 % modulate
the transmitter was only 12.5 mW . In order to increase this input level to
the required output level, a power amplification factor of 28 ,000,000 was
realized. The two modulators on the first floor required a total of 238
square feet.

Figure 81 . The lovely
Honey Adams, diminutive
star of the "Heatrolatown
Gang" series over WL W
with Lloyd Shaffer who
directs the Heatrolatown
Dance Orchestra, inspect
the new 500-kW transmitter
plant for WL W. In the
photograph they are seen
next to the giant audio
transformers, the largest
ever built at that time. Mr.
Shaffer is holding in his
hand the smallest audio
transformer used at WL W. It
is less than two inches high
and weighs six ounces.
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Power Equipment
All power consumed by the transmitter was supplied from a 33,000- V
substation built by the Union Gas and Electric Company of Cincinnati [107].
(Figure 82) Two 33 ,000-V transmission lines from Oakley and Elmwood
supplied the substation with an uninterrupted power source [31] . (Figure
83) All switching was automatic; so if trouble occurred on one line , that
line was automatically disconnected from the substation by an oil circuit
breaker. Power entered the transmitter bui lding through 2,300-V, 440-V
and 220-V underground cables [ 102]. From the terminal points inside the
transmitter building, each cable di stributed power to the various motors,
rectifiers, and transformers that were essential to the operation of the three
radio stations that were located in the building.
The main rectifier was of great interest and it was probably the most
unique part of the entire transmitter installation. This rectifier used six
RCA 870 hot-cathode , mercury vapor tubes. (Figure 84) These tubes were
developed and specially built for this particular transmitter installation.
They were the only tubes of their kind ever built when the transmiuer was
installed. These tubes were nearly 25 inches long. It was believed this
rectifier could easily handle 1250 kW and they had a higher output current
rating than any rectifier previously installed to operate at 12 ,000 V.
The 870 tubes had an indirectly heated cathode, which required 65 A at
5 V single phase. The filament had to be energized at least 30 minutes
before applying the plate voltage to insure adequate cathode emission and
correct operation of the mercury vapor . A time-delay relay prevented the
application of plate voltage until the filaments had been heated for the full
30 minutes. Thermostatically controlled preheated air was supplied to the
chamber around the base of each rectifier tube. This insured that the tube
would always operate at the nearly constant temperature for which it was
designed. During operation, a spare 870 tube was kept warmed up and
ready for use to replace any active tube that failed [I 02]. The total filament
power for the seven tubes was 2,275 W, and, to prevent high fi lament
inrush current for the 870 tubes, the fi lament voltage was applied in two
steps. The peak inverse rating
of these tubes was 16,000 V.
'
The maximum instantaneous
I~
plate current was 450 A, with
the average rating being 75 A .
Whe n they were being used as
rectifiers in the 500-kW
transm itter , these tubes were

Figure 82. Outdoor power
substation for the 500-kW
transmitter, 1934.
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Figure 83. Circuit diagram
of the power substation, 1934.

operating considerably under
their maximum ratings.
The high vohage fullwave rectifier used three
single- phase transformers.
(Figure 85) Each had a rating
of 430-kV A a nd weighed
abo ut 7,000 po unds. The
2 , 300-Y primaries could be
switche d to eithe r a " Y" or
" delta" connection by the
operation of two so lenoid oil circ uit breakers. With the prima ries connected
in a " Y " configura tion, the plate Voltage was 7 ,000 V and this was used
for start-up, tuning and some maintena nce pe riods . A reactor of 0 .25 Hen ry
a t 125-A was used as a filter in the power supply. It weighed 3 , 190 pounds
and was cooled by 160 gallons of oil. The filter capacitor was 171 microfarads
rated at 15 ,000 V. The capacitor consisted of 114 paralleled 1.5 microfarad
Pyra no ln' capacitors. To absorb sw itching transients, a starting resisto r was
installed in each of the transformer ' s 2,300- V primaries for a short period
and then automatica lly shorted out for norma l ope rations [ 102] .
Since the rectifier supplied a highly variable load, it had to be designed
wi th a very low inte rnal reactance to keep the plate voltage as constant as
possible . This meant that if a fauh suc h as a tube flasho ve r o r rectifier "arc
back" occurre d, the rectifier would suppl y almost unlimited power to the
fau lt. Safety steps were taken to cut the power to the rectifier immediately
afte r such a fa ult occurred . A specia lly developed, high speed, soleno idoperated oil circuit breaker was designed for this purpose. From the time a
fault occurre d , this circuit breaker would open in an ave rage of a little over
2 cycles of the 60-Hz current.
When plate voltage was
ap pli e d , all th e UV -870
rectifier tubes had a very nice
blue glow that would vary in
intensity w ith modulatio n .

Figure 84. 870 mercury vapor
rectifier tubes mounted in the
rectifier cabinet of the 500-kW
transmitter, 1934.
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Figure 85. 500-kW transmitter
plate supply single-phase
transformers installed outdoors
on the north side of the building.
Also shown are the filter reactor
and the modulation reactor.

This blue glow added attractive colors to the all black-paneled 55 -foot long
transmitter .
At times, the UV-870 tubes would arc back, causing a power dip. The
local power company and the entire electrical network could tell when this
occurred in the big transmitter at WL W. An arc-back was produced when
the current in one or more of the UV -870 tubes passed in the wrong direction,
causing a huge peak inverse current surge. It was estimated that the peak
inverse current surge could be as high as 4,000-A at times.
With the transmitter operating at 500 kW, the normal output voltage
from the main rectifier was 11.8 kVDC . The load current would vary from
approximately 75 ADC to 110 ADC depending on the modulation percentage
and the power drawn by the high-level class B modulator. General Electric
meters mounted on the front panel of the rectifier cabinet constantly indicated
the power supply voltage and load current. Approximately 175 square feet
of space on the first floor was needed for the main rectifier.
"The completion of the new 500,000- Watt WL W is a matter of great
gratification to all of us of the Crosley Radio Corporation. The remarkable
engineering achievement in volved in the successful design and construction
of a radio broadcasting station ten times more powerful than any ever built
in the United States and, by far, the most p owerful in the world at the
present time, is in itself gratifying. But more than this is the gratification
coming with the knowledge that with this tremendous increase in power,
WL W multiplies many fold its service to the p eople of America, providing a
regular uniform radio service of high quality to thousands, if not to millions,
heretofore, with such service. "
The above quote is attributed to Powel Crosley, Jr., President of the,
Crosley Radio Corporation, April 30, 1934 .

THE CINCINNATI POST, WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 1934
Giant of the Ether
WLW To Begin Radio Broadcasting on 500,000 Watt Power Tonight.
Roosevelt to press key to Open Initial Program
DEDICATION
Powel Crosley Jr. had always been a daydreamer. Unlike most daydreamers ,
however , Mr. Crosley 's daydreams had a way of materializing into realities.
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Figure 86. Powel Crosley Jr., and
Joseph A. Chambers, WL W
Technical Supervisor, hefting one of
the UV-862 triodes used in the 500kW transmitter, 1934.

The realization of one of these dreams
came true on the evening of May
2, 1934. On that day the formal
dedication exercises for the ne w,
giant 500-kW WLW transmitter were
conducted. It was the wo rld 's most
powerful broadcasting station. Ever
since he began experimenting with
his first radio transmitter (8CR in
1921), Powel Jr. had envisioned a
time of super-power broadcasting.
He slow ly developed his daydream over the next 13 years . With his station
WLW , he led the way toward supe r power through successive transmitters
of 50-, 500-, 5 ,000-, 50 ,000- , and now 500 ,000-W.
A formal dedication program for the world 's most powerful radio station
was conducted on May 2, 1934. Except for a half-hour cong ratulato ry NBC
program originating from New York at 10:30 PM EST , the entire program
originated from the " Hall of Mirrors" in the Netherland Plaza Hotel in
downtown Cincinnati [10, 11 , 14] . (Figure 86)
President Roosevelt had promised to press a telegraph key at 9:03 PM
EST on May 2 to formally open WLW 's new 500-kW radio broadcasting
transmitter. (Figure 87 and 88)

May 2, 1934

The Big Night

T he 500,000-W transmitter had been tested for about an hour , starting
at 6:00 PM , to make certain of its operation for the big night.
At 9:00:30 PM the studio announcer said, " This is WLW , Cincinnati,
Ohio. We will now shift our transmitter to 500,000 Watts of power."
Chief Engineer Joe Whitehouse, at the control console , turned off the
50,000-W transmitter. Engineer Dick Duncan switched the audio line from
the low level Heising modulation of the 50,000-W WLW trans mitter to the
new 350,000-W high-level modulator. Engineer Bill Schwesinger operated
the transfer switch, located on the harmonic filter, to move the 50,000-W
transmitter output from the antenna transmission line to the input of the
500,000-W transmitter. Engineer Fritz Leydo rf checked the operation of
the main line clapper switch. Joe Whitehouse turned on the 50,000-W transmitter,
suppl yi ng drive to the grids of the 500,000-W transmitter. Les Petry, in
the audio room at the transmitter, sent a cue signal to Washington, D.C .
and President Roosevelt closed a key at the White House. By direct wire
700 miles away, in Mason, the world's largest radio station started to function.
(Figure 90)
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The closing of the key by the President inaugurated a six-hour program
dedicating the new 500,000-W transmitter. Notables in the world of politics,
business, and entertainment flooded the station with congratulatory messages
as the big transmitter went into operation.
President Roosevelt, in a message to Powel, Jr., said: "I have just pressed
the key to formally open station WL W. It has been a pleasure to do this.
May I take this opportunity to congratulate you and your staff upon the
inauguration of this new radio service. I feel certain that WL W will give the
people ofour country and those ofour neighboring nations a service managed
and conducted for the greater good of us all. " (Figure 89)
From Rome, Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of wireless communication,
cabled Mr. Crosley,
"It affords me genuine pleasure to be present in spirit at the inauguration
ofyour powerful broadcasting station. You may well be proud ofthe addition
you are bringing to American broadcasting and ofyour own contribution to
the further development of the use of the most powerful and practical means
of spreading news, education and enjoyment throughout the civilized world.
We cannot but feel more and more united as radio waves encircle our globe,
bringing us tidings of friendship and good will. "
Other telegrams were received from John Nance Garner, Vice President;
Henry T. Rainey, Speaker of the House of Representatives; Merlin H. Aylesworth,
President of RCA; William S. Paley, President of CBS; Albert Einstein;
and Senator Clarence C. Dill, long active in radio legislative affairs. Telegrams
were also received from many other congressmen, senators, radio executives,
and radio and movie stars.
Among those who spoke briefly at the ceremonies, in addition to Mr.
Crosley, were Thad Brown, Vice Chairman of the Federal Radio Commission;
George White, Governor of Ohio; Russell Wilson, Mayor of Cincinnati;
and John L. Clark, General Manager of WLW. Charles Sawyer, Lieutenant
Governor of Ohio, was supposed to be toastmaster. However, he asked to
be relieved because of the death of his long time friend Colonel William
Cooper Procter, former Chairman of the Board of the Procter and Gamble
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Figure 87. Letter of
authorization to
operate the 500-kW
transmitter, from the
Federal Radio
Commission to
Mr. Early, 1934.

Figure 88. President Roosevelt's
agreement to inaugurate WLW's
new transmitter, 1934.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Co. Peter Grant, a WLW
announcer,
assumed the duties
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Figure 89. (Above) President
Roosevelt's letter of
congratulations to
Mr. Crosley, 1934.
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and William Schwesinger.
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Some of the afternoon programs broadcast prior to the dedication were:
Business News, Xavier Cugat, Jack Armstrong, Amos 'n' Andy, Crime Clues,
Radio Court, Lowell Thomas, and Orphan Annie, etc. Listeners in rural and
remote areas suddenly found these fine programs on their radio receivers and
many life-styles were changed after the big transmitter went on the air.
With the arrival of the broadcasting boom, radio became a household
necessity, and the commercial use of this medium outpaced its military
uses. This required tighter government control, which resulted in the establishment
of the Federal Communications Commission in 1934. The Communication
Act of 1934 establishing the FCC was signed by President Roosevelt on
June 9.
A real problem surfaced in the fall of 1934 when broadcast station
CFRB in Toronto, Canada, operating on 690kHz with a power of 10,000
W, complained about interference from WLW's strong signal at night [86].
Another complaint about interference came from WOR in New York, but
eventually this complaint was dropped. (Figure 91)
The Canadian government communicated through the State Department
to the Federal Communications Commission on December 13, 1934 regarding
the complaint. According to an international agreement ratified by the United
States and Canada, all stations must, so far as possible, be operated so as
not to interfere with stations within any country subscribing to the treaty.
The Federal Communications Commission on December 21, 1934, ordered
a reduction in the power of WLW to 50,000 W at night. This would mean
that 90% of the available power of the station would become useless during
the important evening hours. This action was a terrible shock to Powel
Crosley Jr., his company, and the radio world. Crosley Broadcasting resorted
to legal action but the Federal Communications Commission action was
upheld in court. Crosley engineers
immediately began designing and
installing a revolutionary new
directional antenna.

Figure 91. Relative field intensities for
the quarter wave antenna and vertical
tower.
Curve A: Field intensity, 50-kW input
to horizontal ''T" antenna
Curve 8: Field intensity, 50-kW input
to 0.58 wavelength antenna
Curve C: Field intensity, 500-kW
input to 0.58 wavelength antenna
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A Brilliant Job of Radio Engineering
First, it was necessary to accurately determine the effective signal strength
in the Toronto area with WLW operating at 50,000-W. Field strength recording
equipment was set up in a cabin near Niagara Falls, New York and a series
of recordings were made at all hours of the day and night while the station
operated at 50,000 W. Then a second series of recordings were completed
while the station operated at 500,000 W. (Figure 93)
Due to the location of WLW and the service it rendered to the community,
a conventional directional antenna was deemed to be highly undesirable. A
directional antenna that reduced the signal in the Toronto area would produce
the same reduction over practically all of the state of Ohio. This would seriously
reduce the coverage in some of WLW's most valuable service areas.
The Crosley engineers, therefore, set out to devise an antenna system
that would reduce the signal in a given geographical area rather than in a
certain direction. This was a distinct advance over previous methods of
interference suppression using directional antennas. Due to the characteristics
of the 5/8 wavelength vertical antenna, the radiation in the horizontal plane
served the area for approximately 200 miles, but completely disappeared in
Toronto, 400 miles away. [86, 89, 92]
The WL W engineering staff started with the fact that the signal that
caused the interference in Toronto left the antenna at an angle of 20 degrees
above the horizon. Refracted by the ionosphere, these signals were returned
to the earth at approximately 400 miles from the antenna, depending upon
the height and stability of the ionosphere. It was decided to suppress the
signal at the vertical angle in the direction of Toronto. The engineers hoped
to avoid suppressing the signal at any other angle or direction.
The problem was solved by the installation of two additional vertical
suppressor antennas. They were fed with 85,000 W of power and spaced at
a carefully calculated distance from the main antenna so that the signal
strength was reduced at the required angle. (Figure 92)
The final design used the 831-foot main antenna and two symmetrically
placed quarter wave suppressor antennas, each 326 feet high. The suppressor
antennas were separated by a distance of 702 feet (one half wavelength). They
were phased together so that the signal produced was a "figure eight," with its
long axis pointing in the direction of Toronto. An imaginary line between
these two suppressor antennas was located 1,850 feet behind the main antenna,
which gave a space phase of 474 degrees. The current in the suppressors lagged
the current in the main antenna by a time phase of 96 degrees.
Construction of the suppressor antenna towers was difficult and dangerous
due to the induced radio frequency current from the nearby 500,000-W
transmitter. For this reason, all of the steel tower sections had to be hoisted
into place with rope and tackle. Members of the engineering department
had to attach a flexible ground wire to each piece of steel as it was lifted
into place. Without these grounding wires, the tower construction workers
could not touch the steel pieces without receiving an RF burn. The cost of
the suppressor array amounted to nearly $30,000.
Field test measurements conducted within the affected area by Crosley
engineers and the Federal Communications Commission indicated that the
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Figure 92. The WLW
suppressor towers in the
foreground provided
directivity and reduced the
signal strength in areas
where interference was a
problem, 1934.

inte rfe rence had been
eliminated. The tests showed
that the signal streng th at
500,000 W with the
suppressor array in service was nearly the same as the 50,000-W signal
strength without the suppressor array. As a result, the Federal Communication
Commission approved WLW's return to normal operation at 500,000 W on
May 9, 1935. (Figure 94)
This pioneering step in the development of the technical science of
radio broadcasting was the first successfu l commercia l attempt to obtain
both horizontal and ve rtical antenna directi vity. It was another brilliant
achievement on the part o f the Crosley Radio Corporation.
With the 500 ,000-W transmitter now back on the air, and with its large
coverage area, Crosley products became more evident throughout the United
States and in some foreig n countries.
Each time there was a power increase at WLW , the number of Crosley
distributors and dealers would also increase. More power led to more distributors
which led to more dealers and more sales of Crosley products. Some of the
local Crosley dealers had their own ideas about how to increase sales and
they used them to help promote C rosley products . Dealer window displays
were a very popular form of local advertising during the 1930s. (Figure 95)
Another Crosley motto was: " Make Every Day Count - Concentrate
on Crosley."
The Crosley Radio Weekly, The Crosley Radio Broadcaster, and The
Crosley Broadcaster were publications promoting Crosley radios, refrigerators
and other Crosley products. Crosley distributors and dealers depended on
these publications for new product descriptions, technical articles , local advertising
ideas, the exchange of deale r ideas, and WL W programming , etc.
Powel Crosley , Jr . said, "It goes withour saying that two legs are betler
than one. " Crosley radios and refrigerators we re idea l teammates ; one
he lped the other in sales. Owners of Crosley radios remembered the splendid
service that came with those products. Therefore, Crosley Shelvador refrigerators
were chosen by many Crosley radio owners when they were purchasing a
new refrigerator. Likewise, a satisfied Crosley Shelvador owner often concluded
that a Crosley radio would measure up to the same standard of quality as
his refrigerator [ 11] .
Another Crosley motto was: " Where ver there is praise, there is profit. "
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Figure 93. On this chart are
successive records of the field
strength measurements of WLW at
Niagara Falls, New York transmitting
at 50-kW power and transmitting at
500-kW using the suppressor
antennas. Note the night signal
strength measurements with 500-kW
power using the suppressor
antennas is practically the same as
with 50-kW using only the vertical
radiator.
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Even after the stock market failure of Tuesday, October 29, 1929,
competition for radio sales continued to increase through the 1930s. During
this period, however, many smaller radio manufacturers went out of business.
These included Doran Brothers, located in Hamilton, Ohio, and Kadel in
Cincinnati. There remained more than 50 major radio manufacturers in the
United States in the early 1930s. RCA, Philco, Montgomery Ward, SearRoebuck, Emerson, General Electric, and Zenith were Crosley's largest
sales competitors.
As in the past, Crosley continued to be successful in meeting the competition
during the 1930s. He manufactured radios that sold for an affordable price
and many people soon came to have more than one radio in their homes.
Radios were also used in automobiles, at the office, and they were even
taken on vacation. Special radios, powered by wind chargers, were used
on farms where there was no electricity.
In the 1930s, radios took
on a more modern look and
incorporated important new
design features for excellent
performance. Various
models contained one or
more of these features: a
range switch for broadcast

Figure 94. These curves
show the relative field
strength measurements of
the signals at Niagara Falls
from WLW using 50-kW,
using 500-kW, and using
500-kW as modified by the
suppressor towers, as well
as the range of variation of
the three, 1934.
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band and short wave listening from 1500 kHz to 18,000 kHz, an automatic
volume control, a push-pull or triple-twin audio output, a neon tuning indicator,
an airplane or other unique types- of dials- (some illuminated), a mystic
hand for automatic tuning, various high fidelity and tone controls, remote
speakers, permanent magnet and electro dynamic speakers, metal and glass
tubes , static controls, and power supply noise filters, etc. The receivers in
the early 1930s used the neutrodyne circuit, but after 1932 most receivers
were superhetrodynes.

The Modern Radio is Ear Conditioned [11]
In 1934, the price range for Crosley receivers ran from $18.50 for the
Travo model AC-DC superhetrodyne to $120 for the Dual Fourteen, 14tube radio. Most of the 1934 radios were sold in the price range of $30 to
$60. This was very competitive pricing with respect to the other manufacturers.
The price range for the 1937 models ran from $19.99 for the Crosley
Fiver to $174.50 for the Crosley model 1516 console that had 15 tubes and
a 15-inch speaker. Most of the nearly 40 models of the 1937 radios were
sold in the price range of$35 to $70. From 1921 to 1940, Crosley manufactured
more than 400 different models of his receivers.
Crosley introduced the "ultimate " in radio receivers in 1936 [39] . Because
of its great size and power , it was named the " WLW Super-Power Model"
by Powel Crosley Jr. (Figure 96) It was a deluxe model 37-tube receiver,
equipped with six speakers and other features that placed radio reception
on a level never before attained. In addition to the basic radio receiver, it
was also provided with a public address system. Tuning was continuous
from 540 kHz to 18 ,300 kHz using three bands. It had an audio output
power of 50 - 70 W. One speaker was 18-inches in diameter to reproduce
the bass or low frequencies, two more speakers handled the middle range
audio frequencies , and three more provided the high audio frequencies.
Four separate chassis were required for arrangement of the circuits which
used all metal tubes. The audio frequency response was from 20 Hz to
20,000 Hz. The set was crammed with features such as a bass compensation
control, a six-step tone control , and a
It Ain't The Heat
separate volume control for each different
audio range; bass , mezzo and treble. It
It's The Humidity!
had a 12-inch airplane type tuning dial,
automatic tuning , and other features
developed by Crosley engineers.

Figure 95. In 1929, this combination
thermometer/hygrometer was sold to
Crosley dealers for their showrooms. This
was one of many items, such as neon
signs, banners, and clocks, etc. used by
dealers to display the Crosley name. This
one sold for $12.
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The cabinet stood four feet ten inches high, 42 inches wide and 22
inches deep. The complete radio weighed 475 pounds. The cabinet was a
masterpiece of woodwork, surpassing the capacity of words to accurately
describe it. The list price was $1 ,500. The order for the first WL W Super
Power receiver was placed by Wheless Gambill , President of the Gambill
Distributing Co. Gambill was the Crosley distributor in Nashville and Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
Chapter Nine

The Other Crosley Products
Powel Crosley Jr. was very aware of the uncertain climate of the radio
receiver business in the late 1920s. He decided to concentrate in two areas;
increasing the coverage area of WLW and manufacturing refrigerators. Crosley
had manufactured a refrigerator called the Icy ball in 1927 [35]. (Figure 97
and 98) These thermal type units required no gas or electricity for operation.
They were popular in remote areas of the United States and the wo rld , but
were impractical in areas that had electrical power due to the complex daily
ritual necessary to keep them cold . The Icyball was manufactured, advertised,
and sold throughout the 1930s. There was still a great potential for lcyball
sales in 1936 as 10,000,000 homes in the U.S. still did not have electricity.
The freezing unit consisted of two special metal balls joined together by
a strong metal tube. The smooth ball was the cold ball, and the ball with
fins was the hot ball. These hermetically-sealed balls contained ammonia, a
harmless liquid refrigerant. The icyball required daily regeneration. To do
this, the cold ball was submerged in a tub of water while the hot ball was
heated, most commonly by a kerosene heater. (Figure 100) The hot ball
was "cooked" for about 1.5 hours to force the refrigerant into the cold ball ,
which was then placed inside the lcyball cabinet. The refrigerant gradually
vaporized and returned to the hot ball while simultaneously cooling the cold
ball. This action kep t the inside
of the Icyball cabinet uniformly
cold. It was suggested that the
Icyball always be heated in the
morning to keep it co ldest for
daytime use. Heating of the hot
ball required approximately a pint
of kerosene at a cost of about
2-cents a day for the kerosene.
The Icyball was also made
in a double unit for restaurants
and stores, etc. (Figure 99) These

Figure 96. The Crosley "WL W
Super Power" duluxe 37-tube
radio receiver from 1934.
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units created some humor since some law enforcement officials thought they
might be used as stills to produce alcoholic liquors. A form of Icyball refrigeration
is still being used in the 21st century in remote areas of the world.
Publicity in late 1931 indicated that Crosley would soon manufacture an
electric refrigerator, and it was introduced just before Christmas sales began
to pick up in December, 1932. (Figure 101) The advertising theme was
centered around the idea that the average family could now enjoy the advantages
of an electric refrigerator. Three models were introduced with prices ranging
from $89.50 to $139.50. Crosley concentrated on the electric refrigeration
market in the spring and summer when radio sales were normally down.
In January of 1933, the Crosley Shelvador refrigerator was introduced
[36, 95]. This one appliance contributed greatly to the profits of the company
over a period of many years. Crosley was noted for taking time to talk
with any inventor, tinkerer, or gadget maker who wanted to discuss his
ideas or inventions. One day in 1932, a young man who wanted to sell the
rights to an idea came to see Powel Jr. He had patented the idea of placing
shelves on the inside of the door of a refrigerator. Crosley liked the idea
and believed it would increase sales of Crosley refrigerators. Powel Jr.
offered the young man a twenty-five cent royalty on every refrigerator
Crosley would make with a shelf on the inside of the door. The young
inventor wanted $15,000 and would not listen to Crosley's advice regarding
the royalties (which would have made him rich). Crosley even offered the
young inventor a combination of cash and royalties but again, he refused.
Powel Jr. finally wrote him a check for $15,000.
The Crosley Shelvador refrigerator was an instant success. (Figure
102) Many thousands of units were sold in the next few years. Other
refrigerator manufacturers were forced to wait years until the Crosley
patent rights for the shelf-in-the-door idea had expired. The Crosley Shelvador
became one of the most popular
household appliances in America and
increased the Crosley profits to new
heights.
Other models of refrigerators that
Crosley sold in 1933 for home and
business use included the Kooi-Rite
(Figure 103) and the Kool-Draft beer
dispensers. (Figure 104) A few years
later the Crosley Koldrink electric bottle
cooler was introduced [37]. (Figure
105)

Figure 97. Crosley Ieyba// Refrigerator
advertisement.
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Figure 98. Single unit Crosley
Ieyba// Refrigerator, 1928-29.

Figure 99. Double unit Crosley
Ieyba// Refrigerator, 1928-29.

By 1936, Crosley was a lso manufacturing electric washers (Figure 106)
and ironers which went by the trade name of Savamaid. (Figure 107)
In the line of least resistance, one Crosley dealer remarked, "It is better
ro sell Crosley products than to compete with them. "
At the peak of the Great Depression , Crosley was also manufacturing
many other products. These included an
electric bug killer, an ozone generator for
The Ideal Stove For Heating The
use as a deodorizer, a furnace oil burner ,
Crosley Jcyba/1
kitchen cabinets, a physical exerciser,
(Figure 108) and a space heater that was
thermostatically controlled and called the
TEMPERA TOR [38]. His other products
included a camera, motor scooter, wind
charger, head set for radio reception , ice
cube generator, copper oxide rectifier , and
a moisture meter , as well as antennas,
wet electrolytic capacitors, and fishing
tackle, etc. In the 1930s, Crosley 's largest
volume of business was attributed to radio
broadcasting, radio receivers, and
refrigerators.
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Figure 100. Ideal Stove used to heat the
lcyballs to prepare them to continue
cooling the Crosley Ieyba// refrigerators,
1928-29.
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Figure 101. Crosley Model C-55
Refrigerator, 1932.

Probably the first side product
that Crosley made was the Gobi-bi, a scooter for little tots
who were too young to walk.
(Figure 109) This scooter was
made primarily from scrap
lumber that could not be used
by the woodworking shop for
phonograph and radio cabinets.
The Go-bi-bi was sold to a Mr.
Taylor in 1925, and he eventually
changed the name to Taylor Tot
[47' 79].
Crosley's interest in aviation was almost as well known as his interest in
broadcasting and manufacturing radios. He became president of the Crosley
Aircraft Company of Cincinnati in the late 1920s. This was a private venture
that concentrated on the development of radio equipment for aviation use [44].
In 1927-28, there was a flurry of activity in building airplanes [94].
Powel Jr. built a plane called the Moonbeam in one of his radio manufacturing
buildings on the north side of Cincinnati. (Figure 110) Crosley eventually
built five planes that were never fully
certified and the selling price was
never established because of the stock
market fai lure in October of 1929.
Experimental work continued for about
a year, until it became evident to
Crosley that he could not build airplanes
as successfully as he could build radios.
By May, 1929 , Crosley had
acquired 193 acres in Sharonville for
a flying field. It became known as
the Crosley Airport and was used by
private airplanes. Another airplane,
called the Crosley Flea, was built at
the airport by Crosley ' s pilot. This
airplane was assembled in 1934 in a
large hanger that Crosley had

Figure 102. Crosley Model D-60
Shelvador Refrigerator, 1933.
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Figure 103. (Above) Crosley Kool
Rite Cooler, 1933.
Figure 104. (Left) Crosley Kooi-Draft Cooler, 1933.

constructed at the airport. It was supposed to be the affordable airplane
for the common man. Planes of similar design experienced a series of
crashes in Europe, however, and the Bureau of Commerce, forerunner
of the FAA , grounded the plane. It was never flown again. From the
late 1920s until 1941 , Crosley traveled in at least 13 different aircraft.
These included the Moonbeam, Waco, Lockheed-Vega, Sikorsky, Grumman
Goose, Fairchild 45, etc.
The Crosley Airport property was sold to the Ford Motor Company
in the 1950s for the construction of a transmission plant, which is still
in operation in 2003.
Powel Jr. used small planes, including the Moonbeam, for short
trips to his farm in Indiana and for business trips to the larger cities in
the Midwest. The Grumman Albatros was a larger amphibian plane
that had the capacity to carry eight passengers. This plane was used for
longer trips (such as Florida
and Canada) to save time.
Po wei Jr. had a personal rule
that he would not be away from
the office for more than two
weeks at a time . However, he
made exceptions for a
houseboat trip and a family
vacation to Europe which each
exceeded two weeks.

Figure 105. Crosley
Koldrink Cooler, 1933.

-CRO·S ·t;EY-
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Figure 106. (Left) Crosley Model 63 Savamaid Washing
Machine, 1936.

Figure 107. (Right) Crosley Model
60 Savamaid ironer, 1936.
Figure 108. (Left) Crosley Autogym
exerciser, 1929.

7he Go-bi-b/

PRICE, $3.50
Your little baby just naturally Wanta to
"Co bye-bye".
Nothin¥ eontenta him
like being "on the mo"e' . The CO-BJ-BI
clvea to the child the needed <>xerciau to
teach him to walk and give him a hearty
appetite and good digestion. Jt keeps
him off the floor, c:Jean and away from
drafta. The CO-Bl-BI amuaea the baby
by the hour and relieves the mother of
a:aueh care.
The C0-81-Bl requirea a floor apace of
only 16x18" and the aeat Ia 8" high. It
Ia white enameled finish with red I"Ubbertlred wheela. Price $3.50 poatpald anywhere. If not found In the Infanta' or
Toy Sections of your atorea, write to

CROSLEY MFG. CO.

Figure 109. (Right) Crosley Go-bi-bi
scooter, 1922.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Powel Crosley Jr. never had more than a student pilot permit [94]. He
took off, flew , and landed planes, but always accompanied by a licensed
pilot because he did not want to spend the time to earn a pilot's license. In
the late 1920s, Powel Jr. used smaller planes such as the Waco and the
Moonbeam for advertising. The Crosley name , painted on the wings, could
be seen from a great distance. (Figure 111) Photographs of the Crosley
airplanes appeared in The Crosley Broadcasteras well as other radio publications,
newspapers, and magazines [11]. This type of advertising was continued
into the 1930s when Crosley purchased a Wasp-powered, Lockheed-Vega
high wing monoplane. (Figure 112) This plane, known as the " New Cincinnati,"
set a round trip transcontinental record of 31 hours and 58 minutes with
Captain Brock as the pilot. The plane was entered in the N a tiona! Air Races
and carried a receiver and a 150-W transmitter which operated on 457
kHz. The call letters of the flying transmitter were KHILO. At 6,500 feet
in the air, with Robert Brown as the announcer, a half-hour program was
broadcast on the local frequency. This program was picked up and rebroadcast
over WLW.

Figure 110. Crosley Moonbeam airplane, 1927-28.

The Crosley airplane took part in other National Air Races. One such
race between Los Angeles and Chicago was won by Wiley Post with a time
of 9 hours and 9 minutes. The New Cincinnati finished in fourth place ,
perhaps due to carrying the additional 765 pounds for the transmitter and
the announcer.
When the racing season was over, the plane took part in the National
Air Tour for the Edsel B. Ford Trophy. Broadcasts were made from the
plane during the International Balloon Races in Cleveland which were held
to determine the winner of the Gordon Bennett Trophy. During the National
Air Reliability Tour, the New Cincinnati visited more than 30 cities in the
United States and Canada.
While the plane was in the air, a running account of the races , tours
and special broadcasts could be picked up by radio stations along the route
and rebroadcast. Thus, for the first time, it was possible for radio listeners
to hear what was happening in an airplane during a record-breaking flight
and other flight-related activities .
The New Cincinnati established three firsts in the records of aeronautics;
the first broadcast from a racing plane, the first broadcast of an International
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Figure 111. Crosley advertising airplane,
1924.

Balloon Race from the air, and the first
broadcast of the National Air Reliability
Tour fro m a fl ying radio station.
Unprecedented lev els of publicity
enhanced the prestige of the Crosley
products each year that Crosley participated
in these aeronautical events. Again, this
was another way that Powel Jr. continued
to be known as a genius in advertising.
Of course, the New Cincinnati had large
Crosley letters on its exterior so nobody
who saw it could mistake what company
was sponsoring it.
In 1928, Powel Jr. and Gwendolyn
Crosley started construction on a 21-room
mansion in Manatee County Florida on
the pristine Sarasota Bay. (Figure 113 and 114) When it was fini shed in
1929, it was named " Seagate . " For many years, Powel Jr. and his family ,
friends , and business associates traveled by airplane from Cincinnati to
Sarasota Bay to vacation at the mansion . One airplane used by Powel Jr.
was a Douglas Amphibian Sikorsky, which he named " Lesgo." In 1933
this plane covered the distance of 825 miles from Cincinnati to the Sarasota
Bay in the record time of six hours and 40 minutes. The house was used
regularly until Gwendolyn died on February 26 , 1939. After her death,
Powel Jr. used the house infrequently .
The Crosley boat dock which was used for the Crosley yacht named the
"Sea Owl" was located near the mansion. Powel Jr. donated his luxury yacht
to the Coast Guard at the beginning of World War II.
ln August 1991, the Manatee County Commissioners paid $ 1.57 million
for the mansion, 16.2 acres of land, and the harbor. The mansion had been
vacant for 15 years. The Florida Board of Regents agreed to purchase the
remainder of the 44-acre estate for the University of South Florida at Sarasota .
The property is on the border
of Manatee and Sarasota
counties and is located next
to the John and Mable
Ringling Museum of Art.

Figure 112. Crosley "New
Cincinnati" Lockheed-Vega
airplane, 1930.
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Figure 113. Seagate, the
Crosley mansion in Manatee
County, Florida, 1928.

With the help of the Crosley
Foundation and other fund
raising activities, the exterior
and interior of the mansion
are being restored. Special
events and tours of the mansion and grounds began shortl y after the county
acquired Seagate.
In 1936, several othe r stations began applying for super-power operation,
like that of WLW's 500 ,000-W transmitter. WHO in Des Moines, Iowa
was one of the stations that applied. In 1938 , the United States Senate
adopted the " Wheeler" resolution which stated that it was the sense of the
Senate that allowing more stations to operate wi th power in excess of 50,000
W was against public interest.
Since an experimental license had to be renewed every six months , the
operation at 500,000 W could become a political problem . Regional and
local stations protested against the super power o f WL W and other super
power applicants on economic g rounds. They alleged that more superpower stations would result in the degradation of smaller stations to mere
local status , which would eliminate their national business.
WLW , with its extended coverage provided by its exclusive 500,000W operation, was ve ry vulnerab le. In the Fe deral Communications
Commission hearings, accusatio ns we re made that C ros ley had deleted
news of Ohio valley strikes and othe r personally distasteful events from
hi s broadcas ts . He was also accused of deny ing broadcast time to certain
politically ac tive individuals. One Senator said that he " unders tood "
WLW to be under the sway of " powerfu l bu siness inte rests." These
charges were denied .
The FCC ordered WLW to reduce power to 50,000 W afte r one of the
hardest-fought legal battles in radio history. Crosley appealed the FCC 's
decision. At 5 PM , February 28, 1939, the United States Cou rt of Appeals
heard oral arguments on the plea for a restraining order to allow operation
to continue with 500,000 W during the time of appeal. For an hour, the
Court heard arguments between the FCC and the WLW counsel . Shortly
before 7 PM it was a nnounced that the stay was denied [6] . This was ju st
a few hours before the FCC's o rder reducing the WLW power to 50, 000
W was to become effective. Following the court order, WLW reduced its
power to 50,000 W at 3 AM on March 1, 1939. This was only eight hours
after the court ruling. WLW still had authorization to broadcast experimentally
with 500,000 W du ring the early morning hours before dawn, using the
call letters W8XO .
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Figure 114. The
northeast corner of
Seagate, the Crosley
mansion in Florida.

Shortly after the plea
was denied , a s imple
statement was announced
on WLW : "Stay Refused ,
WL W Returns to 50 kW. "
[100]. The WLW 500,000W transmitter had been in
use for nearly 4 years and
10 months be fore the FCC ruling went into effect. From 1939 to 1943 ,
the transmitter was used experimenta ll y each night after midnight with
the call letters W8XO . In 1943 it was shut down permanently. One reason
the transmitte r was operated on the a ir regularly was to ensure that it
would be able to inform a large pa rt of the American population in the
event of a national emergency during Wo rld W a r II.
Whe n the powerful transmitter was forced to shut down , it broke
Powel Crosley's heart and was a severe disappointment to him . He lost
interest in broadcasting and became more ac ti ve in the manufac turing of
his other products, such as cars a nd appli ances. He a lso took more interest
in his ownership of the Cincinnati Reds .
Maj or league baseba ll was strugg ling to survive through the great
depression. Especially hard hit were the Cincinnati Reds. With a population
of only 450 ,000, the team was located in the sma llest maj or league city in
the country. The Reds had been purchased in Se pte mbe r, 1929 by Sidney
Weil , a C inc innati nati ve who had been very successful in the automotive
bus iness. One month after the purchase, he fe ll victim to the stock market
crash of Octobe r 29, 1929. He retained control as long as possible but
finally turned the ope ration of the team over to the Centra l Trust Company
of Cinci nnati .
Larry MacPhail, [87] an executive who had been ve ry successful in
the operation of the Columbus , Ohio American Associa tion team , was
brought to C incinnati by Central Trust to rev ive the Cinc innati Reds.
MacPhail convinced Powe l Jr. that baseba ll' s first professiona l baseball
team should not be moved from Cincinnati a nd could be made into a ve ry
respectable and profitable team in a short time. In 1934 , Powel Jr. purchased
control of the Cincinnati Reds . (Figure 115) His ownership of the Cincinnati
Reds was another aspect of hi s life that had a major impact on the city he
loved . In a short time the stadium and its facilities we re upgraded ; and on
April 16, 1934 , its name was c ha nged from Redl and Field to Crosley
F ie ld [1 3]. Powel Jr. had j oined forces with the energetic and visionary
Gene ral Ma nage r Larry MacPha il to rescue the Reds , and in the process
they tra nsformed baseball.
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The Reds had averaged only 2,700 fans per game in 1934. MacPhail
told Crosley that his Columbus team had higher attendance, but added
" Of course we played under the lights." Always thinking about advertising,
Crosley asked, " Why can't we put lights in Cincinnati?" MacPhail replied,
" Oh, that's out of the question." Crosley persisted, " Is there a rule against
it?" MacPhail replied , "No , but ... " Crosley immediately replied " Wh y
don't we try?" [I] MacPhail agreed that evening, knowing that baseball
could provide desperately needed revenue.
At the National League winter meetings in December 1934, Larry
MacPhail presented the idea of night baseball at Crosley Field on a limited
basis of seven night games a year. The dignified baseball executives opposed
the idea until MacPhail promised, " Give me seven night games a year,

one with each opposing club, and I wi/J give you seven additional Sunday
crowds." The executives, thinking of higher profits , deci~ed this idea
would help the Reds compete with larger cities in the hiring of playing
talent. The resolution was adopted unanimous ly. However, there was a
restriction against night games on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. Visiting
teams would also have the right to refuse to play at night, and any team
that played mo re than seven night games would be penalized by the league
office [1].
There was considerable opposition to night baseball, especially in the
American League. Connie Mack, owner and manager of the Philadelphia
Athletics , was very outspoken and considered "after-dark" baseball a circus.
Four years later , on May 16, 1939, his team was the first American League
team to have night baseball games [2]. At the end of 1940, ten of the
eighteen major league teams had lights for night baseball, an innovation
that increased the number of fans who could regularly enjoy the game.
The first major league night baseball game was played at Crosley Field
on May 24, 1935 [2] . Prior to the game, there was a celebration which
included short talks, celebrities, and fireworks that lit the sky and hurt the
ears. Once again, Crosley asked his friend President Franklin D. Roosevelt
to " press a button." This action turned on the lights fo r night baseball and
launched a new chapter in
baseball history. The Reds were
winners over the Philadelphia
Phillies 2-1 with 20 ,422 fans
in attendance [3, 13] . The fans
and players marveled at the
632 bright lights, mounted on

Figure 115. Powel Crosley
Jr., owner of the Cincinatti
Reds, at the ballpark with
Fred Hutchinson, the
Cincinnati Reds' manager
from 1959 to 1964.
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eight towers, which illuminated the playing field. For the next seven night
games, the Reds' attendance averaged 18,000 fans, while day games averaged
just 4,600 fans. Another first at Crosley Field was the installation of vertical
screens attached to the left and right field foul poles. The screens helped to
determine whether a batted ball was fair or foul since a ball that hit the
screens was judged to be a fair ball. This reduced number of arguments and
similar screens were soon installed at other major league baseball fields.
Powel Crosley Jr. became a real fan of baseball [95]. He attended
games, traveled with the team, and employed management people who are
now legends in baseball: Larry MacPail, Warren Giles , Chuck Dressen,
Bill McKecknie, and a young announcer Red Barber. Originally, Powel
Jr. had no inclination or desire to become involved in baseball other than
to keep the team in Cincinnati. Later his involvement as owner grew. He
attended meetings but gave his management staff a free hand and respected
their judgements in the operation of the Reds. He also wanted his players
to be good representatives of the city. In five years, with the addition of
new players and an active farm system , the Cincinnati Reds improved
from last place to winner of the National League pennant in 1939. They
went on to win the World Series in 1940.
Cincinnati and Crosley Field were the hosts to the sixth annual AllStar game on July 6, 1938. The National League won 4-1. There were five
Cincinnati Reds players on the team: Ernie Lombardi, Paul Derringer,
Ivai Goodman, Frank McCormick and Johnny Vander Meer.
Powel Crosley Jr. died in March 1961, but he will always be remembered
for his determination to promote and keep major league baseball in Cincinnati.
Another Crosley motto was: "Doing it first, that's Crosley. "
Powel Crosley Jr. was always aware of his appearance in his business
and leisure time activities. The loss of his hair disturbed him. In his late
40s, he conceived the idea of a mechanical
apparatus to stimulate the blood vessels
of the scalp. (Figure 116) He had read
in some scientific reports that cycles
of alternating vacuum and pressure
applied to the scalp area promoted hair
growth . In November, 1936, the Xervac
was introduced. It was advertised as
the answer for hair loss and other
abnormal conditions of the scalp , due
to lack of circulation in the scalp blood
vessels. These machines came with a
helmet to be placed on the head to apply
the alternating pressure and vacuum to
the scalp. (Figure 11 7) The normal
treatment lasted at least 30-minutes.

Figure 116. Crosley Xervac hair growth
stimulator, 1936.
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Most of the Xervacs were purchased by distributors who rented them
to barber and beauty shops. At $2.00 a treatment, these hair-growing machines
became very popular and they were valuable in promoting the barber and
beauty shop business. After a short time, the Xervac proved to be a failure
and the most embarrassing product Crosley had ever produced. It became
the object of a Federal Trade Commission lawsuit shortly after its introduction.
As a result, Xervac production ceased and some Crosley credibility was
lost. However , Po wei Jr. had fa ith in the Xervac and he continued to use
one every morning for a number of years as his hair Joss progressed.
In 1939, Crosley introduced another product that did not sell as expected.
This was a facsimile machine called the READO. (Figure 118 and 119) A
complete kit to build the printer was offered for $49.95. Crosley believed
that experimenters and amateur radio operators would enjoy building the
machine and then receiving printed information over the radio. The Reado
printer operated under the William Finch system of facsimile. Finch had
become interested in facsimile machines in 1920. By 1935, he had received
200 patents while working for William Randolph Hearst's International News
Service. In 1935, Finch formed his own company to sell his facsimile system.
The Reado could receive and print information broadcast by radio stations.
Crosley believed that one day the Reado could replace the daily newspaper.
Crosley had a license to manufacture and sell these printers. Crosley engineers
developed several additional features for the printer. In 1939 and 1940, at
least 13 radio broadcast stations were equipped to transmit facsimile using
the Finch system. WLW and W8XO were transmitting facsimile information
during the experimental period from midnight to 6 AM. These broadcasts
on, 700 kHz, also included weather forecasts , news reports , etc.
The transmission of facsimile was allowed on the normal broadcast
band, 530 to 1570 kHz, from midnight to 6 AM. Some stations were also
licensed to transmit facsimile during the day on frequencies from 25 to 47
MHz [ 4]. Crosley had an experimental facsimile transmitter, W8XUJ , on
26 MHz; but this was soon abandoned for lack
of response.
·
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use the Reado rece iver with the Reado printer. The receiver would also
tune from 24 to 47 MHz for facs imile and normal shortwave reception .
For years, Powel Jr . invariably used the Xervac every morning to stimulate
his scalp while reading or listening to the news. He received the news and
weather reports from the Reado tape or by listening to WLW with a Crosley
radio. He believed in using his own products.
Powel Jr. never lost his love for automobi les, even when he was devoting
much of his time to the development of radio and his other business activities.
As a young man, Powel Jr. made four attempts to enter the automobile
industry , with only one attempt actually producing cars . In 1907, he designed
a six-cylinder car he named the Marathon Six. However, the car never sold
because of the 1907 Wall Street panic [87].
In the late 1930s , following his other business successes, Powel Jr.
now had the resources to again enter the automobile industry [22]. On September
18, 1938, the Crosley Radio Corporation name was changed to just the
Crosley Corporation. The elimination of the word " radio" from the name
was an indication of a change in focus from radio to the automobi le industry .
Seven months later, on April 2, 1939, Lewis Crosley announced plans for
a Crosley car. The car sold for $395, and was a two-cylinder coupe with
the rear wheel s spaced only e ighteen inches apart. A few of the cars were
built under the name "C rad" but they were not popular [15, 99]. (Figure
120)
By the end of April 1939, several of the Crosley cars were shown at the
Indianapoli s Speedway. These cars all had the normal wheel spacing with
both rear and front wheels spaced the same distance apart. The two models
included the convertib le sedan and the convertible coupe. (Figure 121) They
sold for $350 and $325 respectively. Both models were powe red by a twocylinder Waukesha engine and came in two exterior colors: Cros ley blue
and Crosley gray. A cream color exterior could be ordered at an additional
cost. The only gauges supplied were the speedometer and the fuel gauge.
The cars were displayed at the Crosley Pavilion at the New York World ' s
Fair in 1939 along w ith other Crosley products. Crosley mass produced
2,017 cars in 1939 at Richmond, Indiana.
These 1939 cars were known as the Cros ley
~ lt-E*D-0
Model A [15].
RADIO PRINTIN G
Prior to W o rld War II, Cros ley
introduced three other automobile models
but sales were lower than expected. Production
sl ipped to 422 cars in 1941. The post-war
models of the cars were an entirely new
design and some were assembled in Marion ,
Indiana. The cars were very fuel efficient,
and this helped them to produce a small
~
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Figure 118. Crosley Reado radio facsimile
kits, 1939.
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profit. Crosley also produced a small
truck. However, he could not compete
in the automotive industry because of
the start of the Korean War which caused
the price of materials and labor to increase.
By 1952, the Crosley car bad failed. This
was another severe disappointment for
Powel Jr. He had lost over $1,000,000
per year during the final three years of
automobile production. On July 17, 1952,
the General Tire and Rubber Company
purchased controlling interest in Crosley
Motors [15, 100].
Powel Crosley Jr., who firmly believed in using his own products, was
a very tall gentleman. At 6' 4" in height, many people have wondered how
often he actually drove his own 1939 Crosley two-cylinder compact car .
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Figure 120. (Left)
Crosley Grad
automobile, 1939.
Note the narrow
18-inch separation
between the rear

Figure 121. (Right)
Crosley convertible
automobile, 1939.
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Chapter Ten
Conclusion
Powel Crosley Jr. lived from
September 18, 1886 until March 28,
1961. He not only lived the American
dream ; he helped c reate it with his
business activities , ma rketing,
manufacturing , and tech n ical
advances that changed Americans '
lifestyles. He lived nearly 75 years,
but his greatest achievements were
accomplished over a pe riod of nearly
20 years starting in 1921. During
these eminent years he became known
worldwide as an industrialist, radio
broadcaster, invento r, businessman,
sportsman, and entrepreneur who
made ente rtainment and modern day
products available at affordable
prices. He built a manufacturing and
com munication e nterp ri se that
frequently set the pace for startling
deve lopments in the radio and
Figure 122. Portrait of Powel Crosley
refrigeration industries.
Jr. by William Oberhardt, who was
Powel Jr. depe nded upon his
widely known for his portraits of
brother Lewis Crosley, a college
national and international figures in
graduate, to provide ma nagement
business and politics, 1924.
knowledge and advice in all company
activities [58] . Lewis kept the company's production lines operating at the
highest efficiency. From the mid 1920s through 1940, Joseph Chambers,
Joseph Whitehouse, and Ronald J . Rockwell were responsible for the operation
of WLW and its associated equipment. They also maintained WSAI operations
until 1936. Their responsibilities also included the construction and operation
of various experimental television and shortwave transmitters and stations,
suc h as WLWO.
During the great depression years of the 1930s, Cincinnati was very
fonunate to have radios, refrigerators , and other Crosley products being
manufactured in the city. Jobs were ha rd to find but Crosley consistently
employed 3,500 to 4 ,000 people each week. Crosley employees may not
have worked every day , but at least they had a job. Support fo r the Crosley
manufac turing operations required the employment of several thousand
more people locall y and nationwide each week. The city of Cincinnati
would have certainly been even more devastated by the great depression if
it had not been fo r the operation of the Crosley plants and the oppo rtuni ties
for employment and even e nte rtainment that Crosley provided.
Powel Crosley's local home was on Kipling Avenue in College Hill, a
suburb of Cincinnati. (Figure 124) He had other estates and farms in South
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Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Indiana, and Canada. He was a sportsman who
liked to spend time with his dogs, collecting special guns, fishing, hunting,
horseback riding and playing polo at his farm just south of Vernon, Indiana
in Jennings County [4]. He spent much of his leisure time at his farm in
Indiana where he built a fine lodge. In addition to his leisure activities, he
enjoyed directing the farm operation. Powel Jr. was pleased when the farm
became profitable just a short time after he purchased it. In 1958, part of
the farmland was sold to the Indiana Department of Conservation for $150,000.
It was stipulated that the land be used for hunting and fishing. This area is
now known as the Crosley State Fish and Wildlife Area, in his honor.
Powel Crosley Jr. had started coming to this area prior to his days in radio.
He was an officer of many radio organizations and he was very proud
of his city. He was a leader in several civic organizations and was known
as a gracious host. (Figures 122 and 123)
On February 26, 1939, his wife of nearly 30 years died at their Florida
estate, Seagate. Two days later, February 28, 1939, the order was given
by the Federal Communications Commission that WL W had to reduce its
power from 500,000 to 50,000 W. At the age of 53, the life of Powel Jr.
dramatically changed. He lost interest in broadcasting and eventually sold
his broadcast stations and manufacturing facilities to the Aviation Corporation,
AVCO, in 1945. However, he continued his interest in cars and the Cincinnati
Reds. Because of World War II, the Korean War, and competition in the
automotive industry, he discontinued the Crosley car in 1952. The Cincinnati
Reds became a big part of his life. He attended many games in Cincinnati
and also traveled with the team. At the time of his death, his controlling
interest in the Cincinnati Reds was willed to a foundation controlled by
members of his family and one or two others. The will made it very clear
that Powel Crosley Jr. wanted the team to remain in Cincinnati.
After Gwendolyn's death, Powel Jr. had several tragic times with three
failed marriages and family deaths. His son, Powel III, died from a heart
attack in 1948; and his grandson, Powel IV, was killed in Korea in 1950.
Mr. Crosley had several licensed experimental radio stations dating
back to 1921. These stations were located at Blue Rock Street, Colerain
Avenue, and Arlington Street in Cincinnati. Other locations included Harrison
and Mason. Some of the call signs were 8XAT, 8XAA, 8XT, 8XA Y, 8XAL,
etc. In October 1928, the Federal Radio Commission ordered all licensed
experimental radio station call signs to begin with the letter W. 8XAL
became W8XAL, with the station operating at a power of 250 Won 5,690
kHz from Harrison. By 1931, W8XAL had been moved to the WLW transmitter
building at Mason and was operating with 10,000 W on 6,060 kHz. In
1938, a construction permit was granted to increase the power to 50,000
W. Shortwave transmitters of this power, with the capability of shifting
rapidly to six operating frequencies in the international bands, opened new
frontiers for design and development. This represented another outstanding
accomplishment for the Crosley engineering department. In July 1939, the
call letters were changed to WLWO, and the new transmitter was placed
into operation. (Figure 125) In April 1940, the power was increased to
75,000 W. The station was now the most powerful international shortwave
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Figure 123. Powel erosely
Jr. in his office on arlington
Street in 1936.

broadcast sta tion in the
Western hemisphere and was
the only station in the United
States to hold frequency
ass i g nm e nt s
on
a ll
international broadcast bands.
During 1940, representatives
of the Crosley Corporation
conducted an intensive survey
o f th e important rad io
receiv ing and transmitting facilities in Latin America. From these findings
and personal observations, Crosley establ ished a chain of stations located
in 10 different countries, w ith a potential audie nce o f 6 ,000,000 people.
These stations rebroadcast WLWO programs. T his Latin America network
of WL WO became known as Cadena Radio Inte r-Americana , and consisted
of 15 sta tions. These stations were located in Mexico City, Guatemala City ,
Tegucigalpa , El Sal vado r , San Jose, Panama C ity, Caracas, Maracaibo ,
Bogota, Me de llin , Cali , Guayaquil , Lima, Havana, and San Juan.
This Latin America ne two rk was short- lived because of World War II.
WLWO was leased to the State Department for the Office of War In formation
broadcasts. Another 50,000-W shortwave transmitter, WLWK , was installed
in the WLW transmitter building for the same wartime service. Directiona l
rhombic antennas that could be switched to either transmitter were used for
beaming programming to Europe or Latin America.
Shortly after the start of the war, the C rosley Corporation was contracted
to build three 200,000-W shortwave trans mitte rs at a cost of $ 1,750,000.
This transmitter plant, located a mil e west of the WLW station in Mason,
became a part of the Voice of America and was known as the Bethany Relay
Station . The plant was
operated by the Crosley
Corporation until1961,
whe n the Federal
G over nm e nt
modernized it. The
government continued

Figure 124. The
Crosley Mansion in
College Hill, a suburb
of Cincinnati.
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its operation until November 14, 1994, when the plant was closed.

First in Ohio Television
Crosley telecasting , the first in Ohio, started with an experimental station
in 1937 using the call letters W8XCT. The first demonstration, which was
open only to the press, was made on a closed circuit on April 26 , 1939,
from the 48th floor of the Carew Tower in downtown Cincinnati. One
more demonstration was made in 1941 before Crosley engineers concentrated
their efforts on World War II manufacturing projects.

Another First
During its 50 years of operation , WCET-TV has received generous
support from the Powel Crosley Jr. Foundation. WCET, located in Cincinnati ,
was the first licensed educational television station in the United States . In
1976 a substantial contribution from the Crosley Foundation provided impetus
for the construction of the new home of WCET which was called the Crosley
Telecommunications Center. This three-studio complex is now the center
of a wide variety of community services. WCET uses not only traditional
broadcast media but a plethora of new technologies like digital TV, the
Internet and other broadband based programming, DVD, CD-ROM, and
direct sate llite transmissions [88].
Over the years, some publications have incorrectly spelled the name
Powel as " Powell ." The correct spelling is Powel Crosley Jr. with one " I. "
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Charles J. Stinger
404 Ross A venue
Hamilton, Ohio 45013
E-mail address W8GFA@AOL.CO
Charles J. Stinger, a veteran of World
War II, began his employment at Crosley
Broadcasting on August 18, 1947, as
a WLW transmitter staff member at
Mason, Ohio. After 38 years of high
power broadcasting , he retired as the
plant supervisor of the Voice of America
Bethany Relay Station that was built
in 1944 and operated by Crosley
Broadcasting for many years. The Voice
of America Bethany Relay Station was
located just a mile west of the WLW
transmitter plant.
With the call letters of W8GFA,
he has been an amateur radio operator since 1950, a member of the ARRL
for more than 50 years, QCW A, OOT, and several historical and amateur
radio clubs. Charles has been a member of the Antique Wireless Association,
A W A, for more than 40 years and was the corresponding secretary for the
third annual A WA meeting held at the Jack Gray Wireless Museum in
Mason, Ohio in 1965.
His collection of radios, wireless equipment, and radio artifacts began
in 1950 when a friend gave him a Crosley Model 51. While growing up,
he was known as Chuck, but the name Charlie
came about at the start of his broadcast career.
The attached photograph shows Mr. Stinger
standing by one of the tube sockets for the
898 final amplifier tubes of Crosley' s 500kW transmitter at station WL W.

David B. Snyder
David Snyder was born and raised in northern
Indiana. He worked for a number of small
radio stations and at WOWO in Fort Wayne
from 1969 to 1982. He moved to Mason, Ohio
to work for the Voice of America, Bethany
Relay Station starting in 1982 and working
there until one year after the station closed in 1994. He was the last Plant
Supervisor at the station from 1990 to 1995. He has lived in the shadow
of the WL W tower for over twenty years and has known the author since
1982. The attached photo shows Mr. Snyder with a souvenir of the VOA
station, a 4CV100000C tetrode and a Crosley " fiver" receiver.
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Introduction
Spark or 'wireless' radio developed rapidly during the early 20th century.
The nearly instantaneous communication of information such as battle plans
and enemy movement made the development of wireless technology a high
priority for the United States Navy and the Army Signal Corps. Both services
envisioned portable sets to fill this need. These took the form of pack sets,
complete portable spark radio sets which were intended for quick transfer
from one place to another and which could be contained within specially
designed cases or trunks [1]. They were rugged and capable of sufficient
power to communicate over useful distances which ranged generally up to
about 30 miles. A pack set typically consisted of a transmitter, receiver,
power generator, aerials, spare parts and tools, and the trunks in which to
carry these components. This much equipment typically weighed 300-500
pounds, and was commonly divided into up to four trunks made of wood
and fiber with brass fittings (Figure 1). Soldiers, mules or horses hauled
the pack sets as necessary (Figure 2).

How Pack Sets Were Used
Pack sets were adapted to many different uses by the Navy and the
Signal Corps. In the Navy they were fitted onto the bridges of ships for
tactical use. Landing parties used them to communicate back to the main
battleship, as in Haiti in 1915 when eight Signal Corps type 114-kW pack
sets distributed along the coast were used to maintain communication with
the battleship Washington during an uprising [2]. Hand generators were
used for power ashore at times when there was no electrical power supply
for the motor generators (Figure 3).
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Pack sets could also be used as auxiliary sets in case the main ship's
set was disabled. They were used on docks to report submarine sightings,
at target ranges, and by Fire and Rescue parties. One evening in 1913
while in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the battleship Utah sent out a rescue
party in a motor launch to check out a distress signal. A pack set was
used to report back to the ship from time to time in much the same manner
that today' s Search and Rescue teams communicate with handheld radios
[3]. These pack sets often endured extremely rough use and they had to
be designed to survive mechanical shock and contact with water. As they
were being lowered into small boats they were often banged against the
side of the battleship. When underway in a motor launch they were frequently
sprayed with saltwater.
The Signal Corps used pack sets for communication along frontiers.
When American troops were hastily mobilized to the Mexican border in
1911, pack mules bearing pack sets were dispatched to the frontier. The
pack sets reportedly "proved so efficient that it was found unnecessary to
repeat a single message [4]." In other conflicts, however, pack sets were
easily targeted and taken out by enemy fire (probably because of their
highly visible antenna masts) so they were quickly found to be unsuitable
for use in the front lines [5].

The Early Development of Pack Sets
The story of pack sets as manufactured up to 1919 for both the U.S.
Navy and the U.S. Signal Corps is essentially a story of the National Electrical
Supply Company (NESCO) [6]. The main reason for this monopoly was
that NESCO was located in Washington DC, where the relevant officers of
both the Navy and the Signal Corps were stationed. These services could
therefore have direct control in all the phases of research and development
of the sets [7].
NESCO began in 1880 as a small machine shop called "Royce and
Marean" after its founders. Along with marine equipment, Royce and Marean
also manufactured electrical devices. By 1895 the company re-organized
itself as the National Electrical Supply Company. Much of the company's
early business in electrical sales was with the United States Government
and it included the sales of landline telegraph instruments to the government
as the agent for Western Electric and as the agent for other companies [8].
It was therefore reasonable for the U.S. Navy and the Army Signal Corps
to approach NESCO in 1906 or 1907 for the design and manufacture of
prototypes for their portable wireless sets.
The United States was already behind in the development of wireless
field equipment. Slaby-Arco in Germany had been at work since before
1901 improving upon the cumbersome portable wireless sets that the Marconi
Wireless Company of London had sent to Africa for use in the Boer War. A
rudimentary adjustable tuning system was employed in the Slaby-Arco system
and a kite was used to elevate the antenna, thus eliminating the weight of
the 80-100 foot mast that was otherwise necessary to achieve adequate
antenna height [9].
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Figure 1. (Left) Instrument
Case for National Electric
Supply Company Type A Pack
Set, 1912.

Figure 2. (Right) Mule
loaded and ready to move
out with radio equipment,
1913. (Source: Signal Corps
Bulletin No. 18 Radioana
Collection, Archives Center,
National Museum of
American History,
Smithsonian Institution.)

Figure 3. (Left) Three men
demonstrate the operation of
a pack set with a hand
generator. Probably about
1916.

When not engaged in hostilities, Navy pack sets were used during torpedo
practice on small boats , which could then report results back to the battleship.
These boats used battery-powered outfits because it was too difficult to
grind the crank of a hand generator on an unstab le launc h. In genera l,
storage batteries we re not included in the pack sets but were supplied by
the user. The four-cell Exide battery, in which the active material was
applied to the plates in the fo rm of a paste , was frequent ly used with the
Signal Corps sets.
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Figure 4. Early type of
pack set, made about
1908 by the National
Electric Supply Co. for
the U.S. Signal Corps.

The NESCO "Sweet" Type Pack Set
NESCO designed their second Navy pack set type after Lt. G.C. Sweet
had made suggestions for improvements in the initial sets. The changes
were made and the new sets were available for use during the winter Fleet
practice in 1910-1911. These sets became known later as the "Sweet" type
sets (Figure 7). The Sweet-type sets were the first quenched-gap sets made
by NESCO. The quenched-gap consisted of a number of heavy copper plates
separated by a distance of about .01 inch by insulating discs and compressed
by a pressure bolt. This was a significant improvement over the open gap
used in the first pack sets. The advantage of the quenched-gap was its ability
to prevent the oscillations induced in the aerial circuit from being fed back
to the condenser circuit, even when the oscillation transformer was closely
coupled. Therefore the antenna would oscillate at a single fundamental frequency
and radiate a single wave. In addition, increased values of antenna current
were achievable with a quenched-gap [14].
The first 500-cycle motor-driven generators made by the company were
supplied with these sets [ 15]. The motor generators were mounted inside
t~e chest with the transmitter and receiver. The Sweet sets also featured
knobs that projected outside of the case so the generator speed and receiver
tuning could be varied from the exterior (Figure 8). The sending key had a
rod projecting outside the case , with the knob outside for operation. By
turning the knob, it could be screwed down flush with the box surface for
transportation. Extending these controls outside the case helped protect the
internal components from damage from salt water.
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The NESCO "Fleet" and "Signal Corps Standard" Pack Sets
The first Signal Corps pack set was probably designed as early as 1906
with at least one set being manufactured for the Army in 1907. The earliest
Signal Corps Standard Type and Navy Fleet Type pack sets were actually
delivered to the Navy about 1908, presumably so that the Navy could
compare the two sets. Unlike future pack sets, these two initial NESCO
pack set designs were relatively primitive open spark gap sets. The open
spark gap was the simplest type of spark gap to build and consisted of two
electrodes separated by an air gap. Because the use of the open spark gap
resulted in a broad and harsh tone, it was replaced later by more effective
but also more complicated systems.
These earliest pack sets utilized a vibrator and an induction coil. Coupling
to the antenna was direct rather than inductive since a direct coupling circuit
was easier to design and build [10]. Although NESCO designed and manufactured
pack sets for both the Navy and the Army Signal Corps, two distinct lines
of pack sets were made, based upon the specifications of each service.
Yearly design improvements were made to both the Navy and the Signal
Corps pack sets (see Tables 1, 2, and 7).
For the most part, the improvements were driven by the work of George
H. Clark, E. R. Cram, and Albert H. Johnson. Clark was the Navy's liaison
to NESCO in Washington from 1908-1919. Clark had several titles over
the ten years with the Navy, but was generally known as "Chief Radio
Aide." He participated in the design of the early sets and he spent time
almost daily at the NESCO instrument shop [ 11]. Most of the information
available today about the development of pack sets for the Navy comes
from Clark's "Radioana" collection at the Archives Center of the National
Museum of American History. The "Radioana" collection consists of about
275 shelf-feet of historical documents concerning the history of wireless
collected over many years by Clark. Cram was the Radio Engineer for the
Signal Corps, and Johnson was the shop foreman for NESCO. Johnson
was the only civilian of the three.
The first Signal Corps Type sets (Figure 4) and the Navy Fleet Type
sets (Figure 5) were experimental. The Fleet sets were supplied in large
pine boxes. The Signal Corps Type Pack sets consisted of two trunks and a
storage battery box. Small copper-coated Leyden tubes [12] were used for
the condensers in the Signal Corps sets, and a silicon detector was employed
in the receiver (Figure 6). Only two complete sets of each type were made
for the Navy, and an unknown number were made for the Signal Corps.
Lt. W. R. Wurtsbaugh conducted service testing of the Navy Fleet sets
which were initially intended for intra fleet communications during battle.
The main radio room was usually above the deck level and the antenna was
lofty and exposed. During battle, the portable Fleet set could be located in
a protected position away from enemy fire. Tests showed that the Fleet set
could communicate successfully between ships 15 to 20 miles apart with
the antennas just clear of the water at the ship's side [13]. Thus, effective
communications could be maintained during battle with jury-rigged replacement
antennas.
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Figure 6. (Left) 1908 design
pack set for the U.S. Signal
Corps, wiring diagram by
George H. Clark.
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Figure 7. (Below) Sweet type
Navy Pack Set. The first
quenched gap set for the Navy
made by NESCO.
I

Figure 8. (Left)
Sweet type Navy Pack Set.
Knobs for generator
speed, receiver tuning,
and the sending key
protrude through the case.
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Lt. Sweet reported extensively on the performance of these new sets at
the end of 1910. A total of only five ofthe Sweet sets were made by NESCO.
Each was complete in one case . The primary objective considered in the
construction of these sets was to furnish vessels of war with light and easily
adjustable sets which , in time of battle , could be set up in a sheltered position
and which were capable of keeping the ships of a fleet in communication
with each other. They also had to be capable of providing a fair degree of
protection from physical damage and freedom from interference from enemy
radio equipment. Lt. Sweet concluded that these goals had been accomplished,
but that there were several improvements that could be made. He suggested
that a spare gap be supplied so that one of the two gaps could be overhauled
without disrupting service. He suggested that the fragile glass Leyden tube
condensers be replaced with plate condensers made of tinfoil and paraffined
paper. He also suggested improvements in the induction coil , as well as the
starting rheostats [16] which had all burned out on the first models. Sweet' s
suggestion to make the ordinary commercial " make " type telegraph key
into a " make-and-break " type key would become a hallmark of all NESCO
Navy pack sets that followed . This key had a " break" or "listening in "
attachment [17] which allowed the operator at the distant receiving station
to interrupt the sending operator to request a repetition or to advise of
interference.
Sweet noted that the sets worked up to distances of 20 miles with perfect
success [ 18]. However, Sweet also pointed out that exact adjustment of the
set for proper operation on different freq uencies was difficult. Although
most pack set types that fo llowed incorporated different solutions to this
tuning problem, it was never really completely solved.

Figure 5. "Fleet" set made
by NESCO about 1909 for
the U.S. Navy, drawing by
George H. Clark. Made up
in a large pine box with an
open spark gap and zinc
electrodes. Only two of
these sets were made.

0
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Two types of Battleship sets were made and delivered in 1912 at a cost
of $900 each. The first two sets were known as "short wave sets." They
had a 500-cycle motor-driven generator mounted inside the case (no hand
generator was supplied with Battleship sets) and they tuned from 90-210
meters. Unfortunately, this arrangement prevented receiving until the motor
generator came to a rest (perhaps as a result of physical or electrical noise),
so the remaining two sets were supplied with the motor generator in a separate
case (Figure 11). The space that had been occupied by the motor generator
was now occupied by a loading coil. These sets could now tune up to 600
meters and were therefore known as "long wave sets. " Both types of Battleship
sets made use of inductive coupling rather than the directly coupled anlerma
circuit of the earlier pack sets. The major advantage of inductive coupling
was the ability to tune the transmitter more precisely so that interference to
other stations was reduced [20]. The antenna intended for use with the Battleship
sets was a single wire measuring 30-80 feet long.
The NESCO Type A Pack Set
By the end of 1912 the Navy had a reasonably well-developed idea of
what it wanted in a pack set. Experiments in the field proved that the
totally enclosed Battleship sets were too "grandiose " (in Clark's words) to
be practical. Johnson of NESCO felt that a more practical set was necessary
and eventually Clark agreed [21]. Johnson and NESCO designed the next
set to be manufactured and designated it the "Type A pack set" (Figures
12 and 13). The Type A set retained the quenched-gap and the inductive
coupling of the Battleship set, but the idea of completely enclosing the
working parts under a protective top was discarded . The Type A set also
had an improved type of mica dielectric condenser. Better materials were
used in the construction of the improved condenser, the surface areas of
the conducting material and dielectric were enlarged , and the arrangement
of the binding posts was improved along with many other changes. The
Type A set was intended for use with a
standard portable aerial (Figure 14) and
it was supplied with a hand generator (Figure
15). Five Type A pack sets were made at
a cost of $900 each. They were delivered
to the Navy in late1912.
The NESCO Type B Pack Set
The Type B NESCO pack set (Figure
16) was ordered and built in 1913. Ten of
these sets were made. The Type B set was
of the quenched-gap design. It was inductively

Figure 10. Battleship set, 1912, illustrating
method of mounting components and false top.
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The NESCO "Battleship" Type Pack Set
The Sweet sets were very successful but only some of the necessary
adjustments could be made from the outside of the case. Clark reasoned
that a pack set could be designed such that everythjng could be controlled
from the outside while still keeping the set waterproof [ 19] . A total of four
sets of this new model were made , and they were known as " Battleship "
type sets (Figure 9). The specifications initially called for the pape r condensers
which Sweet had suggested, but the specifications were later changed and
the sets were delivered with handmade mica condensers . Since the sets
were required by specifications to be capable of continuous operation for
six hours while delivering a maximum of250 W at 110 VDC, mica condensers
were superior to paper and paraffin because the paraffin might melt.
The sets used quenched spark gaps. A complete quenched-gap consisted
of nine parallel metal plates, each separated by a short distance of air (or
gap) that the spark had to bridge. As a general rule , the complete quenchedgap of a spark transmitter required one of these smaller gaps for each 1000
volts in the secondary circuit of the power transformer. Since the transformer
secondary of the Battleship sets would deliver 5 ,000 volts, four or five
individual gaps out of the nine contained in the complete quenched-gap would
be required in the circuit at any given time. Since they were easily ruined by
corrosion or the intrusion of moisture , twice the necessary number of individual
gaps were provided so that poorly functioning ones could be excluded from
the circuit. The operator selected the desired individual gaps or series of
gaps from the nine individual gaps in the complete quenched-gap of the
Battleship set by the placement of short-circuiting clips on flexible arms.
All of the necessary controls of the
Battleship type pack sets were mounted
on a false top with knobs projecting
above it (Figure 10). The cover of the
case in turn covered the knobs when
the set was not in operation. The
transmitting key was operated from the
top of the case and was fitted with a
rain-shedding disc over the point of entry
into the case. The Battleship sets were
very large and heavy, weighing about
75 pounds (not counting spare parts)
and they were therefore not su itable
for landing parties or for other situations
that required rapid deployment.

Figure 9. Battleship type NESCO pack
set, 1912. Note that all the knobs are on
top of a false top so the components
remain dry underneath the real top.
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Figure 11 . (Right) Motor
Generator for long-wave
Battleship type set, mounted in a
separate case, perhaps to isolate
its physical or electrical noise.

Figure 12. (Left) Type A
pack set made tor the USN
by N.E. Supply Co. , 1912.

Figure 13. {left) Top view of
Type A pack set made tor the
USN by N.E. Supply Co. , 1912.

Figure 14. (Right) Standard Portable
Aerial set up in front of Washington
Memorial, in use with Type A pack set
(serial number 100) made tor the USN
by N.E. Supply Co. , 1912.
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coupled, and it did not differ very much from the Type A sets. The main
improvement was that Type B sets were capable of operation over a wider
range of wavelengths. The oscillation transformer [22] was redesigned for
this purpose. The primary and secondary coupling coils were made the same
diameter and hinged at the bottom so that both could open out in order to
loosen the coupling. As with the Type A set , the Type B set included a hand
generator (Figure 17), a motor generator (Figure 18), the antenna and mast
system, and a spare parts chest (Figure 19) .

The Signal Corps Pack Sets for 1912-1914
Development of the Signal Corps sets had progressed and generally
paralleled the development of the Navy pack sets (Figure 20). Unfortunately,
much less is currently known about the Signal Corps packs sets because E.
R. Cram, who was in charge of the development of the Signal Corps pack
sets, did not preserve as much of the documentation of their development
as Clark did for the Navy sets. A great deal of information sharing occurred
in the development of the sets for the two services. This was not surprising
since NESCO was the main contractor for both of the model lines. Cram
and Clark had already established a relationship while working together
and developing early spark technology at the Stone Telegraph and Telephone
Company in Maine as early as 1902 [23] . The " make-and-break" type of
telegraph key was one distinct advantage of the Stone system of wireless
telegraphy that was later incorporated into the pack set designs.
The Model 1912 Signal Corps sets and all Signal Corps sets that were
made after them were of the quenched-gap type. Early Signal Corps pack
set receivers from about this time period were the first to be adapted for
use in aircraft by the military and they paved the way to successful communication
from air to ground [24]. The Model1913 Signal Corps pack set was similar
to the Model 1912 set except that improvements were made which doubled
the power output of the set and considerably increased its range of operation.
The mast which was supplied with the Model 1913 set and used for
supporting the antenna wires consisted of 14 sections , each just over five
feet in length (including the tube to couple one section to the next), since
experimentation had shown that it was easier to erect a mast with short
sections rather than with longer ones. The mast was assembled by adding
sections one by one to the bottom end, while men holding the far ends of

Figure 15. Hand Generator (handles
not attached), supplied with Type
A pack set made for the USN by N. E.
Supply Co., 1912.
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Figure 16. The NESCO
Type 8 pack set, modified
with Type C condenser.

Figure 17. NESCO hand
generator, supplied with Type
8 & C pack sets.

Figure 18. Motor generator supplied
with NESCO Type 8 ,C,O and E pack
sets.

Figure 19. (Left) Spare
parts and tool kit
supplied with the
NESCO Type 8 pack
set.
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Figure 20. Picture taken in 1912 of portable radio sets made for the U.S. Navy
and the Army Signal Corps by NESCO. On the upper left, there is a Battleship
set, with a hand generator and a motor generator in front of it. To the right of the
Battleship set is a Type A set (Serial Number 100), with its motor generator to
the right of it. The Signal Corps set is on the floor to the left. The box to the right
on the floor also contains a Signal Corps transmitter. There is an "artificial bamboo"
mast on the floor in front.

the antenna guy ropes kept the mast as vertical as possible during the assembly
process. The standard antenna was of the umbrella type [25] with four 85foot long wires radiating from the top of the mast. The outer ends of these
wires were tied to ground pins, and four insulated 100-foot ground wires
were laid out on the ground under the antenna wires for a counterpoise.
The antenna and counterpoise wires were carried on hand reels so that they
could be rapidly deployed.
The Model 1913 had a hand-driven 250-W generator with two handles .
The handles had to be turned at 33 revolutions per minute in order to give
the necessary armature speed of 3300 rpm since the combination gear had
a ratio of about 100 to 1. A speed indicator was mounted on the upper part
of the gear case within sight of the men who cranked it to show whether
they were turning the crank at the proper speed.
As with all quenched-gap transmitters, tuning the oscillating and radiating
circuits to resonance and determining the correct coupling between them
were the two most important adjustments. These adjustments involved moving
clips along the flat spiral coils to set the desired wavelength and to g ive the
maximum reading on the hot-wire ammeter [26] in the antenna circuit. The
correct positions of the clips on the coils were dependent on each other, so
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some trial and error was involved [27]. For proper operation of the transmitter
the quenched spark gaps also had to be kept cool and clean of corrosion.
The set was normally packed on three mules, but in an emergency it
could be packed on two. In normal packing , the first mule carried the
generator and six sections of mast. The second mule carried the operating
chest (containing the transmitter and receiver), four sections of mast, the
antenna and the counterpoise. The third mule carried the shelter tent with
tent pins and extension pieces folded inside, as well as four sections of the
mast, the flag kit, and the lanterns.
The Signal Corps Field Radio Pack Set Model 1914 (Figure 21) was a
later quenched-gap set with inductive coupling that was similar to the Model
1913 according to Clark [28]. Signal Corps training documents from 1917
mention the Model 1913 and Model 1915 pack sets but they do not mention
the Model 1914 sets [29]. It is likely that few were made.
Testing was done about 1913 by the Signal Corps to determine how fast
a Signal Corps detachment could set up the Radio Pack Set. At a given
signal, the soldiers mounted their horses and went into formation. They
galloped ahead for 100 yards and then dismounted. They unpacked the
-equipment from the mules , erected the 40-foot mast, and connected up the
entire set. They turned the hand generator enough to send one dot, then
took down the antenna and mast, and closed down the station. The whole
apparatus was packed back onto the mules and the detachment remounted
and galloped back 100 yards to the first position. The whole operation was
performed in 2 minutes and 45 seconds [30]!

Other Companies Force the Navy into the Competitive Bidding Process
NESCO was not the only company making pack sets. Marconi 's Wireless
Telegraph Company undertook testing of pack sets for military use as early
as 1902 or 1903 [31]. The Marconi
mule pack sets of 1915 and 1918
(Figure 22) were modern and sturdy
by the standards of the time, and a
knapsack set which soldiers could
carry was also offered. When
contracts for pack sets continued
to be awarded to NESCO, the
Marconi Company protested in a
letter to the Navy [32]. However,
the Navy had already sent a letter
to all the principal radio
manufacturers in 1910, including
,.1£.1-0 N.AOIO I='ACK Cor.T, ho'OD(L t9i4
DI,.O't ... M

Figure 21. (Left) Signal Corps
Field Radio Pack Set Model 1914,
wiring diagram. (Source: August
Link)
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Figure 22. Marconi cavalry
portable set. Note the shaft from
the gasoline engine passing
through the saddle and driving
the generator, which is connected
to the transmitting set by heavy
leads. The saddle is equipped
with a steel frame "so that it may
be placed on the ground in the
least amount of time." The
receiving set consisted of a
magnetic detector, along with
headphones and a means of
tuning.

Marconi , expressing its willingness to test any apparatus submitted to it. In
general terms , every company had offered to supply exactly the equipment
necessary to meet the Navy's requirements. With the exception of NESCO,
however, no manufacturer had followed up on the matte r and no other
suitable sets were actually offered for test. By 1913, the Navy felt that an
injustice had been done to NESCO by incorporating a general description
of the set NESCO had developed in the specifications that were issued to
other manufacturers . The Navy felt that the other manufacture rs had an
advantage in that they did not have to expend the time and money to develop
the technology upon which later designs were based.
The Marconi Company was awarded a very large contract for some
different radio equipment in 1913 even though they were not the lowest
bidder. In spite of this, the Marconi Company protested to the Na vy when
the specifications for other contracts did not conform to what they had to
offer. This raised concerns in the Navy that Marconi interests were attempting
to dictate terms and specifications to the Navy.
The Telefunken Company of Germany had des igned a fully operational
pack set by 1909. Telefunken made a quenched-gap pack set in trunks
(Figures 23 and 24) for transportation by pack animals. It was supplied
complete with a generator (Figure 25), antenna masts, and accessories and
it was offered for sale by 1912 [33]. Telefunken was also interested in
pack set contracts for the U.S. Navy, but they did not have a set that
fulfilled the Navy requirements in spite of the fact that the company manufactured
a wide range of portable sets, including a 2-kW wagon-mounted Wireless
Set that was tested by the Signal Corps. Since his company did not have a
pack set that fulfi lled the Navy specifications, the Telefunke n representati ve
felt that NESCO should continue manufacturing the pack sets. Ultimately
Telefunken declined to bid on the Navy contracts for pack sets.
A German pack set captured at Chateau Thierry, France, during World
War I was similar to sets in use at the time by the Al lied powe rs . It consisted
of a quenched-gap set in a large wooden trunk.
The United Wireless Telegraph Company of New York manufactured
an early open spark gap, directly-coupled pack set in a large trunk in 1908.
It used Leyden tubes for condensers, as had the earlier NESCO sets. It is
possible that the Signal Corps purchased or tested this early unit, since
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Figure 23. (Left) Telefunken Pack Set tor
transportation by animal, packed on
saddle.

Figure 24. (Right) Telefunken Pack Set for
transportation by animal, quenched gap
transmitter.

Figure 25. (Left) Telefunken Pack
Set for transportation by animal,
showing the generator ready to go.

Figure 26. Early pack set by United
Wireless Telegraph Co. Note the Leyden
tube condensers and the open gap.

contemporaries referred to it as a Signal Corps outfit [34]. United Wireless
itself advertised the outfit as "for Army and Navy Service, National Guard,
exploring expeditions, and isolated camps [35] . " (Figure 26) Other venues
suggested for the set included fairs, large public works, mining camps, and
any place where the construction and maintenance of telephone and telegraph
lines would have been impractical or expensive. United Wireless maintained
that a detail of six men could have the set ready to send and receive messages
within fifteen minutes. The set was intended for communications up to a
range of 25 or 30 miles. A gasoline-powered generator weighing 200 pounds
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could be supplied upon request. United Wireless went on to actually manufacture
a pack set for testing by the Navy in 1912. The transmitter was of the more
primitive open gap type and it was disapproved by George Clark, whose
job it was to evaluate the set for the Navy. Shortly after this time United
Wireless succumbed to fraud, patent infringement, and bankruptcy litigation
and was acquired by the Marconi companies.
In France, the Societe Francaise Radio-electrique (SFR) developed equipment
remarkably similar in appearance to pack sets in use by the U.S. Signal
Corps and those of Marconi [36]. The SFR supplied communications equipment
to the French Army and Navy during the early part of World War I which
had already broken out in Europe in 1914. One pack set with a hand generator
was made by the SFR and it could be carried on the backs of two soldiers.
Another set could be packed on two mules. SFR began to use tubes for
amplification during the war, but SFR did not contribute to the development
of pack sets used by the United States Navy or the Signal Corps.

Schedule 5639 and the NESCO Type C Pack Set
Between 1910 and 1912, the U.S. Navy and Signal Corps contracts
with NESCO were essentially exclusive. Bids from other companies were
not solicited. As a result of complaints by other companies, beginning in
mid-1913, all subsequent Navy contracts for pack sets were awarded by
competitive bid. Schedule 5639 detailed the specifications for the next version
of the pack set and solicited proposals. The contract called for 15 complete
quenched-gap pack sets capable of 114 kW output. The motor generator
was to deliver 500-cycle alternating current, and a hand-powered alternator
with the same characteristics was also required in order to allow operation
by either two or four men. Schedule 5639 required that the transmitter must
be capable of "rapid and convenient adjustment to any of four different wavelengths
within the range of 200 to 600 meters with the antenna supplied, and shall
also be adapted to satisfactory operation at wave lengths up to 1,200 meters
when used in connection with a ship's antenna having a capacity of 0.001
mfd." The transmitter and receiver were to be enclosed in one container
designed to allow convenient operation of the apparatus without exposure to
the weather. The weight of the container and instruments was to be less than
45 pounds, and the motor generator could not exceed 50 pounds (see Table
3). The hand alternator and accessories were to weigh no more than 80
pounds. Bidders on Schedule 5639 were required to deliver one complete
sample set of the apparatus for inspection and testing to the Navy Yard,
Washington, DC, prior to the time fixed for the opening of the bids.
NESCO, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, and the Wireless
Improvement Company were the three companies to submit bids on Schedule
5639 (see Table 4). The Wireless Improvement Company was a relative
newcomer, having been founded by Colonel John Firth in 1912 [37]. George
H. Clark filed a preliminary report in August 1913 on the testing of the
portable radio sets submitted for Schedule 5639. He sent his final complete
report to the Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering in May 1914. Both
reports heavily favored the NESCO pack set [38]. Clark stated, "In point
of over-all efficiency of transmission, compliance with specifications, design
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both as to efficient working and as to durability in service, the National
Electric Supply set was far superior to all others." (Figure 27) In the case
of the hand generators supplied with each set, "four men were needed to
turn the Marconi hand generator to give rated output, whereas two men
could deliver the same output on the NESCO machine with the same muscular
exertion." The NESCO set was the only one which fully complied with
the specifications on Schedule 5639. The Marconi set (Figure 28) did not
contain any antenna loading coil, no hand generator was supplied, and the
maximum wavelength obtained was not up to the specifications.
The Wireless Improvement Company set was also very incomplete.
The maximum wavelength obtainable was only 480 meters, far short of
the 600 meters required. No antenna or motor generator was supplied.
The complete report [39] supported Clark's preliminary findings with remarkably
detailed comparisons for every component in the sets. The Wireless Improvement
Company inductances were direct coupled, and this undoubtedly was a
major factor weighing against its selection. Although not required by Schedule
5639, the only set to supply a key of the "make and break" type was
NESCO (Figure 29). Clark felt that this was an important detail. Another
factor favoring the NESCO sets was the fact that the individual weights of
the NESCO components were almost all lighter than those of either of the
other competing companies (see Table 3). Surprisingly, the Marconi receiver
was rated as "poor" overall, while the NESCO receiver rated as "fair" and
the Wireless Improvement Company's receiver earned an "excellent" rating.
The thorough testing of the three competitive sets included heat
testing of the motor generator (Figure 30), measurement of the spark
gap temperature, performance of the transmitter coils and condenser,
performance of the receiving coils and condenser, overall efficiency,
antenna and ground measurements, power output, signal audibility, receiver
sensitivity, and damping measurements. Damping measurements were
particularly important. When the current in the closed oscillating circuit
died out after a few reversals, the oscillations were said to be "damped."
Damping was aided by close coupling. If the coupling was too close,
however, a feedback of energy to the closed oscillating circuit could
occur resulting in an induced voltage sufficient to break down the spark
gap. This condition was detrimental to the transmitted signal. It could
be detected by its effect on the transmitted note, which became lower
pitched and ragged when feedback occurred.
It is difficult to know whether this extensive testing was done purposely
to give added support to the acceptance of the NESCO pack set for the
Schedule 5639 contract. The contract was, in fact, awarded to NESCO.
Since the testing was done by Clark, who had been involved from almost
the beginning with the NESCO pack set design team, the objectivity of the
tests is certainly open to question. The pack set that NESCO submitted for
testing was actually a Type B set, with the understanding that the Type C
pack set would be practically the same. The 15 sets for this contract were
the only Type C sets made. When the Type C sets were delivered, they
differed from the Type B set only in the design of the transmitting condenser
which incorporated further improvements in the materials used in its manufacture.
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Figure 27. (Left) NESCO Type C
transmitting and receiving chest, 1913winner of contract under Schedule 5639.

Figure 28. (Right) Marconi
transmitting and receiving chest,
submitted under Schedule 5639.

Figure 29. (Left) NESCO
Type C transmitting and
receiving chest, detail of
break type key showing
connections for shorting the
receiver while the
transmitter was in use.
This allowed for listening in
between transmitting
spaces.

MOTOR CENERA TOR

Figure 30. NESCO Type C pack set, motor generator
outside of case, inside case with controls on top, and with
case shut.
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The total weight of the Type C set as delivered was 355 pounds and the
cost to the Navy was $1000 each [40].

Schedule 6896 and The NESCO Type D Pack Set
Schedule 6896 specified the next model of pack set for the Navy in
1914. Thirty five of these sets were required. Bidders for this contract
included NESCO , the Wireless Improvement Company , and the Wireless
Specialty Apparatus Company (WSA Co.) of New York City. The WSA
Co. submitted the "Type No. 250-C-15 " Field Radio Pack Set and Mast
for testing (Figure 31). The Wireless Improvement Company' s offering
was the "Type 200-B-1. " (Figure 32). NESCO sent the Type D Pack Set
to the Navy for testing (Figure 33).
Once again, extensive testing was performed for the 1914 U.S. Navy
contract. This time, however, the U.S. Navy Radio Laboratory Bureau of
Standards performed the testing without the conspicuous involvement of
George H. Clark [41]. As with nearly all the NESCO sets, Clark had
supervised the des ign of the set for the U.S . Navy. Chief Electrician H.W.
Kitchen, however, filed the official report to the Navy regarding testing
for Schedule 6896. Both the WSA Co. and the Wireless Improvement Co.
pack sets employed the Wireless Specialty IP-111 receiver. The NESCO
receiver included a galena detector with a steel spring. Both receivers
were found to have the same sensitivity, but the NESCO detector had a
larger surface area and was very easily adjusted for sensitive points. The
Figure 31 . (Left) The WSA Co. "Type No.
250-C-15" Field Radio Pack Set for
Schedule 6896, 1914.
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Figure 32. (Right) The Wireless
Improvement Company, Type
200-8 - 1 pack set submitted for
Schedule 6896, 1914.
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Figure 33. The NESCO Type D pack set
submitted for Schedule 6896, 1914.

Figure 34. The NESCO
Type D pack set for
Schedule 6896, 1914.
Diagram of circuits, with
added inductance to extend wavelength capability.

other detector was sensitive in only one or two spots and was very hard to
adjust, both on account of poor construction and diffic ulty in finding the
sensitive spots. It was also difficult to keep in adjustment after a sensitive
spot was found (see Table 5).
T he NESCO Type D pack set won the contract. The Type D quenchedgap contained a tota l of nine gaps, as had most of the prior sets . It differed
from the Type C set mainly in that it was capable of a wider wavelength
range with the standard portable antenna. In previous sets, long waves were
attained by adding another condenser section to the condenser. The Type D
set added inductance instead of condenser sections , and was capable of
operating from 250-1380 meter wavelengths (Figure 34). The 35 Type D
sets were delivered at a cost of $1090 each .

Schedule 8876 and the NESCO Type E Pack Set
Schedule 8876 called fo r 25 portable transmitting and receiving sets of
1/4 kW power to be delivered in 1916. It brought forth bids and sample sets
from the National Electric Signall ing Co. , NESCO, and WSA Co . George
H . Clark who was officially designated " Expert Radio Aid " conducted the
testing of these sets in 1916 [42]. The NESCO set (Figure 35) was submitted
complete and on time . The National Electric Signalling Co. set arri ved two
weeks late . The WSA Co. set lacked an antenna and mast system and the
hand generator.
Overall price and total weight comparisons assumed a more prominent
place than before in the final report from Clark . The NESCO set weighed a
total of 391 pounds , compared to 400 pounds for the WSA Co . set and 404
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Figure 35. NESCO Type E pack
set, winner of the 1916 contract
under U.S. Navy schedule 8876.

pounds for that of the National Electric
Signalling Co . The total cost for the
NESCO sets was $973 each. This
compared very favo rably to $1063
each for the WSA Co. sets and $2129
for the National Electric Signalling
Co. sets. The NESCO set complied
with more of the specifications set
forth in Schedule 8876 than did either
of the other two sets, although even
the NESCO set was found to be out
of compliance with two of the requirements. The National Electric Signalling
Co. set did not include a " make and break" key. In addition, the hand
gene rator was too heavy and the inductances were found to be too fragile
fo r pack set use. The WSA Co. set was found to be out of compliance with
most of the spec ifications. Although the WSA Co. set earned points fo r
neatness of des ign, workmanship , and finish , it was severe ly criticized for
the manner in which all the various parts of the transmitter and recei ver
were enclosed. It was impossible to make repairs without taking the entire
set apart. The antenna coils sparked at full power, and no antenna field
rheostat was supplied. Many other deficiencies were cited. The National
Electric Signalling Co. set received praise for including hinges so that
many of the parts could be fo lded away when out of use, and for the use of
springs to cushion some of the components. However , the receiver was
judged "very poor," with the general workmanship and finish also being
poor. Such a receive r was felt to be "entirely out of the question for field
work. Interference would prevent most of the work. "
The NESCO receiver showed the greatest sensitivity and by far the
greatest selectivity. This meant tha t in the field a large number of such
po rtable sets could be operati ng on s lightly different wavelengths and that
this receiver would copy from any of these at will with minimum interference
from other undesired signals (see Table 6).
The contract was awarded to NESCO for the T ype E pack set. This set
had taps on the coils for the standard wavelengths to be used. These taps
provided a simple and convenient means of adjusting both the open and
c losed circuits to any one o f four des ired wavelengths. All the necessary
inductance for the primary was contained in one coil of the oscillation
tra nsformer. The 40-foot tall antenna mast was made in sections of hollow
wood , which saved weight. The umbrella aerial consisted of a total of six
wires , each 85 feet long. All in all, the NESCO T ype E pack set was
clearl y supe rior to the competition .
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Figure 36. Signal Corps Pack Set,
Model 1915, circuit diagram.
(Source: August Link.)
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The Signal Corps Model 1915
and 1916 Pack Sets
The Signal Corps Model 1915
pack set (Figure 36) consisted of
an operating chest containing the
transmitter and receiver, a hand
generator with two handles and a
speedometer, a ten-section mast,
a set of three pack frames and a tent complete with the necessary hammers,
guy ropes and pins. Four legs were supplied with the chest. The entire
transmitting and receiving set could be elevated on the four supporting
legs to allow the operator to sit in front of it. T his was a feature that
would surface again as part of the SCR-49 (Figure 37) a year or so later.
A toolkit and a copy of the Signal Corps c ircular "Radiotelegraphy" were
also included [43]. How many of the Model 1915 sets were made is not
known , nor is it clear whether competitive bidding for pack sets became
common practice in the Signal Corps.
The required speed to turn the hand generator was raised to 50 R.P.M,
instead of the 33 R.P.M. required for the 1913 machine. At the higher speed,
less force was required on the handles and it was less tiring on the men.
A total of 36 pack sets were made to Signal Corps spec ifications in
191 6. These were quenched-gap transmitting sets, with the receiver being
the General E lectric Company Type
D [44]. The Model 1913 had
included the Type B receiver, and
the Model 1915 used the Type C
receiver. The Type D receiver was
practically the same as the Type
C with the number of contact studs
in the three dials increased to give
finer tuning. It is not certain whether
these earlier receivers were also

Figure 37: SCR-49 on supporting
structure for operation. The
supporting structure is the same
as the one supplied with Signal
Corps Model 1915. (Source: August
Link.)
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made by General E lectric although it seems like ly [ 45]. It is also not known
how Gene ral Electric obtained this contract with the Signal Corps, nor
why their receive rs were considered the best for the Si gna l Corps sets
while the same receive rs did not gain favor with the Navy.
The Signal Corps Model 1916 pack set was the set designated the SCR49 (Figure 38). (The " SCR" indicates that it is a complete system rather
than a basic component. ) Its produc tion in 19 16 and 1917 occurred at
about the time that the new Signal Corps no menc lature for re fe re ncing
complete radio and radio components was adopted. When the SCR-49 went
into production , it made an earlier inductively coupled version called the
SCR-44 (probably the Model 19 15) obsolete. The SCR-49 was a l/4-kW
set which included a six-wire, 40-foot high umbre lla antenna and a hand
generator [46]. It also included a safety gap similar to those in previous
sets which protected the receiver in case the usua l connections to the key
failed to short out the receiver while the tra nsmitter was in use. There
we re three pancake coil s in the lid of the set. The inner one was the loading
coil while the outer two we re the inductances fo r the oscillation transformer.
These coils could be swive led away from the loading coil to vary the coupling .
Like prior NESCO sets, the SCR-49 was supp lied with a toolbox (Figure
39), which was located directly underneath the very plain and simple transmitting
key in this set [4 7].

World War I and the CN 241-253 (NESCO Type F)
Up to 1917, NESCO had manufactured a tota l o f 103 pack sets of all
types for the Navy. The demand for pack sets j umped dramatically between
1917 and 1919. During these war yea rs, NESCO manufactured 325 sets
for the Navy. These pac k sets represented the zenith of portable set design
and they were far mo re sophisticated than any preceding sets (Fig ure 40).
They we re the last of the line of spark pack sets made for the Navy, and
included a receive r and a special wave changer des igned entire ly by George
H . C lark. They were ma nufactured under Schedu le 72. The only other
bidder was De Forest, to whom a te n-set contract was awa rded to he lp
encourage him to deve lop a vacuum tube set for fie ld use.

Figure 38: SCR-49, a
19 16 model Signal Corps
pack set. The receiver
was the GE Type D.
(Source: August Link.)
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The wave changer in the set was efficient but was very difficult to
adj ust (Figure 41). To avoid end-turn losses, there were plug connections
fro m coil to coil. Electrically they were exce llent sets, but they were j ust
too difficult for enlisted me n to properly operate. When properly adj usted ,
a s ingle setting of the mechanical coupling mechanism allowed the sets to
work on several wavelengths . Unfortunate ly, few operators succeeded in
finding this setting.
The set had a very ve rsatile but heavy generator and gasoline engine.
These were mounted on a single base along with a hand generator and
direct current motor which was used for lighting and other electrical appliances
(Figure 42). This made the set very heavy and hard to handle, even for
four soldiers .
This same basic transmitter and receiver set, the NESCO Type F, was
give n several different Navy type numbers . Since "CN " was the 2-letter
designator assigned by the Navy to NESCO, the Type F set was known as
the CN 209, CN 241, CN 251, CN 252, and CN 253. The sets were
designed to be used with several different types of power supp ly, and
hence required d iffe rent motors to function with each of them. As a result,
different type numbers were given to the different sets . Occasionally there

Figure 39: SCR-49, note the
box containing the toolkit
located underneath the key.
(Source: August Link.)

Figure 40: CN 241 by
NESCO, with wavechanger
and receiver designed
personally by George H.
Clark. Last of the NESCO
spark pack sets for the
Na vy, made about 1917.
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Figure 41: Detail of the special
wavechanger made for the CN
241-253 type NESCO pack sets
circa 1917. (Source: New England
Wireless and Steam Museum)

were minor design vanatwns, but there were no substantial differences
between the various types of sets in this series. The first type was the CN
209, but the contract was cancelled and it was redesigned as the CN 241.
The CN 241 used a 120-volt DC supply. The CN 251 was the same radio
designed for use with a motor supplying 230 volts DC. The CN 252 was
again the same radio designed for use with a motor supplying 80 volts DC .
The CN 253 was also the same radio except that a different antenna and
counterpoise were used. The CN 241 and CN 253 were used most frequently ,
because the120-volt DC supply was the most common power source.

Conclusion
Although the WSA Co. advertised the Q-S-250 250 W quenched-gap
rig , hand generator, and accessories for commercial use in 1919 [48], there
were several reasons why the NESCO 1917 sets were the last pack sets of
their type made by anyone for use by the Navy. Foremost perhaps was the
fact that spark transmitters were doomed to obsolescence by the growing
use of tubes and continuous-wave radios. Another reason was that these
"portable" radio sets had really ceased to be portable . As their complexity
increased , they simply weighed too much and were too bulky to justify that
name . And lastly , there were too many delicate adjustments needed , and it
was beyond the ability of the ordinary Navy radioman to understand and
operate the set properly.

Figure 42: CN 241-253,
gasoline driven generator,
hand generator and DC
motor all mounted on one
base. This unit proved too
heavy for a portable set.
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Even George H. Clark eventually admitted that the 1917 pack sets were
far too elaborate for a military device which was to be used by landing
parties in a hurry, and that the power plant was unnecessarily cumbersome.
In his own words, Clark stated that "they were electrically darn good sets,
but as military devices, they were not so hot. And they were the last of
their class [49]. "

Table 1.
NESCO Pack Sets for the U.S. Navy
Type of
Set

Delivery
Date

Contract
Type

Fleet

1909

Exclusive

2

Sweet

1910

Exclusive

5

Battleship

1912

Exclusive

4

Type A

1912

Exclusive

5

Type B

1913

Exclusive

10

Type C

1913

Competitive

TypeD

Type E
CN 241-253
(Type F)

1914

1916
1917- 1919

Competitive

Competitive
Competitive
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Competitors

Number
Made

Marconi Wireless
Improvement Co.

15

Wireless
Improvement
Co., WSA Co.

35

WSA Co. National
Elec. Signalling Co.

25

DeForest
(Audion test)

325

Table 2.
Data on NESCO Pack Sets for the U.S. Navy
Type of Set

Number of
Gaps in
Quenched Gap

Transformer
Secondary
Voltage

Aerial to
be used
with set

Wavelength
Range

Fleet

Open Gap

?

?

?

Sweet

10

10,000 v.

Single wire
84 feet long

90-210m

Battleship

9

5,000

v.

Single wire
30-80 feet long

90-210m for
2 sets, and
400-SOOm for
2 sets

Type A

9

9,000

v.

Standard Portable
aerial (Umbrella
type) or ship's aerial

no data

Type B

9

9,000

Portable Aerial

228-870m

Type C

9

v.
10,000 v.

Standard Portable
or ship's aerial

200-600 with
portable
aerial, up to
1200m with
ship's aerial

TypeD

9

9,000 v.

Standard Portable
or ship's aerial

250-1380m

Type E

20

11,300 v.

Standard Portable
or ship's aerial

250-950m
with portable
aerial, up to
1200 m with
ship aerial

CN 241- CN
253(Type F)

9?

11,300 v.

Standard Portable
or ship's aerial

300-1200m
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Table 3.
Weights of Components in Pounds (Schedule 5639)

Component

NESCO

Marconi

Wireless
Improvement Co.

Motor Generator
Motor Generator in case
Transmitter and Receiver
in Case
Spare Parts and Tools
Hand Generator
Hand Generator in Case
Hand Generator Stand
Antenna Parts in Case
Antenna Pole and Parts

38
48
52

54
62
52

none
none

28
69
76
63
68
63

none

none

88

90

no case

no case
none
none
none

36
84
63
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Table 4.
Competitive Testing in 1914 for Schedule 5639
Component

NESCO

Wireless
Improvement

Marconi Co.

Motor
Generator

Slight irregularities
in speed under load,
heating moderate

Not supplied.

Regulation of speed
good, heating
excessive

Hand
Generator

Direction of rotation
indicated, stand
excellent

Not supplied

Direction of rotation
not indicated. Stand
not rigid. Unsatisfactory base for use
on soft ground

Transformer

Good,
well protected

Good,
well protected

Not well protected
as only hard rubber
sheet is placed around
it. Did not deliver
desired power

Condenser

Losses fairly low,
mechanical
vibration
observed

Losses low,
heated on load
and sealing
compound
flowed out

Losses high (ebonite
dielectric)

Spark Gap

Fair

Excellent

Good

Inductances

Excellent, inductive
coupling supplied,
method of variation
of coupling excellent.
Any desired wavelength
obtainable, as variation
not limited to any fixed
amount of coil

Poor. Direct
coupled

Good construction,
inductively
coupled. Method
of variation too
critical. Variation
limited to whole
turns. Poor.

Break Key

Supplied, works
fairly well

Not supplied

Not supplied

Receiver

Fair

Excellent

Poor

Detector

Adjusting mechanism
poor, point hard to
hold

Excellent
adjustment

Adjustment
not easy

Spare Parts
and Toolkit

Complete

None

None
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Table 5.
Receiver Testing in 1914 for Schedule 6896
Test/Component
Type

NESCO

WSA Co. and
Wireless Improvement Co.

Receiver Type

NESCO/no type number

IP 111 (Both companies)

Detector Type

Galena and
steel spring

Pyron and steel spring (A Pyron
detector is one with a metallic
contact onto pyrite)

Selectivity

Good

Good

Sensitivity

Good

Good

Adjustability

Easy

Difficult
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Table 7.
Summary of Known Early Signal Corps Pack Set Year Models
(As far as known, all made by NESCO)
Model Year

Type of Gap

Coupling

Number Made

Comments

1906-9
(Probably in
development
as early as 1906
with first delivered
to the Signal Corps
in 1907 and the
Navy in 1908)

Open

Direct

2 made for the
Navy, probably
another 2 for
the Signal Corps,
maybe more.

Leyden tube
condensers,
perikon or
silicon detector;
each consisted
of 2 trunks and
storage battery
box.

1912
(Presumably
Included Type A
receiver)

Quenched

Probably
inductive

Unknown

No data known
for models
between the
1908/9
and 1912 models.

1913
(Included Type
8 receiver)

Quenched

Inductive

Unknown

250 watt, 500
cycle generator,
more power and
wavelength
capability than
1912 model.

1914

Quenchedwiring diagram
shows 7 gaps

Inductive

Unknown

Similar to 1913
model.

1915
(Included Type
C receiver)

Quenchedwiring diagram
shows 6 gaps

Inductive

Unknown

Probably later
designated the
SCR-44, also
similar to the
1913 model.

1916
(Receiver is the
GE TypeD on
most if not all.)

Quenched

Inductive

36 at least

Later designated
the SCR-49.
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Table 6.
Competitive Testing in 1916 for Schedule 8876
Comparison

NESCO

NE Signalling Co

WSACo

Price

$973

$2129

$1063

Total Weight of set 391 pounds

404 pounds

400 pounds

# of specifications
in compliance
(13 max)

11

10

5

Transmitter output

satisfactory

unsatisfactory

satisfactory

Note of Signal

Good

Fair

Excellent

Damping

fair

excellent

fair

Receiver Sensitivity excellent

excellent

good

Receiver Selectivity excellent

poor

poor

Desirable
comments

Workmanship
excellent.
Excellent
receiver.

Components
hinged, folding
back, or on
springs. Unique
antenna transfer
switch.

Workmanship
excellent.
Well-ventilated gap.

Undesirable
comments

No shortcircuiting clips
for gaps. No
means provided
to keep cover
propped open.

Very poor
receiver from
the standpoint
of selectivity.
Workmanship
poor.
Transmitting
inductance very
poor.

Entire set must be
disassembled to
make repairs to any
part. Sparking
between coils at full
power.
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[13] Howeth, Captain L.S., History of Communications-Electronics in the United
States Navy, Washington, 1963, pp. 174-6.
[14] Bucher, E.E., Practical Wireless Telegraphy, Wireless Press, NY, 1921,
pp. 105-6.
[15] Almost all ships at the time had a source of direct current. The motor
generator consisted of a motor driven by the ship's direct current coupled
to an alternating current generator (dynamo) that converted the direct current
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[24] From the program for the testimonial dinner for Major General Joseph 0.
Mauborgne, 1941.
[25] The umbrella antenna was the type called the "Standard Portable Aerial".
Its general shape resembled an umbrella and it consisted of a number of
wires insulated at both ends (the ribs of the umbrella) and spread radially
from a central mast. This type of antenna was used extensively in portable
field sets, but it was not widely used in commercial stations except those
designed by German engineers.
[26] The so-called "hot-wire" ammeter depended on the principle of expansion
of metals when heated. Linear expansion of a fine wire element heated by
the traversing current caused movement of the indicator. See High Frequency
Apparatus by Thomas Curtis Stanley, Everyday Mechanics Co., Inc., NY,
1916.
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1913," Signal Corps Bulletin No. 18, War Department, 1913.
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is presumed to be the 1916 Model since the GE Type D receiver dated
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Reference Notes
[1] For our purposes, the terms "pack set" and "trunk set" will be considered
interchangeable. More precisely, this article deals only with trunk sets,
since the term "pack set" can also refer to other types of portable wireless
installations.
[2] Testimony of Lt. W.A. Eaton, in US District Court, Dubilier Condenser
Co. Inc. vs. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., 1919.
[3] Preliminary Deposition of Lt. Commander U. W. Conway, U.S.N., Dubilier
Condenser Co. Inc. vs. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., 1919. This suit
dealt with primacy of the patent rights regarding condenser technology,
and eventually resulted in WSA Co. settling with Dubilier after the war.
[4] Collins, Francis A., The Wireless Man, NY, The Century Co., 1913, p.
186.
[5] Trench and buzzer sets were developed for this purpose and performed
better under fire, see Corcoran, Capt. A.P., Wireless in the Trenches,
Popular Science Monthly, May, 1917, pages 795-799.
[6] Not to be confused with the National Electric Signalling Company which
was also known as NESCO. It was an entirely separate company.
[7] Clark, George H., in Radioana collection, National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institute.
[8] Duvall, Edward B., "A History of the National Electric Supply Co.,"
originally published as A WA Monograph No.2, 1961 and later expanded
by David Harry and reprinted in A WA Review #8, 1993, pp. 117-121.
[9] Collins, A. Frederick, "The Slaby-Arco Portable Field Equipment for
Wireless Telegraphy, "Scientific American, December 28, 1901, pp. 425-6.
[ 10] For direct coupling, the oscillating circuit and the antenna circuit are connected
physically to each other. In an inductively coupled circuit, the two circuits
are connected by the electromagnetic field induced by the coils.
[11] Clark, George H., in Radioana collection, National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institute.
[12] Leyden tubes were a test tube-shaped form of the Leyden jar, an early
condenser. The inner and outer surfaces of the glass tube were coated
with tin foil, and the glass acted as the dielectric.
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A Confusion of Similar Volumes
After 25 years of collecting, upon reviewing my library, I found what
appeared to be THREE versions of the first Volume of Rider's Perpetual
Trouble Shooter's Manuals, and TWO versions of Volume II, an RCA/Radiotron
Riders which is titled COMPLETE Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, as
well as the set of Rider's Manuals, Volumes I to XV, and the five manuals
by Hugo Gernsback. I was really surprised by the many Riders books, and I
was curious enough to tabulate and compare the differences between what
were apparently successive editions of these Manuals. Then I learned that
John Rider was working for Hugo Gernsback as Radio Service Editor for the
Radio-Craft Magazine when he announced the publication of his 1931 Trouble
Shooter's Manual. He did this just six months after Gernsback had published
his own Official Radio Service Manual. Now I was really intrigued!
Gathering the facts surrounding the publication of these early Rider's
radio manuals became so absorbing that I was moved to write an article
on the various versions of Volume I [2]. This was edited by Dorothy
Schecter, and published in the June, 1998 Antique Radio ClassifiedMagazine.
Interested readers wrote to me, describing two additional versions of Volume
I, and two more versions of Volume II. Through collectors' good will
and help, I was able to obtain copies of these other less-well-known Rider's
Manuals to help me explore their differences and similarities. This resulted
in another article on Rider's Volume Ils [3], which was also edited by
Dorothy Schecter and published in the February, 2000 Antique Radio
Classified Magazine.
Since the publication of these first two articles, a "Prototype" of Rider's
first 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual has been discovered. I have studied
this and the RCA/Radiotron COMPLETE Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual
to determine their place in, and influence on, Rider's manuals.
There have been several excellent articles, such as those by Ludwell
Sibley [4], and Richard Gray [5], which give descriptions of John F. Rider's
manuals, his other publications, and of Rider himself, but their broad coverage
of Rider's publications does not always include detailed descriptions of
each publication.
This article concentrates on the first few (and lesser known) Perpetual
Trouble Shooter's Manuals, and gives the dates and the circumstances in
which Rider found himself when each volume was published. An attempt is
made to tell how each manual may be uniquely identified and to bring its
differences in content, appearance, and physical make-up to the attention
of both radio repairers and bibliophiles.
An important aspect of Rider's circumstances is the story of John F.
Rider's interactions with his employer, Hugo S. Gernsback, and his one
time collaborator, RCA Radiotron/Cunningham Tube Company, and the
effect they had on the timing, content, and format of Rider's publications.
There is no attempt to cover the many Riders manuals which he sold or
provided to Tung Sol and National Radio School, etc. These were typically
his standard manuals enclosed in special promotional or institutional binders.
These "spin-off' manuals had little influence on the basic contents or organization
of Rider's early manuals.
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John F. Rider, Hugo Gernsback, and RCA Radiotron:
The Saga of Rider's Early Radio Manuals
by
Charles C. Kirsten
The Rider's Myth
In the summers of 1938 and 1939 while employed as a teenage tyro
doing radio repair, I occasionally found the shop owner using a Riders
manual that I needed. When my attempt to use an abridged manual failed
to provide a full schematic, my convictions were confirmed; I "knew" that
only the regular Rider's Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manuals covered all
the sets ever built. In those days, John F. Rider had been publishing his
service manuals for seven years, so for me, Rider's manuals held the same
historic credibility as a set of the Encyclopedia Britannica, or Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary.
In 1975, on desk assignment to a NASA Headquarters office in Washington,
D.C., The nostalgia bug bit me and I started to collect old radios. By luck,
I was able to buy a set of well cared-for Riders Manuals from a meticulous
retired radio repairman who, I'm sure, had carefully inserted every one of
Rider's supplements into the manuals. I was comforted, knowing that the
manuals contained schematics for every old pre-World War II radio made
in the U.S.
Then, at the Gaithersburg flea market, I found five two-inch-thick leatherette
covered Official Radio Service Manuals by Hugo Gernsback; one for each
of the years 1931 through 1935. When I compared them to the same years
of the Riders Manuals, I was dumb-founded! In addition to the information
overlap, the Gernsback manuals had many schematics not contained in the
Riders manuals [1]! So much for what I "knew;" the regular Riders Radio
Manuals do not cover all of the sets ever built.
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and design data to be openly published, it has been helpful to divide his
struggle into four successive phases. These are summarized here, with
dates, and titles of his relevant publications, which are discussed and elaborated
in detail in later pages:

Phase 1: Summary and Publications from the mid 1920s until
December, 1929
In this period Rider was trying by personal appeals to various radio
manufacturers to solicit their cooperation in providing radio schematics for
use by independent radio servicemen, and for publication in his service instruction
manuals. Frustration was high, and progress was made mostly with the major
radio companies, who had no fear of patent suits, or circuit piracy. During
this time, Rider published the following two textbooks for servicemen:
a. The Mathematics of Radio, Volume I of THE SERVICE MAN'S
MANUAL, a soft bound textbook on mathematics, August 11, 1929
b. Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume II of THE SERVICE MAN'S
MANUAL, bound diagnosis text, (165 commercial diagrams). August
11, 1929

Phase 2: Summary and Publications from January, 1930 to May, 1931
Rider was Radio Service Editor of Radio-Craft Magazine under Hugo
Gernsback during this period. He co-authored a book on servicing sound
motion picture equipment, and advertised and published two others on
radio repair. Meanwhile, Rider succeeded in persuading many manufacturers
to release their radio schematics to be published. Five months after he
became editor, Rider had received enough schematics to advertise for sale
a new group of 115 loose-leaf schematics. Viewed as a competitor by his
employer, Rider's work was repressed until Gernsback could publish his
own Gernsback 's Official Radio Service Manual. Meanwhile, Rider quietly
continued to collect schematics and assembled a manual (Item g) which
appears to have been the prototype of his first 1931 Trouble Shooter's
Manual (Item h). Rider's publications during this period were:
c. Sound Pictures and Trouble Shooter's Manual, by James R. Cameron,
and John F. Rider, publ. by Cameron Press, May, 1930
d. Supplementary Diagrams Pkg #1, (115 for $2.50; offered as
"Supplements to the 1929 Trouble Shooter's Manual'), May, 1930
e. Practical Testing Systems, by John F. Rider, 144 page hard bound
text book, January, 1931
f. Practical Radio Repairing Hints, by John F. Rider
250 page hard bound book, February, 1931
g. Perpetual Radio Reference Data (1st Edition Pre-release), rare Prototype
Edition, unadvertised manual, circa March, 1931

Phase 3: Summary and Publications from May, 1931 to March, 1933
From May, 1931, when Rider published his first 1931 TroubleShooter's
Manual (and terminated from his position as Service Editor for Radio138

Publication Dates of the Editions
John F. Rider was honest, idealistic, productive, and very persistent,
but sadly, with the exception of his "1929" and "1931" Volumes, and a
few Volume II manuals in "1932" binders, John F. Rider avoided dating
any of his many insertions into his 1930s Manuals. None of the manuals
show printers dates, and Rider didn't date any of the copyrights, forewords,
or technical articles he wrote. That has made dating his books quite difficult.
The dates given here were taken mostly from publication announcements in
magazines, and from Introductions, where Rider indicates the sequence of
publication of recent volumes, but few dates. In one case, a manual was
not referenced, nor even advertised, so a comparison of mistakes and corrections
made in Rider's Introductions was used to determine the order in which his
manuals were written (Appendix A).

Rider's Goals
John F. Rider was born in 1900. By the late 1920s, he had already
found respect as a de greed radio engineer, and he was finding success as
an author. He was a featured writer for four New York newspapers, and
was associate, contributing or managing Editor for at least four recognized
radio periodicals. Many of his writings were aimed at educating unschooled
radio enthusiasts and showing repairmen how to analyze and repair the
radios they built or fixed for profit.
In the process, Rider apparently formulated an "ideal" of what specific
data was needed for each radio set, to enable a radioman to quickly diagnose,
locate and repair a radio receiver problem. In his various articles and writings,
he often alluded to his desire to provide all radio "trouble shooters" with
this "complete" set of data for each piece of equipment in a future manual.
The information he regarded as essential included, but was not limited to:
an accurate schematic diagram, parts identifications, parts values, parts
layouts, point-to-point resistance values, test-point voltage tables, adjustments
and alignment procedures.
Having defined an "ideal," Rider seems to have made it his mission to
gather this "Complete" servicing information in a manual for service men.
His first efforts in 1929, showed that much of the information either didn't
exist, or was deliberately withheld by manufacturers as proprietary information.
When John Rider approached companies such as Ozarka, Stewart Warner,
or DeForest, and proposed that he take copies of their schematics, the
results of years of company research and development, and put them in a
book for public sale, he must have met with varying degrees of incredulity,
or even hostility. Such companies had strong franchises with their dealers
and fostered "company secrecy" about their products. In most cases, he
was simply shown to the door. But as his manuals attest, he was a man of
great persistence, and in the end he won most of them over.

A Summary of the Four Phases of Rider's Success
In trying to understand the history of Rider's efforts, and the chronology
of his success in getting the radio manufacturers to allow their circuit diagrams
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p. Perpetual Trouble Shooter 's Manual, Volume II (2nd Edition) (Volume
II in manufacturers folio format), August, 1933
q. Perpetual Trouble Shooter 's Manual, Volume I (3rd Edition) (Volume
I in manufacturers folio format), November 15, 1933
r. Modern Tube Index (New) 27" by 22" wall chart of 155 tube types
by 17 different manufacturers, December, 1933

Rider's 1929 Bound Volume Trouble Shooter's Manuals
Phase I Narrative: Mid 1920s to December, 1929
The 1929 Service Man's Manual
In August, 1929, John Rider published THE SERVICE MAN'S MANUAL
[6] (Figure 1). It consisted of the two separately bound, one-inch thick
texts which were intended to be bought and used together by radio school
students. Of these, the first volume:

The Mathematics ofRadio: THE SERVICE MAN ' S MANUAL, VOLUME .
I, 1929, is not included in TABLE I on page 20, because it is not a typical
Rider 's " Trouble Shooter' s Manual. " As shown in the Radio World Magazine
advertisement [6] (Figure 1), it is in fact, a text on mathematics. The 1929
Volume I is so scarce or
R.A I>IO \\'Vk l. n
unrecognized , that of s ix
Rider Lifts a BIG Load Off
people who wrote to say they
the Service Man's
had a 1929 Volume II , only
one, Ray Thompson of Johns
Chest!
Hopkins University, actually
owned a copy of the 1929
Volume I, and knew that the
"Trouble Shooter's
title was The Mathematics
Manual"
B1 }•An F. Ridu
of Radio. Charles Combs,
JUST OUT!
owner of a Volume II , said

Figure 1. Radio World advertis
August 11, 1929, back cover.
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Craftthe same month), until March, 1933 when RCA with Rider's cooperation,
published the Radiotron COMPLETE Trouble Shooter's Manual, John F.
Rider seemed to have a difficult time coping with the task of collating
literally thousands of radio schematics and data. He also failed abjectly in
his attempts to devise a practical page-indexing scheme for his Trouble
Shooter's Manuals. In what appeared to be attempts to remove the dates
on his manual binders, he published two editions of Volume I with four
different titles, and two versions of Volume II. All of the listed early
manuals from this period were eventually replaced during Phase 4 by volumes
edited and published in Rider's final format:
h. 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual (1st Edition, Version 1), (Copy of
Pre-release Edition in a "1931" binder), May, 1931
i. Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual1931 (1st Edition, Version
2), (1st Edition, in a "Perpetual/1931 "binder), July, 1931
j. Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual (1st Edition, Verson 3),(1st
Edition, in a "Perpetual" binder), October, 1931
k. Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume I (2nd Edition),
(1st Edition revised, in a "Volume I" binder), November, 1931
1. Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume II (1st Edition),
(Volume II, with no date in a "Step Numerical" Format), August, 1932
m. 1932 Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume II (1st Edition)
(Volume II, 1st edition in a binder stamped with "1932"), September, 1932

Phase 4: Summary and Publications from March, 1933 to November,
1933
The March, 1933 publication by RCA Radiotron of the RCA COMPLETE
Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual (containing Rider Volumes I, II, &
III schematics), marked the turning point of Rider's efforts to bring his
Trouble Shooter's Manuals into final form. In spite of the high quality of
the RCA manual, their decision to remove all information about vacuum
tubes made by companies in competition with RCA/Cunningham, seemed
to anger Rider, and strengthen his determination to make his own manuals
more closely meet his "ideal."
As shown in the list of publications below, one month after the RCA
"COMPLETE" manual was issued by RCA Radiotron, Rider published
his Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume III. In Volume III, Rider
adopted every improvement offered by the RCA Manual. He upgraded the
binder and printing, but most importantly, he adopted the "Manufacturers
Folio" cataloging method which RCA used in their Radio Set Catalog to
identify the pages in Volume III. This was so successful, that he rewrote
his first two manuals and wrote all subsequent manuals in the new format:
n. RCA COMPLETE Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual (Rider Volumes
I, II, & III schematics), March, 1933
o. Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume III (1st Edition)(1933
manual in manufacturers folio format), April, 1933
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Volume I, with the "flexible imitation leather cover" as offered in magazine
advertisements such as the one appearing in Radio World of January, 1930 [7].
Excerpts from John F. Rider's preface in Volume I, 1929 best describe
what he intended the 1929 Volumes to be:
"The Mathematics of Radio is ... not intended as a textbook of
fundamental principles ..... our interest is the interpretation of radio
theory.
"The first volume, contains the general subjects, with samples
of application.
"The second volume in turn dwells upon ... complete units, such
as receivers, amplifiers, ... testing devices, etc. The second volume
further contains the diagnosis and analysis of receiver troubles, in
other words, 'trouble shooting'."
The Volume I title page shows that Mathematics of Radio is Volume I
of The Serviceman's Manual, Copyright 1929. Since the Title Pages and
Forewords are the only evidence that the two books belong together, it is
likely that owners of the math book are not aware of it's connection as
Volume I of The Serviceman's Manual. Since it is purely a math text, it is
shown here only to dispel the speculation that it is an earlier Rider's Trouble
Shooter's Manual.
The second Volume of the Service Man's Manual: Trouble Shooter's
Manual: THE SERVICE MAN'S MANUAL, VOLUME II, 1929, was first
advertised with Volume I in Radio World, August 11, 1930 [6](Figure 1).
This is the first book by Rider to carry the "Trouble Shooter's" title. Figs
3 and 4 show the front cover and title page of Volume II, The Trouble
Shooter's Manual.
From the long popularity of Rider's manuals, the title Trouble Shooter's
Manual became almost synonymous with a Rider's Service Manual. Rider
wasn't the first to use the term in connection with radio servicing, but he
was the first to include multiple identified commercial radio schematics,
unlike the earlier examples of similarly named publications shown below:
"The Trouble Shooter," a monthly feature in Radio Age Magazine,
from June, 1922 to July, 1925.
"Trouble Shooting," a monthly feature in Popular Radio Magazine,
from July, 1924 to July, 1925.
Radio Trouble Shooting by Enno R. Haan, E. E., Assoc. Editor of
Popular Mechanics Magazine; Goodhert-Willcox Co., Chicago; 317
pgs, 1928
The title must have really appealed to John F. Rider, for after using it
for Volume II of his 1929 SERVICEMAN'S MANUAL, he used it again in
the title of Sound Pictures and Trouble Shooter's Manual (Figure 5), the
book he co-authored with James R. Cameron in May, 1930 [8]. Later, he
used the title for all his Radio and Television manuals for as long as he
published them.
The 1929 Volume II, bound textbook, Trouble Shooter's Manual, devoted
the first hundred pages to showing how to analyze various circuit malfunctions.
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Rider's 1929 Bound Volume Trouble Shooter's Manuals

Figure 2. 1929 Edition Volume I.

Figure 3. 1929 Edition Volume II.
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Figure 4. 1929 Volume II, Title
Page.

Figure 5. Manual by Cameron
and Rider.

he had advertised in Antique Radio Classified Magazine several times for
a 1929 Volume I to accompany his Volume II , with no response.
Ray Thompson ' s Volume I is hard-bound instead of having the " flexible
imita tion leather cover" offered in the magazi ne ads. Ray surmised that
his was a Library of Cong ress binding.
After years of looking, only recently, did I fmally spot an ARC advertisement
by Dick DesJarlais, offering a good copy of the 1929 Volume I, The Mathemadcs
ofRadio. I was surprised and delighted at such an opportunity, and I immediately
called Dick, and ordered the book. Figure 2. shows the front of the 1929
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Figure 6. Radio-Craft Announcement- January, 1930, Page 295

when no schematic was available from the manufacturer. In the editorials
of his new Radio-Craft Magazine , Gernsback stated that the magazine would
be written for the benefit of the " Radio Assembler , and Radio Service
Man. " His editorial [11] in the September, 1929 issue, may have attracted
John F. Rider to Radio-Craft by these words:
"There is also a demand on Radio-Craft to publish service data on
commercial sets; not only those that have recently been put on the
market, but those that have been in use for some time .... heeding
this demand , and beginning with the October (1929) issue, RadioCraftwi ll publish every month complete data on servicing commercial
sets on which there seems to be the greatest demand. "
Though John F. Rider was known as a prolific writer, it is still surprising
to find that while fulfi ll ing his duties as Service Editor for Radio-Craft,
and assembling material fo r a new Trouble Shooter 's Manual, Rider had
also found time to co-author with James R. Cameron, a prominent motion
picture authority and author, the book:

Sound Pictures and Trouble Shooter 's Manual, by James R. Cameron,
and John F. Rider, published by Cameron Press, May, 1930.
This is a large volume of 1200 pages and 500 illustrations , (See Figure
5) which according to the adve rtisement [8] in Radio-Craft, covered every
type of projector equipment found in the U.S.A.
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The remaining 101 pages show 188 commercial radio schematics which
Rider obtained from 31 different manufacturers. Evidence of censorship
by the manufacturers is seen all through the circuit section of the 1929
Volume II. Of the 188 circuits, only 70 have all parts and tubes marked
with their values. Many circuits that appear to have values prove only to
have cryptic manufacturer's part numbers or function labels such as "Grid
Leak," "By-Pass," "Volume Control," etc. Many circuits have no part
markings at all. One company left no room for doubt: "A Strict Observance
of the Confidential Character of This Drawing is Required" streams
across the top of each Freed-Eisemann drawing. Rider's Introduction to
the 1929 Volume II tells more:
"Permission to publish the enclosed wiring diagrams was secured
from the various manufacturers with the understanding that they
would not be reproduced in magazines and newspapers without
special permission and we trust that the readers of this book
will cooperate with the author in this respect."
And these circuits so reluctantly offered by the manufacturers were

obsolescent! Of the 165 indexed circuits, only three were recent 1929 models:
(Majestic 180, Philco 82, and 86 and Federal K). Sixty-three were one year
old 1928 models, and all the rest were two or more years old. As pointed out
in an article [9] by Ed Lyon in Radio Age, there are only triodes (and diodes)
in this 1929 Manual (except a Type 222 tetrode in a Freshman Q15 radio,
and a '24 tetrode in the 1929 Federal Model K). Although fully replaced by
later Riders manuals, this 1929 Riders's Manual still holds interest from the
Trouble Shooter's Manual viewpoint for these reasons:
1. It was the first Trouble Shooter's Manual issued by Rider.
2. It published a spectrum of commercial radio schematics almost two
years before any other manuals, including Gernsback's Official Radio
Service Manual.
3. It documents the severe opposition Rider faced in trying to bring
commercial radio schematics to every serviceman.

Phase 2 Narratuve: January, 1930 to May, 1931
Rider as Radio-Craft Service Editor
From 1929 to 1931 , John F. Rider was an associate editor of Radio
Engineering Magazine, Managing Editor of Radio Listeners Guide
and Call Book, and technical editor of Motion Picture News.
In January, 1930, John F. Rider took an apparently calculated step by
joining the staff [1 0] of Radio-Craft Magazine (Figure 6) which Hugo Gemsback
had just started in July, 1929. Ten years earlier, Hugo had started Radio
News Magazine only to lose it to creditors after ten successful years. As
owner and editor of Radio News Magazine, Hugo Gernsback had featured
full-page diagrams, and repair instructions called "Service Notes" on one
or more selected radios each month. For some schematics, presumably,
Gemsback's staff must have been required to trace out the physical circuitry
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from the manufacturer, they would trace the set's wiring, and publish their
own version of the diagram. He might have also played on their concern
about being "left out." Rider could show that RCA, Zenith, Philco, and
other major companies were sending their latest schematics, so why not
join these well-known companies who would be represented in service
manuals used by radio repairmen all over the country?
Rider was astoundingly successful! Within five months, at an apparent
average receipt rate of six schematics per week, he had gathered enough
circuit diagrams to place a half-page advertisement [ 14] in the May, 1930
Radio-Craft Magazine, (Figure 7) offering:

"Supplementary Wiring Diagram Package No. 1.... The first group
numbers 115 diagrams ... Approximately 20 manufacturers are
represented ... diagrams of 1929-1930 receivers ... $2.50
11

This evidence of John F. Rider's energy and professional standing in
the radio and electronics community must have added to Hugo Gernsback's
concern and defensive reaction when Rider announced his supplemental
radio schematics for sale in the very same Radio-Craft magazine of May,
1930, in which the prestigious Sound Pictures and Trouble Shooter,s Manual
was announced.
Hugo Gernsback reacted explosively!
Whatever Gernsback's attitude toward John Rider was at the beginning,
he now reacted as though John Rider was a threat, and an enemy. The
very next issue of Radio-Craft for June, 1930 contained four new initiatives
by Hugo Gernsback. His first action was a full-page, pre-publication
announcement [16a] stating that "Hugo Gernsback's Official Radio Service
Manual to soon be released with several hundred pages" (Figure 8).
Another full page announced Gernsback's new "National Radio Service
Men's Association" [16b]. Two more pages with subscription coupons
advertised two new magazines: Short Wave Craft [16c], "with the first
two-month issue to be released May 15, 1930, (the previous month!) and
Everyday Mechanics [16d], with the first issue to be released June 1,
1930 (the month it was being advertised).
Hugo made no immediate change in Rider's position on the magazine
staff in the June, 1930 issue of Radio-Craft, and even allowed Rider one
last small advertisement [15] of his supplemental schematics, but by the
July issue, Radio-Craft was purged of John F. Rider: The magazine no
longer carried the bold headline "Service Men's Department, Edited by
John F. Rider," and no longer was Rider pictured at the beginning of this
section with a summary of his qualifications. Completing the removal of
Rider from the magazine, the usual feature article by John F. Rider, introducing
the Service Men's Department was conspicuously missing. Gernsback did
not remove the "John F. Rider, Service Editor" from the mast-head, but
Rider's name was nowhere else to be found inside the magazine.
This ban on John F. Rider lasted through the July, August, and September
issues of Radio-Craft during which time, Hugo Gernsback continued massive
advertising [17] of the four initiatives he had begun in the June, 1930 issue
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When John Rider, who was by nature open and forthright, signed on
as the Radio Service Editor of Radio-Craft, he probably told Hugo Gernsback
that he intended to get more manufacturers to give him circuits for his
Trouble Shooter's Manuals. This would of course help Radio-Craft's circuit
requirements. In his editorials, and articles, Gernsback had, for years,
appealed to the radio manufacturers to release schematics, without response.
His editorial [12] in the February, 1930 Radio-Craft revealed his pessimism
about such appeals:
"It will probably take the industry another five years to learn that
it will pay them to take the Service Man into their confidence, and
talk to them in their own language. "
(Later, in October, 1932, when Hugo published his Volume 2, he couldn't
resist commenting about manufacturers' prior lack of cooperation [ 13].)
Doubtless, Gernsback couldn't believe that Rider, the young engineer,
would soon succeed where he, Hugo Gernsback, the venerable magazine
publisher, had not prevailed. So if John F. Rider was condemned to make
only slow progress, he might remain as Gernsback's prestigious Service
Editor for years to come.
However, Rider, from his new position as the magazine Service Editor,
must have had better leverage when asking radio manufacturers to release
their diagrams. They already had seen his tenacity, and now, he could
point out that if Radio-Craft wasn't able to get an approved schematic
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Figure 7. Radio-Craft
Advertisement- May,
1930, Page 552

Practical Testing Systems, [21] by John F. Rider, 144 pages .. January, 1931
Practical Radio Repairing Hints, [22] by J Rider, 250 pages .. January, 1931
At the same time, he apparently "worked under-ground" on the Trouble
Shooter's Manual, quietly composing his manual titled:
Perpetual Radio Reference Data (Volume. I, Prototype Edition.), March, '31

The First Loose Leaf Manuals by Gernsback and Rider
The Perpetual Radio Reference Data was the first Rider's manual to use
the big 2 112-inch thick, three-post "Swivelok," loose-leaf binder. The Swivelok
binder has hard black, pebble-grained covers, into which is embossed in silver,
the manual title and decorative logos, and it uses a flat individual swing latch
for each of the 3 posts. The upper part of each post may be 'screwed' up or
down in the lower threaded part to change the length of the individual posts.
This distinctive binder design is an immediate identifier of Rider's early manuals
from before he changed to "Slide Lock" Binders in 1933.
The Perpetual Radio Reference Data manual binder (Figure 10) is embossed
on the right front with a "windowed" view of a single radio antenna tower,
below which appears "John F. Rider" in a small font. Embossed on the
upper left of the front cover is the title in four lines; Perpetual Radio Reference
Data. The spine of the binder (Figure 11) carries just the title and "John F.
Rider," with no other decoration. The Title page (Figure 12) identifies the
Radio Treatise Company as the publisher, and includes "copyright John F.
Rider," as well as the title: Perpetual Radio Reference Data. Although the
embossed binder indicates that a number of the manuals may have been
made, only one copy of the manual has surfaced during several years of
buying, and corresponding about Rider's Manuals.
This rare Rider's manual seems to have surfaced by itself with no history.
Except for the Binder design, the Title page, and a few minor differences in
Rider's Foreword, (see page 17, and Appendix A) the contents of the Perpetual
Radio Reference Data described below is identical to the contents of the 1931
Trouble Shooter's Manual which is popularly known by servicemen as the
first Volume I of the Radio Trouble Shooter's Manuals which Rider offered
for sale. There are, however, subtle differences in the Perpetual Radio Reference
Data manual, which indicate that it was an earlier unreleased creation:
1) Some inserted pages were still blank on one side, indicating
that advertising had not yet been subscribed for them.
2) The typed Introduction by Rider had not been corrected for the
numerous typographical errors and misspellings.
3) The manual is not referenced in any of Rider's indexes of
schematics or lists of prior publications.
4) The embossed design on the binder is a rudimentary form of the
radio tower logo adopted for the 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual.
Even more compelling evidence for its earlier creation was revealed when
the Introduction from the Perpetual Radio Reference Data manual was compared
with the Introduction from the 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual. Rider had promised
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of Radio-Craft, including the tantalizing full-page picture ads (Figure 8) of
his (still non-existent) Official Radio Service Manual.
Finally, in the October, 1930, Radio-Craft, Hugo Gernsback and Clyde
Fitch offered the " 352 page soft bound Official Radio Service Manual with
over 1000 illustrations, for $3. 50" [18] (Figures 8 and 9) . Hugo was, at
last, able to deliver a specific product which before, had been only a promise.
In the same October issue , Rider inserted a 1/3- page advertisement [19]
announcing a non-competitive " Advanced Home Study Course " for radio
se rvicemen.
With this evidence of Rider's meekness, and having achieved the publication
of his manual, Hugo Ge rnsback must ha ve decided that Rider was no longer
a serious threat to his Official Radio Service Manual, for in the same October,
1930 issue , Gernsback re instated Rider. Once more, the magazine was
Rider-friendl y with Ride r's picture heading the "Service Men 's Department"
and the service articles by Rider again became part of the magazine. In
November, Gernsback announced his Radio Service Man 's Handybook [20].
During his early employment by Hugo Gernsback, Rider had adverti sed
for sale only several of his textbooks, the Home Radio Service School Course,
and the package of 115 supplemental radio schematics. When Ge rnsback ,
reacting to the schematic sales, had relieved him of his duties, Rider made
good use of his time, w riting two more books:
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was down-graded to a 'goal,' and the term "Trouble Shooter" was brought
back for the title. The following excerpt shows his original "DATA" manual
Introduction, with removed words struek out, and added words underlined
for the revised "1931" Introduction:
"It is with a great deal of pleasure that we offer this work and

hope that it will be the nucleus of a perpetual reference radio
trouble shooter's manual eo vering the radio reeei ver and assoeiated
branehes of the radio industry. It may be of interest to the man
who thumns thumbs these pages to know that it is the fulfillment
of an ideal. We bad hoped for a long time to prepare a book
which would contain radio reeeiver andassoeiated eireuit service
data in sueh quantity as to be a referenee manual for the industry
covering American and Canadian radio receivers, with completeness
as a goal."
With this evidence that it was a prototype version of the 1931 Trouble
Shooter's Manual, it seems clear that the Perpetual Radio Reference Data
was a covert manual which Rider prepared during the later months of his
employment at Radio-Craft. Of Rider's first five manuals in Swivelok binders,
the evidence indicates that the Perpetual Radio Reference Data is the first
version of his Radio Manuals. Considering Hugo Gernsback's egregious
reaction when Rider sold schematics while in his employ, it is no surprise
that Rider would conceal, and not offer his manual for sale until he was
ready to permanently leave his position at Radio-Craft. Therefore, Rider
may have deliberately given the manual a misleading title so as to avoid
Hugo Gernsback's wrath for his having dared to work on a competitive
Service Manual while employed at Radio-Craft. Whatever the reason for
the Perpetual Radio Reference Data title, Rider later added the word "Perpetual"
from its title to his Trouble Shooter's Manual titles.
Gernsback and Rider's relationship during this time is unknown, but
Rider performed his editorial function for the magazine with such great
competence for another six months after Gernsback reinstated him, that
when Rider was ready to announce his 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual,
four months after Gernsback published his own manual, Hugo accepted the
half-page pre-publication advertisement [23] in the April, 1931 Radio-Craft.
Since Gernsback had already released two up-dates [24] to his first
volume of the Official Radio Service Manual, and was preparing to release
Volume 2, he probably was feeling expansive over the great success of his
manual, and may even have felt that he had not treated John Rider fairly ...
after all, Rider had worked hard to get the manufacturers to release their
schematics, and Hugo had greatly benefited from that. Rider's advance
announcement proudly asserted:
"A feature of this book is that trouble shooting data is complete
(italics mine) with electrical values, color codes, socket data and
voltage data! Chassis layouts!"
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Gernsback's 1930, and Rider's Swivelok " Data" Manual

Figure 9. Gernsback's 1930 Manual

Figure 10. "Data" Manual Binder
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Figure 11 . "Data " Manual Spine

Figure 12. "Data" Manual Title
Page

in his advance sales announcement [23] of the 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual
that the manual would have "parts values, tube locations, voltage readings,
etc ." But when he assembled the Perpetual Radio Reference Data manual he
included the unmarked schematics from his 1929 Trouble Shooter' s Manual,
most of which failed to meet Rider's definition for a "complete" manual.
When Rider offered the same manual for sale with the changed title of
1931 Trouble Shooter 's Manual, he rewrote and corrected the Introduction
to the manual. In the " 1931" rewrite, (See Appendi x A) , " completeness "
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page count of the 1931 Manual from 800 to 950 pages, or a rate of about
two schematics per day.
A page-by-page comparison of the 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual to
the copy of the Perpetual Radio Reference Data in my possession confirmed
my belief that Riders first release of his 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual
was the Perpetual Radio Reference Data manual with a new binder design,
a corrected introduction, and a new name. The front cover of the 1931
Trouble Shooter's Manual (Figure 14) features "1931" riding atop the
antenna wires between two latticed antenna towers. Below the antenna
wires, between the towers are "TROUBLE SHOOTERS" and "MANUAL,"
below which is a radio tube attached to the antenna by wires. Below the
tube is "John F. Rider." The spine of the volume has all of the information
grouped at the top half of the spine, be ginning with " 1931" below which
three successive lines show: "TROUBLE," "SHOOTER'S" and "MANUAL."
Under this is a vacuum tube, below which is "RIDER." The Title page
(Figure 15) shows that the book was published by John F. Rider, and The
Radio Treatise Company. Note that there is no "Perpetual" on either the
binder, or the Title page.
The schematics in the 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual are grouped in
seven arbitrary sections. The "Commercial Broadcast Receivers" section
makes up the bulk of the book. It is followed by a 20 page section of
"Canadian Receivers," and five small sections of "Power Amplifiers,"
"Eliminators and Power Units," "Set Analyzers," "Short Wave and Kit
Receivers," and "Midget Receivers." The schematics pages are numbered
from 1 to 804, but inserted pages, with letter addenda such as 114-A, 114B, etc., increase the schematic page count to somewhere near 1000 depending
on the number of supplements. (See Table I)
Apparently, Rider, in his search for schematics had approached other
magazine editors, asking to use diagrams which they printed in their magazines
from time to time. Rider was then an Associate editor of both Radio Engineering,
and Projection Engineering, and a contributing e4itor of Motion Picture
News. As a result, Rider had some schematics which were noticeably better
than he might have received from small manufacturers who had no drafting
departments. In Rider's Introduction, he expresses his thanks:
"We wish to acknowledge the kindness of the editorial staffs of
Radio News, Radio World, Radio Engineering, Q.S. T., Radio, Radio
Citizens Call Book, and the General Radio Experimenter who granted
the writer the privilege of reproducing whatever material had ever
been published in their periodicals."
Rider found that his manual was welcomed by radio training schools
and commercial companies such as National Radio Schools, Tung Sol, and
National Union, as well as by independent radio servicemen. Many of these
wanted special titles or logos on the binders, so the same manual was provided
in many different custom binders. No evidence was found to relate these to
Rider's decisions about the development of his manuals, so there has been
no attempt to include them here.
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The NEW 1931
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

Figure 13. Radio Craft
advertisement, May, 1931,
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PRICE $5.00 Postpaid. We will •end the book C.O.D.

RADIO TR EAT I SE CO., INC.
1440 Broadway

New York C ity

Phase 3 Narrative: May, 1931 to March, 1933
Rider's Struggle to Organize Thousands of Schematics
In the May, 193 1 Radio-Craft [25], with a half-page adve rtisement
(Figure 13), Rider finally announced the sales release of the first of his
now famous Radio Service Manuals:

1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual (Vol ume I, 1st Edition), May, ' 31
Although Gernsback accepted this and subsequent advertisements for
Rider's publications, Rider was promptl y severed from his sta ff position
on the Radio-Craft Magazine . There was no " Good Bye , " o r ex pla nation;
Rider just disappeared from the staff of Radio-Craft in June, 1931 , the
month after he unve iled his manual. Since Gernsback pe rmitted Rider to
continue to advertise in the Radio-Craft Magazine, either he was meeting a
previously made contractual agree'm ent with Rider. o r Hugo thought that
Rider's Trouble Shooter 's Manuals could never seriously threaten Gernsback's
manual sales. Rider's rate of receipt of diagrams at this time may be inferred
from the fact that from April to June of 1931, he had increased the advertised
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Rider's Various "1931" Swivelok Manuals

1931
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S MANUAL

..
JOilN F. RIDER

RADIO TREATISE CO., INC.

Figure 15. "1931 " Title Page

Figure 14. Rider's "1931 " Binder

Figure 16. "Perpetual 1931"
Binder

Figure 17. "Perpetual" Binder

Rider' s use of " 1931" on his manual seems to have been done quite
innocently, since it was released in mid-1931. Unfortunately, Rider was
uncommonly conscientious, and he had implied in his pre-announcement
[23], and advertisement [25] that all previous schematics would be a part
of the manual as they became available. John F. Rider ' s word was his
bond. Apparently, Rider took very seriously his commitment to send out to
his initial manual buyers all the circuits up to 1931, the date of the manual.
Initially, the modest number of schematics for the first release of the " 1931"
Volume were obtained only by making appeals to the individual radio companies.
Then came the floods! Major companies , such as RCA, Philco and Zenith
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must have recognized the Manual as a source of free advertising for their
radios, and engineering. These companies competed for maximum space in
the Rider's Manual: Zenith added 14 more pages; RCA added 15 pages
and six more radio models, bringing to 90 the number of RCA sets indexed
in the "1931" Edition.
When the small mail-order radio companies realized they could avoid
the expense and damage of shipping sets back to the factory for minor
repairs by enabling local repairmen to do the work, they were eager to get
their circuits and data to Rider. The resultant data flow must have exceeded
John F. Rider's greatest expectations. As shown by his later supplements,
radio manufacturers flooded him with schematics, wiring diagrams, tube
location drawings, chassis layouts, part number lists, point-to-point resistance
charts, alignments, voltage tables, and performance data.
By this time Rider must have felt like the Sorcerer's Apprentice who
had started a flow he couldn't control. There was no way that the "1931"
Edition was going to hold all the material he was receiving for radio sets up
through 1931; the 3 post Swivelok binder had adjustable length posts, but it
had a limitation of about 1300 pages, and it had been issued with 1100, so
there wasn't much room for expansion. He had been "blind-sided" by his
own act in titling the book "1931." Had he been unethical, he could have
issued and charged for a "1930" manual, or some such scheme to wiggle
out of the commitment he had made in his advertisements of the "1931"
Edition. But he didn't do that. He had to keep faith with those who had
trustingly bought the first issues, and at the same time maintain the $5.00
price for later Manuals.
When John F. Rider reordered Swivelok binders he changed the title.
(Figure 16) The "1931 " on the front cover was taken from the antenna
wires, and placed below John F. Rider's name. In its place at the top of the
binder, "Perpetual" was cradled along the top of the swinging antenna wires.
The new title of the volume thus became the Perpetual Trouble Shooter's
Manual 1931. "Perpetual" was added to the top of the spine and the "1931"
was put on the bottom line.
Rider didn't add the word "Perpetual" to the Title page in the "1931"
manual immediately, probably because he already had a number of these
pages printed ahead of time. It was now time to solicit and organize the
material for the 1932 issue of the Manual. Remember that most of the schematics
Rider had been receiving were for out-of-date radios, and the only companies
sending him recent circuits were the giants like RCA who were so well
covered by patents, that they weren't worried about anyone copying their
designs. The smaller companies were in competition to improve, or innovate
their way around, or ahead of their rivals' patents, and some of these were
probably protective of their latest innovations. In some cases, the companies
were already in violation of patents, and needed to avoid publicity about
their latest circuit details. Now John had to go back and ask for their recent
advances so his 1932 Manual would be up-to-date when released while he
was wrestling with the problem of the ballooning "1931 Edition."
Rider again changed the binder title on his first edition, by finally removing
the onerous " 1931" from the manual (Figure 17) as he continued to add
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SALIENT FEATURES OF RIDER'S EARLY SWIVELOK "31" MANUALS
THE "29," AND FOUR VERSIONS OF MANUAL I, 1st EDITION
(IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF PUBLICATION, 1929 TO 1931)
EDITION

"1929"

1st

1st

1st

1.§1

VERSION
NAME

"1929
VOLUME II"

"PROTO·
TYPE"

"1931"

Perpetual
1931

Perpetual

PUBL. DATE

Early 1929

3/1931

5/1931

7/1931

9/1931

COVER
LEGEND

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S RADIO
MANUAL
REFERENCE
DATA

TITLE
PAGE

SERVICE
MAN'S
MANUAL
Volume II

Perpetual
RADIO
REFERENCE
DATA

PUBLISHER

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

PAGINATION

1931
Perpetual
TROUBLE
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
MANUAL
1931

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

1931
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
1931

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Arabic/
Numbers

Arabic/
Alphab

Arabic/
Alphab

Arabic/
Alphab

Arabic/
Alphab

BINDER

1.0"
Flexible
Bound

2.5"
3 Post
Swivelok

3.0"
3 Post
Swivelok

3.0"
3 Post
Swivelok

3.0"
3 Post
Swivelok

ADVERTISING
INDEX
TUTORIAL
TUBE DATA
PECULIARITIES*
CANADIAN RCVRS
RCVR MFRS/Pgs
SUPPLEMENT/Pgs
POWER AMPS/Pgs
ELIMINATORS/Pgs
TEST EQUIP/Pgs
S.W. RCVRS/Pgs
MIDGET RCVRS/Pg

None
4 Pgs
126 Pgs
None
DNA
None
33/103
DNA
1/1
1/33
2/7
None
None

21 Pgs
20 Pgs
98 Pgs
6 Pgs
28 Pgs
21 Pgs
84/804
8/40
15/31
30/26
8/28
31/20
38/6

8 Pgs
20 Pgs
98 Pgs
6 Pgs

8 Pgs
20 Pgs
98 Pgs
6 Pgs

8 Pgs
20 Pgs
98 Pgs
6 Pgs

20 Pgs
84/804
8/40
15/31
30/26
8/28
31/20
38/6

20 Pgs
84/884
8/185
15/31
30/26
8/28
31/20
38/6

20 Pgs
84/884
8/185
15/31
30/26
8/28
31/20
38/6

SCHEMATIC PAGES
TOTAL PAGES

103
234

1010
996

1010
968

1010
1033

1010
1033

• Peculiarities In Commercial Radio Receivers .. A compilation of various unique anomalies occurring in radio
models listed by manufacturer, and model number, and indicating corrections. This list was sometimes included
in Riders manuals as a sales incentive, or bought and placed in the manual by the owner.

Table I
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supplemental pages. The result is that beside the "prototype," the First
Edition of Rider's initial 1931 Trouble Shooter,s Manual may be found in
three different versions, with various total numbers of pages, (depending
upon the owners zeal in inserting new updates) and none of these are titled
"Volume I."
These many versions of the 1st edition seem to reflect Rider's attempt
to gradually deemphasize, and then to remove the "1931" from his manual.
Table 1 shows these manuals and their salient features in the order of their
approximate release dates.
The "1931" date on his 1931 Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual had
caused him so much grief, that John Rider must have made a vow to never
again date anything. Faced with a manual binder that was bursting at the
seams, and receiving far more data and schematics than it could accommodate,
Rider took extraordinary steps to solve the problem. The manual was rewritten
and reorganized to make better use of what little space was left, and at the
same time the manual was renamed, and reissued (Figure 18) as:

Perpetual Troub/eShooter,s Manual, Volume I (2nd Edition}, November,'31
This allowed Rider to cut off further "updates" to the "1931" volume,
and to start organizing material for Volume II. The rewrite was more of a
repackage, than a reorganization. Rider kept all the separate sections for
Canadian Radios, Power Units, Amplifiers, etc., as well as the "Modern
Trouble Shooting" section at the start of the Volume. He added two pages
of RCA tube tables, dropped the Cunningham table (which duplicated the
Radiotron table}, and expanded the Sparton data from 1/4 page to two full
pages. Kellogg, Raytheon, and Amperite remained the same. Sequential
page numbering was retained with A, B, C, etc., denoting added pages.
The flood of circuits coming in continued to increase as the larger
manufacturers started to dig out schematics for their older radio sets. RCA,
for example sent information on 30 more receivers, bringing their total to
100 radio models. Other companies responded in kind. By November of
1931, Rider must have just about reached the 1300 page limit of the Volume
I Swivelok binder, and data was still coming in for 1931 and prior years.
Now came the hard decisions in the manual rewrite! It seems obvious
from the crowded pages, and absent parts lists, that John Rider dealt with
a firm hand as to what went into "Volume I." This resolute attitude showed
up in deletions and omissions which went against many of Riders expressed
convictions. Many decisions by Rider must have been very painful for
him, but where a decision was made, Rider seems to have maximized utility.
The "Volume I" was more crowded, often with finer print, and with fewer
"full layouts" of individual sets than the 1931 Edition. A few older schematics
with unmarked parts, or sets with little known trademarks were omitted.
Schematics of better known, but older, obsolete sets were reduced in size,
and placed with other reduced diagrams on single pages.
Resistance tables, Rider's tool of choice for diagnosis were all but
eliminated. Part number tables were sharply reduced to show only the electrical
component values. Often the manufacturer's part numbers were omitted,
and voltage tables were edited or eliminated. Pictures of chassis top and
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Rider's "Swivelok" Volumes I and II Manuals

Figure 18. Rider's First Volume I

Figure 19. Rider's First Volume II

Figure 20. "1932n Volume II
Binder

Figure 21 . Volume II

bottom were reduced to one view , or replaced by a small ske tch showing a
plan view of the rube locations. Everywhere , economy of space was observed.
All of this must have been hard on John F. Rider because HE had to make
the decisions of what to leave out, and all because of a stupid " 1931 " on
the first Volume! When Rider finally released the 2nd Edition of his first
radio manual, Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume I, it wasn ' t
the "Complete " manual he had always wanted, but it was bursting with
information. This volume is readily identifiable because, like the "I 931 "
Edition, it is in the black, 3" thick, three post, Swivelok Binde r, with the
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two towers and antenna motif embossed on the front, but instead of "1931"
below Rider's name, it has "Volume I."
Of the versions of Riders Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume I, this is
the one that is packed with the most data. Some of the early battery sets
were given less space than in the "1931" Edition, but what was lost in the
rewrite, was compensated for by additions. Since he had published his
1929 hard bound Trouble Shooter's Manual, it had taken Rider almost two
years of rewrites and organization to complete this 2nd Edition of his loose
leaf Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume I which, he now had
every reason to believe, was in it's final form. Alas, after comparison with
his Volume Ill, Rider would see it's flaws so clearly that he would rewrite
it once again.
Meanwhile, it was time to issue a manual for 1932; the 1st Edition of
Volume II: [26]

Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume II (1st Edition}, September, '32
Since most of the received schematics and data had to go into Volume
II, in his Forward, Rider finally spoke about dates:
"Let it be known that Volume 2 (sic}, does not supersede the
first volume. It contains entirely new material. Volume I covered
the period from 1919 to about October 1931, Volume 2 covers
the period from October 1931 to the end of May 1932."
In Volume II, at last, Rider had space to burn! The 2-112 inch black, 3
Post, Swivelok binder was still adorned with the two tall antenna towers
with a spread wire antenna connected to the top terminal of a vacuum tube.
The Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume II (Figure 19), with the
exception of the volume number, looked identical in format to the embossed
cover on the Rider's Volume I, and was printed by the Radio Treatise Company.
Some Volume II binders with the date, "1932" (Figure 20) were doubtless
ordered before Rider faced his date problem. These were soon replaced by
a new binder with just the Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual Volume II
title (Figure 21).
Now, Rider included all those things he had to leave out of Volume I,
and in fact he put some of the older material in the new manual. He included
the voltage tables, the chassis views, the parts tables, the resistance tables,
alignment procedures, etc. Features of the early Swivelok Volumes I and
II are shown in Table II.
Unfortunately, Volume II inherited a Volume I page numbering problem
which became worse when extended to cover the second volume. When Rider
had assembled his first manual, he arranged the pages in alphabetic order by
manufacturer, and then numbered the pages in Arabic order. When additional
pages were inserted, they were given the same Arabic page number as the
last one in that manufacturers group, with an added "A," "B," "C," etc.
Thus, Atwater Kent was numbered from 91 up to 114 in Volume I. The extra
pages for Atwater Kent were inserted as 114-A, 114-B, up to 114-Z.
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SALIENT FEATURES OF RIDER'S EARLY SWIVELOK VOLUME I
AND VOLUME II
"VOLUME I," 2nd ED, AND FOUR VERSIONS OF SECOND
MANUAL, 1st ED.
(BEFORE THE RCA/CUNNINGHAM "COMPLETE" MANUAL)
EDITION

.2M

1st

1st

1st

1st

VERSION
NAME

EARLY
VOLUME I

Perpetual
VOLUME II

1932

1932
VOLUME II

VOLUME II

COVER
LEGEND

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME I

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME II

Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
1932

VOLUME II
Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
1932

VOLUME II
Perpetual
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

PUBL. DATE

11/1931

3/1932

5/1932

7/1932

9/1932

PUBLISHER

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y.

Radio
Treatise
Co. N.Y

PAGINATION

Arabic/
Numbers

Arabic/
Alphab

Arabic/
Alphab

Arabic/
Alphab

Arabic/
Alphab

BINDER

3.0"

2.5"

3.0"

3.0"

3.0"

3 Post
Swivelok

3 Post
Swivelok

3 Post
Swivelok

3 Post
Swivelok

3 Post
Swivelok

SUPPLEMENT/Pgs
POWER AMPS/Pgs
ELIMINATORS/Pg
TEST EQUIP/Pgs
S.W. RCVRS/Pgs
MIDGET RCVRS/Ps

19 Pgs
28 Pgs
100 Pgs
7 Pgs
20 Pgs
91/835
9/239
15/33
26/41
8/28
28/30
17/14

22 Pgs
33 Pgs
32 Pgs
2 Pgs
20 Pgs
91/695
9/239
15/33
26/41
8/28
28/30
17/14

22 Pgs
20 Pgs
98 Pgs
6 Pgs
20 Pgs
84/804
8/185
15/29
27/39
8/27
28/26
17/13

22 Pgs
20 Pgs
98 Pgs
6 Pgs
20 Pgs
84/884
8/185
15/29
27/39
8/27
28/26
17/13

22 Pgs
20 Pgs
100 Pgs
7 Pgs
20 Pgs
84/884
8/185
15/29
27/39
8/27
28/26
17/13

SCHEMATIC PAGES
TOTAL PAGES

1030
1147

1100
1207

1010
1113

1010
1113

1010
1115

ADVERTISING
INDEX
TUTORIAL
TUBE DATA
CANADIAN RCVRS
RCVR MFRS/Pgs

Table II
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When Rider started his coverage of Atwater Kent in Volume II, he
began with 114-ZA, 114-ZB, etc., which continued up to 114-ZP. Then
came 114-P 1 , 114-P2, and then more strangeness; 1-114-1. and 2-114-1.
It is clear that he had assigned the number 114 as the Atwater Kent identifier.
In what seems like a "dumb bunny" scheme, Rider had initiated a "Step
Numeric" plan for numbering the pages in his new "Volume II." This
system assigned one single page number to each Manufacturer, and used
"A, B, Cs" and" A-1, A-2," etc. to identify the pages within a Manufacturer's
number. Thus in Volume II, the page numbers are all the same for a few
pages, except for the "A, B, C" etc., and then they jump a "step" to a new
number which identifies another manufacturer, the page number is repeated
with A, B, C, etc. for the same company.
Rider explains in his introduction to Volume II that the page numbers
will have big gaps in them, but not to worry, it was part of a grand plan.
He had also stated that servicemen might eventually want to combine all
the data from each manufacturer into separate manuals. Whatever the ultimate
aim, I'm inclined to think Rider himself had no clear plan as to how he
could resolve the page numbering mess he had made. Now he had the
"1931," "Volume I," and Volume II: Three separate manuals, each requiring
a separate index format, none intuitively easy to use, and supplements still
came out with page "numbers" such as 438-BA-3 or similar codes.
In Volume II, Rider did some things which seemed extreme to me. He
dropped his fifty page "Modem Trouble Shooting" article, which had become
somewhat dated, but along with it, he dropped all the tube characteristics
tables; a real loss. Rider's discussion of resistance tests in his "Modern
Radio Servicing" article in the front of his 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual
was reasonable, citing not only it's capabilities, but also it's limitations.
This was replaced in Volume II by a ten-page article on "Point To Point
Resistance Measurements", plus 50 pages of Point-to-Point resistance charts.
In this special section, Rider promises much more data in the future:
"We are continually working upon the compilation of this pointto-point data, covering old as well as new receivers. A great
deal more of this information will be a part of Volume 3 of the
Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual when issued." (my italics)
Most startling, however was the messianic stance Rider took in his
preface to Volume II, extolling point-to-point resistance measurements above
all other radio servicing techniques:
"The point-to-point resistance information ... in this volume is
the opening gun in ..... a revision in service analysis methods.
Resistance measurement represents the ideal method of service
analysis .... We feel certain .... the men who have been servicing
along the conventional voltage measurement lines will find this
information of value ... doubly so when they are converted to
resistance measurement methods of analysis, and find that they
can dispense with the majority of voltage measurements." (The
italics and emphases are mine).
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The point-to-point data charts of Volume II were contributed by just
four companies; six pages each from Kolster, and Philco; seven from Stromberg
Carlsen, and thirty pages from RCA! Could RCA have stirred Rider's
exaggerated enthusiasm for point-to-point?
In 1923, and 1924, RCA, in pursuit of radio reliability, had embedded
the major part of each Radiola superheterodyne receiver in a wax filled
can. Circuit components buried in this moisture proof "catacomb" were
really inaccessible unless the wax was melted out; a messy, sometimes dangerous,
job. So-called "Set Analyzers" which enabled the serviceman to measure
voltages and resistances from the tube sockets became mandatory to locate
circuit failures, and RCA who had made the problem, was defensively trying
to stem the complaints, by providing their servicemen with "point-to-point"
resistance charts for all of their different type receivers.
In factory production, stepping switches quickly compare every pointto-point value of a "Standard" radio to those on each radio under test. Did
the RCA executives which Rider thanked in his Volume II preface, dazzle
Rider with automatic tests? By contrast, in the repair shop, to avoid tedious
testing, and a messy repair, the preferred solution was often to sell the
owner a new, non-catacomb radio.
We may guess whether Rider was really impressed by RCA, or whether
he was trying to "butter-up" RCA, at a time when they were still negotiating
the "COMPLETE" Manual. The last reason seems likely, for in his preface
in the RCA COMPLETE Manual, (which he obviously wrote after the manual
was complete), he expressed dissatisfaction with RCA's handling of the
tube data in the manual, and then he merely mentioned that point-to-point
data is provided. His next manual, Volume III, which was published by
Rider himself, had no point-to-point data tables at all in the front of the
manual.

Phase 4 Narrative: March, 1933 to November, 1933
Rider's Epiphany: The Manufacturer's Folio
Riders next Manual published in March, 1933 was printed by the RCA
Radiotron Tube Company and not Rider's Radio Treatise Company:

RCA Radiotron ~~cOMPLETE" Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, March
'33
This brightly colored manual is impressively LARGE. The brilliant red
cover is a full four and one-half inches thick. It has a 4 Post, Slide-Lock
Binder with a gold emblazoned "RCA Radiotron Tubes" logo, and a full
sized RCA '58 vacuum tube embossed on the cover and spine. "RCA
RADIOTRONS, The Heart of Your Radio" is embossed across the center
of the cover, and in the lower right corner of the cover in four lines of
block letters is: " .. COMPLETE .. PERPETUAL TROUBLE SHOOTER'S
MANUAL John F. Rider" (Figure 23). The top area of the spine repeats
the block from the lower right corner of the cover, and the center of the
spine shows the full-size type 58 RCA Radiotron, below which are two
lines of small block letters "RCARADIOTRON COMPANY, Inc., HARRISON,
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NEW JERSEY" (Figure 27). In spite of the "John F. Rider" on the cover,
(and "Copyright John F. Rider" inside on the title page), the whole manual
logo and cover design literally shouts "THIS IS AN RCA MANUAL!" The
message is reiterated in the opened manual, as page after page shows a
bold "RCA Radiotron/Cunningham" logo across the bottom of each page
.... all 2, 787 of them! (Figure 24) So, whose manual was this? ... Was it
an RCA manual by Rider, or was it a Rider's manual by RCA? The manual's
physical makeup gives conflicting clues, but the behavior of both Rider
and the RCA Radiotron Company after its publication leads one to believe
that it was an RCA Manual controlled by RCA Radiotron.
The RCA COMPLETE Manual is well organized for ease of use. After
the title page and General Index, there is the Author's Forward by Rider,
a 25 page compressed-type index of the radio schematics, and a 3 page
compressed-type index of the "Set Catalog." Careful examination of the
manual shows that these first seventeen sheets of paper (34 pages) in the
manual don't have the RCA Radiotron/Cunningham footer at the bottom,
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Figure 22. Sample
page from the Radio
"Set Catalog" of the
RCA Complete Manual

The point-to-point data charts of Volume II were contributed by just
four companies; six pages each from Kolster, and Philco; seven from Stromberg
Carlsen, and thirty pages from RCA! Could RCA have stirred Rider's
exaggerated enthusiasm for point-to-point?
In 1923, and 1924, RCA, in pursuit of radio reliability, had embedded
the major part of each Radiola superheterodyne receiver in a wax filled
can. Circuit components buried in this moisture proof "catacomb" were
really inaccessible unless the wax was melted out; a messy, sometimes dangerous,
job. So-called "Set Analyzers" which enabled the serviceman to measure
voltages and resistances from the tube sockets became mandatory to locate
circuit failures, and RCA who had made the problem, was defensively trying
to stem the complaints, by providing their servicemen with "point-to-point"
resistance charts for all of their different type receivers.
In factory production, stepping switches quickly compare every pointto-point value of a "Standard" radio to those on each radio under test. Did
the RCA executives which Rider thanked in his Volume II preface, dazzle
Rider with automatic tests? By contrast, in the repair shop, to avoid tedious
testing, and a messy repair, the preferred solution was often to sell the
owner a new, non-catacomb radio.
We may guess whether Rider was really impressed by RCA, or whether
he was trying to "butter-up" RCA, at a time when they were still negotiating
the "COMPLETE" Manual. The last reason seems likely, for in his preface
in the RCA COMPLETE Manual, (which he obviously wrote after the manual
was complete), he expressed dissatisfaction with RCA's handling of the
tube data in the manual, and then he merely mentioned that point-to-point
data is provided. His next manual, Volume III, which was published by
Rider himself, had no point-to-point data tables at all in the front of the
manual.

Phase 4 Narrative: March, 1933 to November, 1933
Rider's Epiphany: The Manufacturer's Folio
Riders next Manual published in March, 1933 was printed by the RCA
Radiotron Tube Company and not Rider's Radio Treatise Company:

RCA Radiotron "COMPLETE" Perpetual Trouble Shooter,s Manual, March
'33
This brightly colored manual is impressively LARGE. The brilliant red
cover is a full four and one-half inches thick. It has a 4 Post, Slide-Lock
Binder with a gold emblazoned "RCA Radiotron Tubes" logo, and a full
sized RCA '58 vacuum tube embossed on the cover and spine. "RCA
RADIOTRONS, The Heart of Your Radio" is embossed across the center
of the cover, and in the lower right corner of the cover in four lines of
block letters is: " .. COMPLETE .. PERPETUAL TROUBLE SHOOTER'S
MANUAL John F. Rider" (Figure 23). The top area of the spine repeats
the block from the lower right corner of the cover, and the center of the
spine shows the full-size type 58 RCA Radiotron, below which are two
lines of small block letters "RCA RADIOTRON COMPANY, Inc., HARRISON,
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The Complete Rider 's Trouble Shooter 's Manual Printed by RCA

W* !Fiiili

Figure 23 . "Complete" RCA Binder

t+ifi!J

d•·t lf.!tl!tiiH•SfJ

Figure 24. "Complete" typical data
page

COMPLETE

PERPETUAL

TROUBLE SHOOTER'S MANUAL

..
JOHN f. RI DU

Figure 25. "Complete" Title Page

Figure 26. "Complete" Cunningham
Binder

and a re o f a heavy, unsized , thirty-pound weight paper stock like that used
in Ride r' s other manuals .
T he first of these ' heavy' sheets in the manua l is Riders usual Perpetual
Trouble Shooter 's Manual Title Page (Figure 25), with no mention of RCA/
Radiotron, but proudl y wearing Rider' s "COMPLETE" above the title.
On the back of the title page, is typed " A Ge neral Index ," which lists the
page numbers for the Continuity Tests and RCA T ube Data . It also lists
the "Set Catalog Index," a nd "Service Data Index . " Sheet two in the volume
is a double spaced typewritte n single-s ided fo rm g ivi ng generic instructions
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for inserting supplement sheets from the front of the manual into the body
of the volume.
Sheet number three is the "Authors Foreword" by John F. Rider, also
typed, (as evidenced by the elided "an" and "at" carriage half-skips in the
2nd and 1Oth paragraphs caused by too-fast key strokes). The "Service
Data Index" occupies sheets 4 to 15, with the "Set Catalog Index" on
sheets 16 and 17. Except for the small font used in the indices, these first
34 pages show every evidence of having been prepared by Rider's Radio
Treatise Company. In these first 34 pages, (with the exception of a mention
in the Author's Forward, and an index entry for the RCA Tube Data page
number) there are no references, or signs by Rider that RCA Radiotron/
Cunningham participated in the generation of the manual. These 34 pages
seem to be the total extent of Rider's Radio Treatise Company's contributions
to the RCA Manual, and from the physical evidence, it appears that Rider
had compiled the indices.
All of the remaining pages in the manual are printed on thin, "bible
paper," which required state-of-the-art presses to handle the tissue thin
paper and to prevent "print through," i.e. the confusion of the image on
one side of the paper by over-inking of the image on the opposite side of
the paper. The next section on "Continuity Testing" is numbered in upper
case Roman numerals from I to X, (the last two pages being RCA/Cunningham
Tube Charts). Following these is the 115 page "Set Catalog" which lists
the name, style, circuit type, tube complement, and retail price, of almost
every commercial set manufactured in the U.S. A. from 1923 through 1931
(See Figure 22). This remarkable table of data was praised by Rider in his
Foreword (see below). The remaining information in the manual's 2, 787
pages of radio schematics is arranged alphabetically by manufacturer.
There is strong evidence that the first 34 pages in the RCA Manual
were printed by John F. Rider on his regular paper stock, and added to the
top of the filler stack after the major portion of the "COMPLETE" manual
was printed and collated into the binder by RCA/Radiotron. If true, there
is an implication that Rider agreed to let RCA take over the task of printing
and assembling the manual without Rider's supervision, or interference,
(which would explain the lack of competitors' tube data in the manual),
while Rider assumed the task of putting together the Index, the Title Page,
and of writing the Author's Foreword. Recently, an expert on Rider's
Manuals was heard to say that "Rider did a good job in gathering the 'Set
Catalog.'"
I am a fervent John F. Rider fan ... but, in my opinion, there is no way
that Rider could have had the resources to gather such a data base at that
time. The Set Catalog can only have been an on-going market survey made
by the RCA Radiotron Corporation to predict where and what their annual
domestic tube market was going to be, and it served as a lure for Rider's
cooperation. It is also likely that RCA Radiotron had such complete tube
data on competitors' tubes that it inspired Rider's zeal.
The Author's Foreword by Rider praises the radio coverage and the
extent of the "Set Catalog." It especially cites the inclusions of tube layouts,
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parts values, voltages, etc. in the technical data, which make the manual
"COMPLETE:"
"We feel confident. .it is the most complete library of radio
service information available under a single cover. While
... service information covering every radio receiver ever
sold in the United States is not to be found in the volume,
... due .. to the difficulty of securing such data, .. "
"We further feel that this fact is substantiated by the presence
in this volume of the Set Catalog pages. This tabulation, is
without fear of contradiction, the only compilation of its kind,
available in the world and more than 50,000 facts were collated
to compile it. "
"We want to call particular attention to the fact that this Complete
manual is not solely a collection of wiring diagrams. Wherever
available, we have published other data supplementary to the
schematic, so as to make the service operation as simple as
possible, and as rapid as possible. In addition to the schematic,
voltage data, electrical values, and the socket layout, you will
also find notes, chassis wiring diagrams, chassis layouts, chassis
views, location of trimmers, adjustment frequencies, parts lists,
etc .. "
Many of the older schematics in the RCA/Radiotron Manual have very
little extra information, but when the user looks up a radio set and finds
full page photographs of the top and bottom of the chassis, full parts
identifications, and all the other tables of voltages, resistances, etc., the
"COMPLETE" in the title takes on a happy new significance. These data
pages contain the information which Rider had received, but couldn't include
in his previous Volumes I, and II. These layouts are numerous enough and
are such a pleasure to use, they excuse Rider's use of "COMPLETE" in
the title. A tabulation taken from Riders Volume I to X Index [27] indicates
that 178 pictures, resistance and voltage tables, and schematics are included
in the RCA COMPLETE Perpetual TroubleShooter's Manualwhich weren't
in Rider's Volumes I, II, and III. So the RCA "COMPLETE" manual
contains more than just the schematics in Rider's first three Volumes [28].
Rider states that the manual does not contain schematics of sets made
by companies which were out of business, or which didn't respond to his
request for data. Even so, the RCA COMPLETE Manual was the uncontested
premier, comprehensive, one volume source of radio service information
for more than fifteen months. (In June, 1934, Gernsback published his
Consolidated Official Radio Service Manual in competition.) [29]
In the body of his introduction, Rider expresses his displeasure with
the RCA Radiotron/Cunningham Companies who had not included vital
information on other makes of vacuum tubes which would have made the
manual "Complete." The language he uses, seems to me, an open rebuke
to RCA/Cunningham for their action:
"The RCA Radiotron Co. and the E. T. Cunningham Inc.
organizations have found it expedient to omit all tube data other
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than the tube specifications chart included. Additional and
more elaborate tube information, totaling about 40 to 60
pages will be mailed to the owners of this volume at a later
date, within the next 30 to 60 days to be exact. This additional
tube information will include explanations of the application of
the complete line of tubes and complete information relative to
the characteristics and uses of all the tubes found in radio receivers
and amplifiers."
It is credible that RCA Radiotron/Cunningham, and not John F. Rider,
would have collected complete data on every competitor's tubes, and Rider
may have seen or even been given a copy of this trove of information. He
may have allowed himself to believe that it would be part of the "COMPLETE"
manual, but since it was RCA's data, he was probably subject to RCA's
proscriptions as to how the tube data was used. Certainly RCA did not want
the competitor's tube data in their manual, nor would they want Rider to
send sets of competitors tube data to all the RCA personnel or RCA tube
users who had received the manual. Rider was probably outraged by RCA,
but he was powerless to fight them.
All of the RCA "COMPLETE" manuals that I have seen had 28 pages
of supplemental schematics in the front of the binder which were printed on
the same paper stock as the rest of the manual. I have never heard of any
other supplements offered for the RCA COMPLETE manual, nor could the
manual binder have held them if they existed. No doubt Rider was persuaded
to drop the tube data supplement idea by pressure from RCA, but belatedly
in December, 1933, he did bring out a wall chart which covered 155 tube
types from 17 different tube makers [30].
The "COMPLETE" manual was also issued with a blue binder by Cunningham
[31] with a large script "C" in a circle, and the legend: "Cunningham,
RADIO TUBES, Standard since 1915" (See Figure 26), but it's contents
were identical, so only the RCA manual is discussed here.

John F. Rider's "COMPLETE" Manual Motivation
I believe that John F. Rider agreed to deliver all of the radio schematics
he had received so Radiotron and Cunningham could make a "COMPLETE"
Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual because he was discouraged with the
Volumes I and II he had just published, and because RCA required little
effort on his part to edit or publish the new manual.
If Rider wasn't suffering from battle fatigue, it wasn't because he hadn't
been in a battle! First he had spent several years appealing to secretive
manufacturers trying to secure schematics for his instruction manuals. Then,
when he gained their compliance, his employer, Gernsback, used his resources
to beat him to publication of a radio service manual. When he finally published
his Volume I, he was first fired by Gernsback, and then he found that he
had committed himself to an endless task of supplying free schematics of
radios manufactured in and before the year 1931 by calling it a "1931"
Manual. The final blow was to find, when he published his Volume II, that
he had used a page numbering system which was incapable of future expansion.
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Now, RCA offered to compile a "COMPLETE" manual, which would supersede
these early manuals, and even offered a "Set Catalog" so he could check whether
he had covered all radio schematics. Initially, this had been a Dream Come
True for John F. Rider .... to have a large well staffed corporation publish his
"Complete" manual just for allowing their advertising to be on the cover!
Rider had to know that RCA made their offer out of some kind of self
interest, and he may have suspected what use RCA intended for all the
schematics, but he probably felt that pursuit of patent violations was merely
a rightful enforcement of the law. Besides, RCA could get the diagrams
simply by buying his manuals, so why not take what benefit he could from
the deal?
At the time, Rider may not have recognized prestige as a reason to
deal with RCA, but later he boasted in Volume IV, that his manuals were
the "standard" of the radio service industry, and:
"their absolute supremacy ..... .is established by their use by the
world famous tube manufacturing organizations, such as E. T.
Cunningham, Inc., National Union Radio Corp., RCA Radiotron, .. "

RCA Radiotron's "COMPLETE" Manual Motivation
To have all the radio circuits of companies competing with RCA handed
to them without cost in the manufacturer's own format must have been an
incredible bonanza! Organizing them into one volume and distributing them
throughout RCA would provide a compact, indexed, convenient guide for
RCA Corporation's engineering, legal and patent review efforts. Distribution
of the manual with the RCA Radiotron name on the covers, and on each
page in the manual would extend tube and radio name recognition among
RCA and non-RCA radiomen alike.

Another Wound for Rider
What had started out as a salvation for John F. Rider was turned by
RCA/Cunningham into just another hurt along the way. As unhappy as he
was with the manual which RCA made so obviously for their own benefit,
Rider was probably hurt even more by the apparently high handed way that
RCA/Cunningham had made it impossible for him to deliver tube data to the
"COMPLETE" Manual holders to fulfill a promise he had made in open
print. John F. Rider had shown himself to be a man of integrity, and a man
who was true to his word. To have someone else make him look to be less
than that, must have hurt him deeply. For these reasons, I think Rider turned
his back on the RCA Radiotron ''COMPLETE" Manual, and resolved to
continue publishing his own manuals.

Rider's Recovery
Just two months after the release of the RCA COMPLETE manual, Rider
published his newly formatted Volume III (Figure 28):

Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume III (1st Edition), May, 1933
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SALIENT FEATURES OF RIDER'S INITIAL SLIDELOCK MANUALS
RCA "COMPLETE", AND VOLUMES I, II, & III IN MFRS FOLIO
FORMAT
(CONSEQUENT TO THE RCA/CUNNINGHAM "COMPLETE" MANUAL)
EDITION

1st

1st

2nd

4th

VERSION
NAME

RCA
COMPLETE

VOLUME Ill

VOLUME II

VOLUME I

COVER
LEGEND

COMPLETE
PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME Ill

PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME II

PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME I

TITLE
PAGE

COMPLETE
PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME II

PERPETUAL
TROUBLE
SHOOTER'S
MANUAL
VOLUME I

PUBL. DATE

3/1933

5/1933

8, 1933

11' 1933

PUBLISHER

John F.
Rider
N.Y. City

John F.
Rider
N.Y. City

John F.
Rider
N.Y. City

John F.
Rider
N.Y. City

PAGINATION

Numerical/
Alphabetic

Mfr. Folio
Numerical

Mfr. Folio
Numerical

Mfr. Folio
Numerical

BINDER
ADVERTISING
INDEX
POINT·TO·POINT
TUBE DATA
RCVR MFRS/Pgs
SUPPLEMENT/Pgs
CATALOG RCVRS/Pgs

4$' 5 Post
Slide Lock
RCA Binder*
28 Pages
8 Pages
2 Pages
172/2767
6/20
855/115

3.0" 5 Post
Slide Lock
None
None
None
4 Folio
111/1032
With Rcvrs

3.0" 5 Post
Slide Lock
None
12 Pages
With Rcvrs
2 Folio
136/757
With Rcvrs

3.0 .. 5 Post
Slide Lock
None
8 Pages
None
None
120/962
Unknown

SCHEMATIC PAGES
TOTAL PAGES

2787
2940

1032
1032

757
769

962
962

*RCA Radiotron/Cunningham Footer on every page

Table III
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John F. Rider gave Volume III all of the quality improvements which
Radiotron had shown him. The Binder was changed to a 4 Post, (5 hole
Pages) Slide Lock type, which has a slider along the full height of the
binder with slots which engage and lock to the two outermost posts of the
binder. The two intermediate posts are connected together by a flat metal
strip which keeps them in position when the slider is closed and locked.
Any center hole in the pages is not used, so the pages may be either four
hole, or five hole. Instead of his traditional black, the new binder was a
deep blue, with gold embossing. The John F. Rider Co. gave the "new"
manual improved legibility by using engraved printing.
Most important of all, Volume III was the very first of Riders Perpetual
Trouble Shooter's Manuals to be organized and printed in the "Manufacturers
Folio" format that Rider took from the format used in the RCA radio "Set
Catalog." The "Folio" plan treats the pages from each manufacturer as a
separate group, or "Folio." Each page in the folio is imprinted with the
radio company's name, or cognomen, e.g., "Philco" for all the Philadelphia
Storage Battery Company pages. The "Folios" are arranged in alphabetical
order in the manual. Within each "Folio," (e.g.; a group of Philco pages},
each page number begins with the Arabic Volume Number in which the
page belongs, followed by a dash, and then the Arabic number of the page
within the "Folio," starting with page 1. Inserts are denoted by the associated
page number with added "A," "B," etc. This system is easy to understand,
allows easy expansion or introduction of a manufacturer's "folio," and
permits quick identification of which Volume contains the page. The "folio"
name identifies each page marked with the company name without need
for reference charts.
The changes Rider made not only improved the appearance of the Manual,
but made it much easier to locate information, and to insert and remove
supplemental pages. Rider issued this manual without any articles in the
front. It did not even have an Introduction. Volume III didn't contain the
promised point-to-point data, (nor did Volume IV except for some fine
tables in the Majestic folio). Rider was silent in these and subsequent manuals
on any of these issues, so it is hard to read his feelings except by his
actions. It appears as though Rider was so piqued at RCA, that he was
reluctant to express any further support for point-to-point analysis. Judging
from the sudden disappearance of the tube data Rider had featured in the
front of the first Perpetual Trouble Shooters' Manuals, the Radiotron Tube
Division of RCA managed to stop John F. Rider from giving equal space
in his manuals to competing tube manufacturers like Raytheon, Sparton,
and Kellogg, etc. In the "COMPLETE" manual, RCA had eliminated two
pages of tube data from the Phil co folio. Rider left these in the Philco folio
of Volume III, but appeased RCA by inserting the Radiotron tube data in
the RCA folio as pages 3-77 and 3-78.
RCA/Radiotron didn't leave it at that, however. One month after Rider
announced his Trouble Shooter's Volume Ill, RCA Radiotron advertised in
Radio-Craft Magazine; "FREE Complete Perpetual TROUBLE SHOOTER'S
MANUAL By John F. Rider. .. Consult your RCA Radiotron or Cunningham
Radio Tube Distributor" [32]. RCA was offering Rider's "COMPLETE"
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Rider's "Manufacturer's Folio" Slidelok Manuals

Figure 27. "Complete" and Vol. I
Spines

Figure 28. Volume Ill "Siidelok"

Figure 29. Volume II "Siidelok"

Figure 30. Volume I "Siidelok"

manual as a free premium to servicemen who would sign on for Radiotron
o r C unningham tube sales franchises (See Figure 3 1). RCA could not have
contrived a more hurtful act for Rider's manual sales. Once again, Rider
was g iven a kick by those he had tried to deal with fairly. Again, he rose
to the occasion, and in ti me , became a major Radio Trouble Shooter Manua l
supplier for the RCA Institute schools.
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Perpetual Trouble Shooter's, Volume II (2nd Edition)
A Second Edition of Volume II was largely motivated by the great
response given by servicemen for the Folio page identification system in
Volume III, and probably by the ease of use of the binder itself which was
easier to open and close for inserts.
The format and physical arrangement of the 2nd Edition of Volume II
(Figure 29) was almost a clone of the new Volume III which had just been
released by Rider, using the 3" wide, 4 Post, Slide Lock Binder of the new
deep blue color. The outward appearance of the new edition of Volume II,
except for the color, was almost identical to the previous version in the
Swivelok binder. The only significant change was the adoption of the "Folio"
plan introduced in Volume III.
In his new Volume II, an eight page "Point-to-Point Resistance
Measurements" article was added in the front right after the index. The
special sections, including the Canadian listings were all integrated into
the Folios under the appropriate manufacturer's names. In his adherence to
the Folio scheme, Rider took all the voltage tables which had been gathered
in the front and distributed them to their related pages throughout the manual.
Unfortunately, he chose to delete tube layout views to make space, and the
tables were crudely typed-in on the schematic pages. The result was not
neat. As shown in Table III on Page 32, the total page count is only 769.

Pe1petual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume I

(3rd Edition)

Since Rider never dated or marked his 2nd or successive editions, the
only way to identify a Volume's "edition" is by its physical makeup. On
this 3rd Edition, the four hole, blue Slide Lock binder is stamped with
Volume I on both the front and the spine (Figure 30), but the Title Page
inside does not identify the volume number, saying simply, Pe1petual Trouble
Shooter's Manual. It is likely that only the earliest releases of Volume I
were issued without the up-dated Title Page, so most of the existing manuals
probably have the full title as seen on the binder.
It is really helpful that in his Foreword, John F. Rider clearly states
that it was published after the 2nd edition of Volume II, and even after
Volume III had been published. Table III shows that Rider reissued Volume
I in the Manufacturer's Folio pagination using the 4 post Slide Lock binder,
with publication by the John F. Rider Company. As with Volume II, all the
separate sections of Short Wave Receivers, Amplifiers, Eliminators, Etc.
were integrated by manufacturer into the new Folios. In Riders Foreword,
he says:
"This issue of Volume I is slightly different than earlier printings.
One of the changes is to be found in the method of indexing. You
will note that it is the same as used in Volume II and III as recently
issued. The reason for this change is that the method of indexing as
originally introduced in Volume III proved so much more popular
than that previously employed in Volumes I and II, that it was deemed
advantageous to establish a uniform index which would serve best
over the years to come. "
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This 3rd Edition of Volume I was the final
volume rewritten by Rider, and the "Folio" format
proved to be so easy to use , and so flexible,
that it was used for over 20 years in all subsequent
manuals without user complaint or further
modification.
Rider took advantage of this last revision
of Volume I to add much of the material whic h
previously had been left out. The 100-page article,
Modern Trouble Shooting was removed, and
many schematics of A. C. sets were added, along
with additional charts for voltage and resistance.
The manual gives an impression of crowding
which is well earned. Many of the older pages
were not changed and in some cases they had
more data added. Almost 30 more set brands
were added to those contained in the 2nd Edition,
and yet there were 50 less pages devoted to
schematics than in the " 193 1" version of Volume
I. No wonder its pages seem crowded.
The battery set enthusiast will find only the
most popular models of the largest manufacturers
such as the Crosley Tridyn, and Model 51 , for
example, and these are reduced in size, and
squeezed in between othe r schematics. Two and
three tube battery sets are scarce. When Rider
concentrated on utility in editing the 2nd Edition
of Volume I , he abandoned his ideal of
"Completeness" in covering the early battery
sets. Apparently, very few obsolete battery set
schematics were added to Volume I after the
fact, s ince there was little need for schematics
of old radios which were "not worth fixing"
because they didn 't work on "house current."
Instead , Volume I became a manual of early
A.C. sets from the late 20s, to mid 1931, with
automobile and 32 volt farm sets added.
These rewritten early slide-lock manuals are
shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30 along with
their progenitors, the RCA Radiorron COMPLETE
Perpetual Trouble Shooter 's Manual (Figure 27),
and Volume ill (Figure 28).
Rider continued to include older schematics
and radio data from older battery sets into his
later manuals. These are readily located in the
Riders Manual Indexes , and some o lder radio
schematics were added as late as Volume VIII
(1938) .
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Epilogue
The changes chronicled above set the standards for, and became the
imprimature of, Rider,s Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manuals for twenty
more years. The manuals are so deceptively easy to access that it never
occurred to me that there was anything remarkable about the way the pages
were identified. Only after tracing Rider's painful experience did I become
aware of the simple elegance of his final solution. Obviously, if Rider had
figured out the "Folio" pagination in the very beginning, he wouldn't have
had so many manual versions.
A set of "Rider's Manuals" became the epitome of early radio schematic
documentation though, as has been shown, they need to be supplemented
by additional sources to approach complete coverage of the innumerable
early radios which were manufactured.
If specific content is ignored, the RCA/Radiotron Manual stands out as
a jewel among these earlier Riders manuals. It is probably the most valuable
reference for material from the first three Rider's Volumes, but it must be
handled with care because of its huge size, stiff spine, weight, and fragile
pages. It is best as a desk reference, for it could easily be damaged in a
shop environment. For example: It can't be moved with one hand. It can't
be opened up so the pages lie flat enough to be easily read. The pages can't
be temporarily removed (it takes two wood clamps to reclose the binder).
The pages are subject to easy wrinkling or tearing. Even if removed, when
a copy is made, the pages are so thin that more times than not, the diagram
on the opposite side of the page "ghosts" along with the desired diagram,
making the copies hard to read. With all these problems, it is still a most
prized "Riders" manual for those early radios. It is truly regrettable that
Radiotron chose to not include their library of information on all the tubes
manufactured. Now THAT would have made a truly COMPLETE Trouble
Shooter's Manual!
Starting Rider's Manual business was apparently a matter of persistence,
hard work, and the pursuit of an ideal. The fact that John F. Rider outlasted
a seasoned professional like Hugo Gernsback who also published Radio
Service Manuals but dropped out after his seventh manual, attests to Riders
energy, persistence, and willingness to work in the face of obstacles. Without
Rider's tenacity, and determination, we would never have seen some of the
radio schematics which he elicited from reluctant manufacturers before
they went out of business, and to which he gave immortality in his "Perpetual
Trouble Shooter's Manuals." Thank you John.
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Appendix A
Determining the Chronological Order of Rider's Manuals by
Comparing his Manual Introductions
Determining the order of publication of Rider's early Radio repair manuals
has proven to be somewhat daunting especially for one of his rare manuals
titled Perpetual Radio Reference Data. With the exception of a different logo
and title on the binder and on the Title Sheet inside, and a slightly different
introduction by John F. Rider, it is a dead ringer for the 1931 Perpetual
Trouble Shooter's Manual. Almost all of Riders books, texts, and manuals
were written to be sold, so they were widely advertised from their first release.
Thus it is possible to closely identify the date of publication of most editions
and volumes from the dates of advertising .. even though Rider left very few
clues in the volumes themselves.
I must admit my exasperation at finding that he dated nothing among his
own writings. His Introductions to the books are undated and the technical
articles on radio service techniques and Trouble Shooting are undated. There
are no dates of publication or printing runs in the books. Just once in his
Volume II, he spoke of dates. He did not say when the book was printed but
he simply mentioned what years of radio models the manual(s) covered.
When a volume of his showed up with a title quite different from his
other manuals, and showing a rudimentary form of his well known two radio
towers and antenna on the front, it would seem elementary that this was a
precursor volume which he tried out and chose not to advertise. That would
be my guess, but isn't there some way to be sure? The only differences I
could detect between this manual and the 1931 Perpetual Trouble Shooter's
Manual were the title on the binder front and spine, the title page legend, and
some differences in the introduction by Rider himself.
The binder is the same black Swivelok as the "1931," so, aside from the
more modest logo, it doesn't give any solid proof of its priority. I finally
turned to comparing the two introductions in detail. Below will be found the
two introductions written in "Corrected and retained language" form, with a
presumption that the "Reference" manual is the first written. The original
words which were left untouched are shown untouched. The words which
were deleted in the " 1931" version are shown as bracketed <strike Otlts > .
The language which was added in the "1931" version is shown as bracketed
[bold type]. With a little mental gymnastics, the piece can be read in an
inverted sense, considering the bold-type to be left out of the "1931" first
typing, and adding in the strike-outs.
To me, the added references to the "Trouble Shooter's" makes a lot more
sense, than thinking that Rider would be striking out the title he adopted for
his later manuals. There are a lot of other corrections which made the language
more ingratiating to the manufacturers, and of course, the corrections of blatant
misspellings.
In summary, I am convinced that the Perpetual Radio Reference Data
manual preceded the 1931 Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, though not
by much. I have guessed that it was only about a month, considering the
timing of the later manual's publication dates.
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INTRODUCTION
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we offer this work and hope that it
will be the nucleus of a perpetual reference [radio trouble shooter's] manual
< eo vering the radio reeei ver and associated branehes of the radio indttstr)' > .
It may be of interest to the man who < thttmns >[thumbs] these pages to know
that it is the fulfillment of an ideal. We had hoped for a long time to prepare
a book which would contain radio < reeeiver and assoeiated eirettit> [service]
data < in stteh qttantit)' as to be a referenee manttal fur the indttstr)' > [covering
American and Canadian radio receivers, with completeness as a goal].
We want it known that the preparation of this work would not have been
possible < withottt> [were it not for] the wholehearted cooperation of the
organizations represented herein. We take this opportunity to express our sincere
appreciation for the kindness shown, and the courtesies extended by the many
executives, chief engineers, and service managers of the manufacturers listed
herein, who have been in communication with the writer during the past two
years, and who saw fit to foster < the preparation of stteh a • olttme > ·[the
radio service industry by granting permission to publish their service data].
Acknowledgement is made to the tube manufacturers, meter manufacturers,
and kit manufacturers <mentioned> [listed] in this < volttme > [book]. Particular
reference is made to E. T. Cunningham, Inc. for the socket layouts < ttsed in
many instanees > and to the Jewell < Elertiieal > [Electrical] Instrument Co.
for the <many> [set analyzer] voltage tables. An expression of thanks is
< dtte > [accorded] the Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., Jewell Electrical
Instrument Co., [and the] Supreme lnstrument<e> Corp.<, and other meter
manttfaetttrers > for furnishing blue prints of their test equipment. We realize
that this < aetioft > [procedure] is out of the ordinary.
We wish to acknowledge the kindness of the editorial staffs of Radio News,
Radio World, Radio Engineering, Q.S.T., Radio, <Radio Citizens Call Book>
and the General Radio Experimenter, who granted <the writer the pri • elege
of reprodtteing > [permission to use] whatever material had ever been published
in their periodicals. We also wish to thank the Board of Directors, and Mr.
Grover C. Kirchoff, Executive Secretary of the Radio Service Managers' Association
of New York City, for their kind cooperation.
With respect to the presentation of <radio serv iee material> [the trouble
shooting data] we feel that < stteh data is part and pareel of an)' eompilation
of radio eirettit information> [the publication of schematic wiring diagrams,
and chassis layouts relieves the need for minute discussion along theoretical
lines]. <The engineer and teetmieian who is not interested in stteh information
need bttt pass Over the pages. On the other hand, the man) sehools who will
find this vOlttme of interest to their praetieal radio stttdents, will find there is
a definite need for this data. As a matter of faet, its inelttsion is an advantage
to the engineer as well, beeattse he ean get an idea of the general modtts
operandi in this direction and thtts eonsider the problem dttring the design of a
radio reeei • er > [With this information at hand, accompanied by voltage
data color code the problem of locating individual units is greatly simplified,
and the discussion of how to locate units need be extensive.(sic) In the
event that new modes of testing are developed some time in the future,
they shall be presented in the supplement sheets.]
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[If this compilation of radio service data proves of aid to the radio
service industry at large, the purpose of this book will have been fulfilled]
John F. Rider
Chronology
Rider's 1929 The Mathematics ofRadio, The Service Man's Manual, Volume I.
(1929 Math textbook) ... October, 1929
Rider's 1929 Trouble Shooter's Manual, The Service Man's Manual, Volume II.
(1929 textbook containing 100 poorly marked manufacturer's schematics)
... October, 1929
Rider, Radio-Craft Service Editor: Rider becomes Hugo Gernsback's RadioCraft Magazine Service Editor. .. January, 1930
Sound Pictures and Trouble Shooter's Manual: by James R. Cameron,
and John F. Rider, Cameron Press ... May, 1930
Rider's 1929/30 Supplementary Diagrams, 115 additional manufacturer's
schematics in loose leaf form ... May, 1930
Gernsback's 1931 Official Radio Service Manual, Advance Announcement
in Radio-Craft... June, July, 1930
Gernsback's 1931 Official Radio Service Manual, Volume I Advertisement
in Radio-Craft, 352 pages, $3.50 ... December, 1930
Practical Testing Systems, by John F. Rider 144 page hard bound text
book ... January, 1931
Practical Radio Repairing Hints, by John F. Rider 250 page hard bound
book ... February, 1931
Rider's Perpetual Radio Reference Data, (1st Ed) Unadvertised edition of
Rider's Volume I. .. March, 1931
Gernsback's 1931 Official Radio Service Manual, Volume I (2nd Ed) Readvertised page 677 of Radio-Craft, $3.50 ... May, 1931
Rider's 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual, published Advertisement page 623
of Radio-Craft, $5.00 ... May, 1931
Rider, Radio-Craft Service Editor: Rider leaves ... May, 1931
Gernsback' s 1932 Official Radio Service Manual, Volume II Advertisement
in Radio-Craft, 1000 pages, $4.00 ... September, 1931
Rider's Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume I (3rd Ed) Rewrite of
1931 manual, still with bad pagination ... November, 1931
Rider's Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, Volume II (1st Ed) A manual
with even worse pagination than Volume I. .. Jun, 1932
RCA "COMPLETE" Trouble Shooter's Manual, a fine manual by RCA combining
contents of Volumes I, II, and III ... March, 1933
Rider's Volume III Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual, the first Rider's
to use the "Folio" format copying RCA's ... May, 1933
Rider's Volume II Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual (2nd Ed) rewritten
in "Folio" format, and copying RCA's ... August, 1933
Rider's Volume I Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual (4th Ed) rewritten in
"Folio" format, and copying RCA's ... November, 1933
Rider's Modern Tube Index. Wall chart, 17'' by 22" (New) data on 155 tube
types from 17 manufacturers ... December, 1933
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Color Photographs to accompany
The History of the Development of Radio Grille Cloth
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waves) would produce the best sound, but speaker protection was imperative
and it could not be achieved with wood or metal mesh without distorting
the sound more severely than with grille cloth. The word grille is a French
word that describes openwork such as metal structure or a screen covering
a gate, door window or the radiator of an automobile.
Although the initial driving force behind the development of radio grille
cloth was functional, the cloth soon became a decorative element that enhanced
the appearance of the radio . Designers reviewed every design element to
create a unified vision. The 1920s wood highboy furniture cabinet radios
were an expensive investment for a family, with some costing three months
pay. Radio manufacturers wanted to project the image of a solid investment
in a well-crafted radio. Elements such as the addition of a visually appealing
textile that complimented the warm mahogany or walnut woods of the consoles
increased the marketability of the sets.

Types of Radio Grille Cloth Fibers
Starting in the 1920s, radio grille cloth textiles were created using a
selection of silk, cotton, rayon or a cotton/rayon blend . After World War
II, grille cloths were primarily a cotton/rayon blend woven with Lurex,
which is a gold, silver , or copper thread [1].

Silk Grille Cloths (1920s-1930s)
Radio grille cloths made of silk were not widely used because silk is an
expensive textile. Silk's characteristics of strength and fineness combined
with its luxurious and aesthetic luster create a durable and beautiful radio
cloth for upscale radios. One example of silk grille cloth was used on a
prototype radio created in 1933 by designe r Gordon Russell for the British
Industrial Art Exhibition that showcased the finest in British design with
the theme " Towards A Style" in British design . The radio grille cloth is a
magnificent gray and blue checked silk fabric mounted in a black walnut
plinth cabinet [2] .
In addition to its high price, silk was not
very popular with designers due to the inferior
quality of silk during the 1920s. Unfortunately,
the commonly available silks had become much
degraded by the end of the late 19th to early
20th century. Silk, a fine, soft, strong fiber
spun by silkworms to form their cocoons,
was treated with a solution of tin salts to
add luster and weight so that lower quality
silks could mimic the very rare and expensive
high quality silks . After a period of time ,
Figure 1. This stylish chairside radio,
designed by leading industrial designer
Norman Bel Geddes hides all the radio
components inside a beautiful furniture
cabinet. www.grillecloth.com
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The History of the Development of Radio Grille Cloth

by
Barbara Havranek
The 20th Century will be remembered, in part, as the century that gave
birth to the industrial designer. With the advent of the Industrial Age and
the creation of countless consumer goods, fierce competition necessitated
the incorporation of creative industrial designers into the development and
manufacture of most products. In order to outsell their competitors, companies
hired industrial designers to artistically interpret their products while adhering
to technical manufacturing requirements. The companies hoped that these
artistic designs would create a desire and demand for their items, even if
the consumer already owned similar products. Every minute detail of an
object was examined and redesigned to create a visually appealing, updated
version with increased sales potential. Due to the vast competition in the
radio market, all of the radio manufacturers adopted this approach. New
artistic styles of radios were designed to increase sales in an already saturated
market. The goal of the radio manufacturers was to place a radio in every
room in the house, and with the help of the industrial designer, that goal
was attained.
Radio cabinets were created to not only enclose and unify the components
but to create an artistically beautiful radio. The appearance of early breadboard
radios resembled a science experiment with exposed wires and glowing
tubes. The hazards of leaky batteries that left holes in the rug further reduced
the aesthetic and practical appeal of these early sets. These breadboard
radios, which were usually located in the living room, were unbecoming
visual focal points in an otherwise unified decor. To appease the radio
consumer the industrial designers unified and beautified these units by placing,
and even hiding, the radio components and the speaker within a beautiful
furniture cabinet. (Figure 1)
To protect the vulnerable loudspeakers from hazards such as the probing
fingers of young children, the delicate speaker cone had to be covered with
radio grille fabric. The development of early grille fabric was therefore
initially a functional and not a decorative element of radio design. Ideally
a speaker without a fabric grille cloth (which tends to mute the sound
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2. Rayon could be produced in unlimited amounts in contrast to the limited
supply of silk that depended upon the harvest of the silk worms and
variables such as weather and disease.
3. Eliminating dependency on foreign countries such as Japan, China,
France and Italy, which were the chief sources of silk during first half
of the twentieth century, and the simultaneous creation of American
textile jobs was appealing.
4. The interest in new technology and American ingenuity glamorized new
textiles such as rayon.
5. Rayon is versatile, durable, strong, visually appealing, and easy to dye.
6. Rayon is easily manipulated, it drapes well, and has a high tenacity.
7. Rayon is hydrophobic and inherently resistant to shrinkage, making it
a logical choice for radio grille fabric because it holds its shape in
various humidity levels.
8. Rayon is more sturdy and non-warping than a pure cotton fabric.
9. Rayon is available in a light to heavy weave, in bright to dull finish,
and it blends well with cotton, wool, silk and other fibers. Hence the
large quantities of rayon/cotton blend grille cloths that were created
and used throughout the decades.
The concept of the "new" textile rayon combined with the "new" industry
of the radio was appealing to a public that was obsessed with having the
"newest" and the "latest." It was even more enticing to unite the "new"
rayon grille cloth with the industry's "new" Bakelite cabinets that replaced
the wooden cabinets. The radio was now truly a 20th century innovation,
and a Bakelite radio with rayon grille cloth was a product for the working
class to be proud to own.

Textile Process and Designs
Since the beginning of radio grille cloth production in the 1920s, a
variety of designs from plain weaves to decorative patterns were created.
The structural design is formed when the fabric is produced using either a
variety of materials, a variety of methods of construction or a combination
of these two factors. The yarns, which can vary in size, ply, color, and
direction and amount of twist can produce a textile with a wide range of
structural designs, patterns, and colors. A design can result from the use of
different fibers or from combining heavy complex yarns with fine simple
yarns. Patterns such a waves, leafs, blocks, swirls, lattice, and Art Deco
and tapestry images were used on radios and radio speakers from 1929
through the 1940s. During the 1950s, the most popular grille cloths were
simple weaves with various plies and types of fibers and metal threads
which were used to create a texture and pattern. (Figure 1.) The popularity
and the inspirational qualities of the plain weave radio grille cloths may
have been the result of the fact that interior designers such as Russel Wright,
had installed important department store window treatments with plain weave
textiles and a handwoven appearance. Twentieth century mechanized woven
textiles were all created at relatively similar costs so the price of the fabric
was not a significant factor in its selection.
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however, this alteration process chemically reacted with the textile and shattered
and split the silk due to the inability of the weave structure to bear the weight
over time. Silk consumption dropped from a peak of 80 million pounds in
1929 to 54 million pounds in 1937 [3]. Inferior silks and high costs led to the
use of rayon as the preferred textile for radio grille cloth.

Rayon Grille Cloth (1925 - 1955)
Rayon became the "silk of the working class" and it was extremely
popular during the first half of the 20th century. Rayon was visually appealing
and cost effective, thereby quickly replacing silk as a potential textile for
radio grille cloth. The manufacturers and the public were very happy to
incorporate a textile which was inexpensive and available in virtually unlimited
supply, into their daily life.
Rayon was first developed and manufactured in 1910 and it is the oldest
man-made fiber. Progress in the manufacture of rayon was phenomenal, breaking
all previous production records of other textiles. The majority of rayon's growth
occurred from 1925 to 1955, coinciding with the explosive growth of the radio.
The Rayon Textile Monthly reported that rayon consumption in the United
States jumped from 48.5 to 285.7 millions of pounds from 1929 to 1939, vastly
outselling silk which dropped from 80 to 8.9 millions of pounds during the
same years [4]. In 1934, rayon accounted for 6.3% of the world production of
fabric, and it climbed to 48.7% of the world production in 1938 [5].
Rayon is a generic term applied to the man-made fiber derived from
regenerated cellulose such as wood pulp, an organic fibrous substance that is
found in all vegetation. These raw components could be secured at much less
cost than silk and obtained in sufficient quantities to allow large amounts of
rayon to be produced. Cellulose fiber can be extracted from woody vegetable
material such as cotton linters and wood pulp and then regenerated to form
rayon. The raw material is made into a liquid that is forced through microscopic
holes in a spinneret. The streams of liquid are hardened by the air into fibers
of uniform size, shape, color and length. Thicker areas of a rayon thread are
created by reducing the speed of the stream at regulated intervals. The liquid
is hardened by the air, which transforms it into fibers, which are then spun
and made into skein. The skein is then woven to form the fabric [6].
In America, the majority of 1930s radio fabrics were woven with rayon
or a cotton/rayon blend. The earlier smaller radios used thinner rayon exclusively,
while the larger radios used cotton with some rayon fibers to add sparkle
and effect [7]. The addition of cotton to the very early form of rayon,
which was extremely sensitive to changes in humidity, added the needed·
weight to prevent shrinkage or tightening over the radio speaker, as well as
a textural appearance which complimented wood and plastic radios. Later
forms of rayon did not have this problem, but cotton was still often added
to enhance the appearance of the fabric.
Rayon was the most popular choice in the weaving of radio grille cloth
for many reasons.
1. Rayon could be produced at a lower cost than silk and it was therefore

more cost effective.
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Figure 3. (Right) This wave pattern
motif evokes images of strong pulsating
radio wave signals that are racing
through the air from radio stations to
the waiting public to be received by the
radio. www.grillecloth.com, image 28.

Figure 5. (Right) The Stromberg and some
Phifco tabletop models used similar lattice
pattern textiles in a whiskey rayon color.
The lattice pattern varied in size and color
but its rich appearance was a popular choice
for many radio manufacturers. This is a
visually clean version because the decorative
fines of hatching run parallel to each other.
www.grillecloth.com, image 17.

Figure 6. (Left) This Lattice pattern
was used for Emerson and Clarion
cathedrals and other small table radios.
It is very busy in appearance because
decorative fines within the cross hatching
are perpendicular. www.grillecloth.com,
image 11 .

Figure 7. (Right) This is the lattice
pattern for the 1929 RCA 100A speaker.
The textile is not as busy as that in
Figure 6 so it does not compete for
attention for such a farge area in the
speaker. Although the perpendicular
cross- hatching is similar, the latticework
is looser in appearance, which allows
viewers to lose themselves as their eyes
travel in and out of the weave pattern
when listening to the radio.
www.grillecloth.com, image 35.
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The fact that the material was to be used on a radio was an important
design consideration among the many elements that had to be analyzed before
making a final choice of fabric. Color, texture and patterns all add to the
unique decorative style of a radio. The success of a specific piece of textile
depends upon the careful matching of the aesthetic characteristics of the
radio cab_inet design with the aesthetics of the fabric. The textile should
enrich, add texture, and compliment as well as decorate the cabinet. The
continual and rapid growth of the radio and its technology lead to the creation
of beautiful tabletop cabinets made of wood and later plastic. For example ,
a dark brown or tan radio grille fabric will compliment a dark brown Bakelite
radio cabinet in contrast to a bold primary color that would compete with the
cabinet. Fabric with dimensional depth within its composition adds texture
to the warmth of wood and the smoothness of plastic cabinets thereby enhancing
their own inherent qualities. The grille cloth added to the visual appeal and
the staying power of the radio and justified higher prices.

Grille Cloth Designs
The majority of radio grille cloths are monochromatic rayon/cotton blends
of medium weight with a simple weave , light threads , and an unassuming
and subtle pattern. The pattern is created by varying the ply to create a
random or structured weave which enhances the natural beauty and color
of the fabric. Some textiles rely on the weaving to create a subtle pattern
such as the ribbed textile found on mid- to late 1930 Philco tabletop models
and consoles. Other textiles have an icon o r pattern on a monochromatic
field and some examples include the swirl pattern textile found on the Walton
tombstone , (Figure 2), the wave pattern textile found on the 1939 Zenith
8-S-363 (Figure 3) , a herringbone pattern found on the Philco 80B (Philco
Jr. ), (Figure 4) , and the lattice pattern found on various Stromberg models,
(Figure 5), the Emerson model 25 (Figure 6), and the 1929 RCA 100A
speaker. (Figure 7)
The icon motif grille cloth found on the 1945 round British Ekco A22
radio designed by Wells Coates is more than just an attractive decorative
element. I believe Coates utilized the bee motif grille cloth as a symbo l of
the radio itself. The bee is a communal insect that is cooperative, industrious,
and diligent , since they are thought to never sleep. Bees were regarded in
many cultures , such as ancient Greece, as being messengers to the gods
who informed them of important events. The radio was now the diligent
"bee of the 20th Century " which tirelessly brought news and events throughout
the day to the modern day Zeus.
Figure 2. (Left) This swirl
pattern motif seems to emulate
the gentle sounds of the music
that passes through the grille
cloth. www.grillecloth.com ,
image 63.
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Figure 9. (Left) The discovery of Aztec ruins
inspired Art Deco designers to create Aztec
inspired patterns such as this textile used in
many RCA and GE sets of the early 1930s
including models 143, 111, 128, 262, 341 and
others. www.grillecloth. com, image 44.

Figure 10. (Right) The Crosley 8-U-19
radio with this delicate lace grille cloth
evokes images of the lace and croquet
tablecloths that were popular in the first
half of the 20th century. (Collection:
Courtesy of Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens
Historic House/Museum in Akron, Ohio.)
(Photograph: Barbara Havranek).

Figure 11. (Left) A close-up
view of the Crosley 8-U-19 grille
cloth shows that this appealing
lace-inspired radio grille cloth
complemented interior designs
in houses where people placed
lace doilies under their radios as
well as over the armchair sleeves of the chairs in their rooms. (Collection:
Courtesy of Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens Historic House/Museum in Akron,
Ohio.) (Photograph: Barbara Havranek)

Another reason smaller mills were used for making grille cloth was
tha t the larger mills did not take orders smaller than a certain size. The
amount of fabric that a typical radio company would order was not profitable
fro m the standpoint of a large r mill . The average radio speaker required
only 1/ 12 of a square yard . Since 1200 radios would only need about 100
square yards of material , this was a very small-volume order for a large
textile manufac turer but perfect for smaller mills. Some of these small
American textile manufacturers that dealt with and created textile for radio
manu factures included Solar Textiles in Chicago, Illinois; Antoni Olek and
Sons in Philadelphia ; Pennsylvania; the Tenderly Mills in Rhode Island ,
and Bergen and Maclntiere Mills who specialized in tall consoles [10] .
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Other grille clothes have more pictorial images , which create a visual
focal point. The heavier tapestry fabrics displaying this kind of image include
the RCA 103 "flowers in a vase " tapestry or the Philco 87 "countryside
scene" tapestry . (Figure 8). The Aztec-inspired pattern found in many of
the RCA and GE sets of the 1930s reflect the geometric style recently
found in Mexico, which inspired the art-deco movement. (Figure 9). The
Crosley 8-U-19 grille cloth stirs memories of a crochet tablecloth with a
design that hints of a pattern of tulips all in a row (Figures 10 and 11).

Radio Grille Cloth Sound Distortion Tests
Sound distortion is one of the most important considerations in the
selection of a grille cloth. The fabric must have a loose but firm weave so
the sound waves can penetrate the fabric without being muffled while allowing
the fabric to protect the loudspeaker. Radio manufacturers would test the
fabric weave with the " muffle " test that was conducted by blowi ng cigarette
smoke through the fabric to see how much passed to the other side. The
best textiles had a loose weave to insure sound penetration without sound
distortion and volume loss, and these were the ones that allowed the maximum
amount of cigarette smoke to pass through [8].

American Textiles Companies
The textile industry is one of the oldest and largest industries in the
United States, with mills that range from giant corporations to small privately
owned businesses. The radio industry dealt primarily with the smaller
manufacturers because they could produce small runs of materials . For
example, larger mills could not react quickly enough to accommodate the
rapidly changing demands for the new styles that Philco required. The larger
mills such as Burlington Industries needed a six-month advance notification
and had a no-cancel clause in their contracts, making them impractical for
companies like Phil co [9].

Figure 8. The RCA 103 speaker tapestry with flower-in-vase image is on the left.
The Phi/co 87 landscape tapestry is on the right. Both are a visually appealing
focal point for a room. The tapestry work is associated with priceless textiles created
for royalty. With the invention of the loudspeaker, people looked at the radio as if
the broadcaster was in the room talking directly to them. The habit of "watching"
the radio prompted radio manufacturers to create visually appealing girlie cloths
like these. www.grillecloth.com, images 58 and 59.
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Figure 12. (Above and Right)
Raymond Loewy, a prolific 20th
century designer, designed everything
from these Hallicrafters sets to Air
Force One's interior. www .grillecloth.com
Figure 13. (Left) Raymond Loewy's
1933 Colonial New World Globe Radio.
The speaker is in the base and it is
covered with a neutral grille cloth. (Image
courtesy of Marty and Sue Bunis, Antique
Radios, Third Edition. Paducah,
Kentucky, Collector Books, 1987, page
48.)

Figure 14. (Right)
Norman Bel Geddes, the author of the
ground breaking Industrial Design
book "Horizons ," created beautiful
radios as well as Broadway sets.
www .grillecloth.com
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Industrial Designers and the American Textile Industry
The American textile industry and its manufacturers considered industrial
design to be a low priority in their products. The American textile companies
were founded during the early years of the Industrial Revolution. The
textile mills were organized with the mass production of cheap, highly
standardized fabrics in mind. As in any industry, the implementation of
major changes, such as providing money for industrial designers and their
new specially designed textiles, was unpopular since it might deplete profits
[ 11]. The textile industry viewed the industrial designer as a necessary
nuisance and industrial designers were not seen as artists as they were in
France [ 12]. During the 1920s, few textile designers were employed, they
were poorly paid, and they did not have formal artistic training.
Unlike their American textile counterparts, European companies recruited
artists to design textiles. For example, the French textile industry hired
many socially prominent artists such as Raoul Dufy, to design textiles that
were extremely successful in Europe. The promise of increased sales prompted
American textile companies to commission or purchase patterns from France
and to restyle them for American tastes. In 1925, the American silk textile
industry was challenged by Daphne Carr, a Paris correspondent to the
American Silk Journal. It was also challenged by influential European artists
and American Art Museums, and forced to incorporate the work of industrial
designers into the American textile industry just as in Europe [13]. The
new textiles created by these pioneering industrial designers merged art
and industry. The original textile design sketches made their way onto the
walls of New York Art Galleries and the Industrial designer became an
important and respected partner in the design of objects such as the radio
and its grille cloth.

Designers, Radios and Textiles
Thus, the integral relationship between the industrial designers and
the textile manufacturers was born. American industrial designers were
now creating textiles as well as decorative objects. Designer Walter Dorwin
Teague who was commissioned to create science and technology themed
textiles for the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago in 1933, created
the round "Bluebird" Sparton Radio in 1934 [ 14]. The shiny gold grille
cloth complimented the shiny chrome and blue mirror.
Raymond Loewy (Figure 12) designed the "Globe" radio in 1933 to
take advantage of the current fad for using globes and radios as gifts. The
radio and tuner are located in the globe and the speaker with its simple
neutral grille cloth is concealed within the base (Figure 13). Norman Bel
Geddes (Figure 14) created the "Patriot" radio whose face resembles an
American flag, in 1940. Though I could not find any written documentation
that these men actually created the grille cloth that was placed on their
radios, they most probably either created or designed the textile or chose
or commissioned the textile from a mill or broker.
Even though designers were commissioned to design textiles, I could
not find any hard evidence of a radio grille cloth that was created by these
top name designers. The majority of the designs for radios and radio grille
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cloths created throughout the decades are undocumented and unsigned works,
probably done by lesser-known industrial designers. Sometimes these designers
created these textiles without signing the work and sometimes the documentation
was lost, or it was assumed that the designer who made the radio designed
all aspects of the radio.
The radio companies had the option of commissioning a smaller textile
mill to create a fabric or of purchasing textiles that were already created
and being sold by the fabric houses. The majority of radio companies purchased
textiles from small mills with unknown designers. Solar Textiles, owned
by Sal Rosen in Chicago, was the pioneer seller of radio grille cloths. It
had a staff of industrial designers who created the cloth patterns that it
offered to radio manufacturers such as Zenith, Belmont and Admiral. These
radio companies commissioned Solar Textiles to create grille cloths which
were to be used on several models for 5 years. Solar wove its own fabrics
and it also operated as a so-called "Converter Company" which is a middleman factory that purchases textiles from other companies and embosses
and dyes them to the specifications of the radio companies. Solar's designers
were not as famous as Bel Geddes and no records remain of their names.
Their fabric colors were chosen to match consoles made of woods such as
mahogany and walnut. Solar used cotton and cotton/rayon blends, and after
World War II, Lurex, which came in such colors as gold, silver and copper,
was added to their radio grille cloth [ 15].
Another source of grille cloth material was the vast quantities of fabrics
that had originally been created as utility textiles for use in lampshades,
drapes, furniture, and for novelty or theater use. Typically, these fabrics
were not signed so there is no information about their designers. There
were probably relatively few industrial designers creating radio fabric, but
many designers created radio cabinets at radio factories. Industrial design
was a new field that was born in the 1920s and most of these designers
originally had their starts in the arts, in theater design, or in department
store display design. Therefore they were familiar with the local fabric
houses and mills.
For example, the pre-World War II fabric houses were located in downtown
and midtown Manhattan. These companies traditionally bought job or production
lots from the manufacturers in the area and sold them to the designers in
New York City. Their function was to stock samples and distribute the
textiles to local markets and store purchasing agents, who then sold them
to people such as Broadway set designers and department store merchandise
window display designers [16]. These designers with their knowledge of
fabric and textile were also familiar with the textile manufacturers and
their products.
The versatile industrial designer Norman Bel Geddes, who was a Broadway
stage set designer as well as a merchandise display designer and radio designer,
was familiar with the textile companies. While designing the merchandise
windows for the Fifth Avenue store of Franklin-Simon he carefully classified
textiles to be used for backgrounds in terms of their textures and colors
[17]. Bel Geddes designed merchandise windows for two years. Many of
the windows included fabrics or ready-made clothing and they served to
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increased his exposure to the fabric houses and textile mills. Other industrial
designers were influenced by his work and noted his discussion of the
importance of careful observation and attention to detail as they applied to
the choice of textiles and the need to design and dress up radios to look
like a piece of furniture. He emphasized the importance of offering the
public a straightforward and sincerely designed product in his landmark
book "Horizons" [18].
Bel Geddes designed a multitude of items in his career and, in his later
years, he designed radios [19]. Since many of the textile companies and
fabric houses had an established rapport with these ex Broadway set designers,
many of the stage-set fabrics found a new function as radio grille cloth.
Salesmen from textile mills and fabric houses would bring their sample
books for radio companies to review and then choose an appropriate grille
cloth, based upon visual appeal, sound distortion and physical characteristics
[20]. It is amusing to visualize these people sitting around and blowing
smoke through the potential fabrics to test their acoustic properties.

European Textiles
Meanwhile in Germany, the Bauhaus was gaining in worldwide influence.
It was a new, innovative, and highly radical academy that existed from
1919 to 1933, when the Nazi Government ultimately closed it down. The
Bauhaus, which literally means, "building house," created reforms in educational
theory that brought unity to the arts, and brought crafts such as handwoven textiles into mass production. It focused upon new industrial materials
and mechanized production techniques to create new forms that were not
dependent on, nor inspired by, the past [21]. The emphasis was on training
designers who had knowledge of the materials with which they worked to
create objects for industry to put into mass production. The Bauhaus textile
designers explored new media and developed new prototypes, and they
were encouraged to create new textiles for the modern 20th century interiors.
They designed wall hangings and furnishings and the newest decorative
objects, the radios.
The new functional textiles were an unexpected challenge to the weavers.
The fabrics were to become an integral and subordinate part of the items
into which they were incorporated. The fabric designer's role was to evaluate
and work with the new criteria, which included personal expression combined
with consideration of the technical attributes of the fabric [22]. The weavers
created textiles that embraced the integration of all artistic disciplines within
a philosophy that allowed them to develop unique textiles that utilized
cotton, rayon, aluminum, metal alloys, glass and the recently developed
cellophane. The use of these various fibers created textiles with new physical
characteristics such as strength, elasticity, colorfastness, transparency,
reflectiveness, sound absorption, light absorption, and crease-resistance.
They also changed the very appearance of the new textiles by bringing out
their inherent visual qualities [23].
The renowned Bauhaus fabric designer Gunta Stolzl created a cotton
and rayon radio cloth in the 1930s [24]. She experimented with a variety
of colors and structures but her textiles had no pattern. She used linen and
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cotton, hemp, and metallic guimpe. (Guimpe is the term used to describe a
lightweight cloth such as a chemise.) Experimental structures using the
new rayon thread, which had revolutionized the industry in the 1930s,
were woven into the Bauhaus designers' creations. As head of the Bauhaus
weaving workshop, she implemented a rigorous technical and theoretical
training program, which included weaving theory, material theory, fabric
analysis, and the dying of fabrics [25]. These basic tools of the weaver's
trade gave the students the ability to create the wide variety of textiles
used for radio grille cloth, upholstery, and floor and wall coverings. The
workshop in Weimar was equipped with a Jacquard loom where the pupils
learned pattern and color design in classes conducted by great artists such
as Paul Klee, Johannes Itten and Georg Muche. Weavers were taught the
aesthetics of weaving which took into consideration the contrasts between
the thick and thin or mat and glossy threads that were incorporated into
textiles [26]. Many styles of American radios have glossy threads woven
into their grille cloth as a result of the Bauhaus influence.
The Bauhaus was very influential and since Rayon was used in the
majority of radios in America and Europe, some designers not only studied
these new fibers but also wrote about their superior characteristics. For
example, Anni Albers, another Bauhaus textile designer and weaver, wrote
about the new developments in the world of textiles. She described the
virtues of the new yarns made of rayon, and the new innovations in finishes,
which included shrinkage-controlling and flame-retarding properties [27].
When StOlzl turned her attention to the design of radio grille fabric, she
had to review several considerations. Rayon fiber was chosen for use in
radio grille fabric because its characteristics included strength, ease of
dyeing and ease of draping within the radio cabinet. Fabric performance is
related to its exposure to the prevailing climate and humidity and drastic
temperature changes will weaken fibers. Dimensional stability or "shape
retention" is an essential requirement of hanging textiles such as those
used in radio grille cloths. Some sagging or elongation can happen to all
fabric, but the ideal radio grille fabric should not lengthen by more than
five percent over a period of time. Rayon is hydrophobic and inherently
resistant to shrinkage, with a wet strength of 300% measured in 1941 and
with a high tensile strength [28]. Therefore a loosely woven Rayon fabric
with a heavier warp (vertical threads) than weft (horizontal threads) was
chosen.
Most radios have neutral colors such as brown and tan tones that subtly
enhance the appearance of the radio. Anni Albers described and explained
the woven material's aesthetic qualities such as the natural, undyed tones,
which bring out the fabric's inherent visual quality [29]. An example of an
Anni Albers inspired fabric can be seen on the Volksempfanger VE301,
which was designed independently by the Bauhaus' Walter Maria Kersting
as a prototype in 1928. Against Kersting's protests, the Nazi Government
stole the prototype, slightly changed the form, and put it into subsidized
mass production in 1933 [30]. The two styles of Volksempfanger radio
grille cloth which I have studied are identical in weave but differ in color
(Figures 15 and 16). Both textiles are made with the same twill weave that
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uses interspersed threads of varying thickness to create texture and color.
A subtle design is created by the use and placement of a thicker thread.
This thicker decorative thread was created when the spinner was slowed
and then allowed to resume the initial speed . Slowing the spinning machine
creates a thicker thread by gathering more of the thread in one area.
The Volksempfiinger grille fabric , though inspired by handwoven textiles,
reveals its machine-made roots with its precise spacing of the thicker thread
that is woven within the textile. The addition of the thicker thread woven
to alternate every l'h inches creates a subtle warp pattern , (Figures 17 and
18) and is reminiscent of Anni Alber 's handwoven twill-weave prototype.
(Figure 19) where contrasting thickness' of cotton guimpe and fine cotton
warp thread was woven into a thinner diameter of translucent cellophane
weft and fine white cotton. Visually the Volksempfiinger cloth appears to
be a rayon-cotton blend. The precise repeat or " placement" of the decorative
thread on the warp , combined with the regulated spun diameter of this
decorative thread, indicates that it was machine-made to create the appearance
of a handwoven textile.
The lighter wheat-colored Volksempfiinger textile is visually harmonious
and uses the twill weave to create texture with only one color. The darker
Volksempfiinger textile has a lighter gold-thread twill weave that contrasts
against the dark plain weave, to create textu re and a visual type of nervous
energy which makes the eye move about the cloth. The lighter wheat-color

Figure 15. Volksempfanger 301
grille cloth; lighter color version.
Note the pattern created with the
precisely placed thicker thread
which is indicative of a machinecreated textile emulating the
popular hand made textiles created
at the Bauhaus. (Collection and
Photograph: Barbara Havranek)
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Figure 16. Volksempfanger 301
grille cloth: darker color version.
(Collection and Photograph:
Barbara Havranek)

Figure 17. (Left) Volksempfanger
301 grille cloth: lighter color version.
Close-up of a thickly spun area of
the spun thread. This shows
experimentation with the varying
sizes of threads as decorative
elements. (Collection and
Photograph: Barbara Havranek)

Figure 18. (Right) Volksempfanger 301 ftltnl1W'!.mm
grille cloth: darker color version. Close ll~ltBifill~~
up of thick spun area of the warp thread.
(Collection and Photograph: Barbara
Havranek)

Figure 19. (Left) The thick thread
that seems to dance across this
monochrome textile is used as
decoration. This idea is carried over
in a scaled down version in the careful
placement of the thicker warp of the
Volksempfanger 301. (Collection of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Accession number MMA 1970. 75.56. Woven by Anni Albers, no date.) (Photograph:
Barbara Havranek.)

grille cloth is woven with the all the same thread throughout the fabric.
The dark brown fabric , however, has the same plain weave and thread but
it has a twill weave incorporating metallic threads within the weave. The
influences leading to the development of these textiles can be traced to the
Bauhaus weavers who used metal threads and thicker warp threads , which
incorporated thinner contrasting threads.

Bauhaus Textile Examples At The Metropolitan Museum of Art
I reviewed some of the early textiles created by Gunta Stolz! and Anni
Albers , at the Ratti Center' s collection at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York City, to determine if any of the samples were radio grille
cloth prototypes. I could not find any that exactly matched any of the
German radio grille cloths that were produced , but it was evident that
some of the prototype textiles in the collection influenced textile designers
in their development of mass produced grille cloth . These textiles have the
appearance, weave, color, and content that is commonly found in grille
cloth from the 1930s to 1960s. The 81 textile examples at the Ratti Center
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that were created by Anni Albers, incorporate fibers which include cotton ,
rayon, nylon , linen , silk, cellophane, fiberglass, metal foil , plastic and
jute. In my opinion, these fabrics woven by the two most influential weavers
of the 20th century were definitely inspirations for industrial designers
working for the textile mills and radio companies.
I believe that some of these fabrics were probably grille cloth prototypes
for the following reasons. First, these textiles were rayon and cotton weaves,
the same blend that is found on radios. Second , the weave is loose on these
fabrics so the sound would not be muffled. Third, the colors of these fabrics
are shades of brown earth tones that would match beautifully with the
Bakelite or natural wood cabinets. Fourth, there is no actual pattern , but
simply a beautiful weave.
Gunta Stolz! 's textile (Figure 20) is a wonderful example of the type of
fabric used on the dark textile grille cloth of the German Volksempfanger
radio. The flexibility combined with the darker color is very similar. The
linen textile (Figure 21) has the tan color and earthy tonal quality of the
light-tan Volksempfanger textiles (Figures 5 and 6) but not the synthetic
shine or draping of polyester. A subtle design is created in this plain weave
textile, with the combination of thinner threads in the warp and the thicker
threads in the weft.
Gunta Stolzl's textile, (Figure 20) even though it is undated, has the
appearance of a typical grille fabric that was found on 1930 table model
radios . It has a brownish tone with no pattern that might compete with the
Figure 20. (LeftO This textile has the
qualities sought by radio grille cloth
manufacturers such as weave, texture,
appearance, and flexibility. (Collection
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Accession number MMA 1985.198.21.
Woven by Gunta Stolz/, no date.
Cellophane and cotton. Handwoven. Gift
of Jack Lenor Larsen Incorporated, 1985.)
(Photograph: Barbara Havranek.)
Figure 21. (Right) This Gunta Stolz/
neutral color plain weave prototype
fabric is the perfect generic textile for
a plain radio cloth textile that was
used on many radios such as .
Raymond Loewy's 1933 Colonial New
World Globe Radio (Figure 13) with
its speaker in the base covered with a
neutral grille cloth. (Collection of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Accession number MMA
1985.198.25, woven by Gunta Stolz/, no date. Plain weave. Gift of Jack Lenor
Larsen Incorporated, 1985.) (Photograph: Barbara Havranek.)
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Figure 22. This 1929 Anni Alber's
prototype with varying thicknesses
of threads can be found in radio grille
cloth textiles well into the 1950s.
(Collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Accession number
MMA 1970.75.58 . Woven by Anni
Albers , 1929 . Linen , raffia ,
cellophane. Gift of Anni Albers, 1970.)
(Photograph: Barbara Havranek)

radio cabinet. The plain weave is loose enough not to muffle sound from a
speaker placed behind it, but it is tight enough to hold its shape many years
after it is stretched inside a radio cabinet.
Another textile sample that was probably very influential is Anni Albers'
textile (Figure 22) , which shows a common weave found in typical 1930
through 1950 American radios such as the Philco 37-89 (Figure 23) and
the Grigsby-Grumnow #65 (Figure 24) . This fabric also has a similar appearance,
weave structure, and color pallet to the ribbed patterns used in many Philco
tabletop radios. This handwoven textile created in 1929 has a warp of stripes
of natural linen , white rayon and cellophane, and a weft of natural line
woven in a tabby (plain) weave. (A tabby or plain or simple weave is
produced by passing the weft (horizontal threads) across the warp (vertical
threads) twice. On the outward journey the shuttle passes over the odd
warps and under the even. On its return it passes over the evens and under
the odds.) The variation of the thick and thin threads creates a limitless
variation of visual intersections between the warp and weft, just as shown
in Figure 24. There is a thick piece of cellophane woven into the fabric
that is reminiscent of weaves that give g rille cloths texture . This sample
has a neutral color a nd a structure that can be found in many RCA table
models of the 1950s and in the Loewe Opta Bella Luxus model 5711 -W
from West Germany.
Anni Albers' 1948 Harness-maker's Thread textile (Figure 25) is very
similar in hue and inspiration to the block pattern #21 (Figure 26) textile

Figure 23. This ribbed textile design with
its alternating thick and thin warps is
evident in both the Gunta Stolzl's textile
(Figure 31), and this Phi/co 37-89 textile
pattern #14. The impact and popularity of
ribbed textiles is evident in the countless
varieties of widths and colors used by
countless radio companies throughout the
world. www.grillecloth.com, image 14.
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Figure 24. (Above) This GrigsbyGrunow textile is strikingly similar to that
in the Alber's prototype shown in Figure
22. This shows the mainstream
popularity of this textile. Both were
created by using varying thickness of
wefts to form wavy lines.
www.grillecloth.com, image 65.
Figure 25. (Right) The float weave
variation of this Alber's harness thread
textile was an inspiration for the block
pattern used in the Zenith 12-S-266 (Figure 26), and GE J-805 (Figure 27).
The combination of a flatter appearing area (threads that carried over two
warps) and a grainer area (one over one weave) creates a juxtapositioning of
textures. (Collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Accession number
MMA 1970.75.77. Woven by Anni Albers, ca. 1948. Warp of waxed cotton
harness-makers thread and a weft of brown cotton with a checkerboard
surface texture in a warp-faced tabby with warp-float areas.) (Photograph:
Barbara Havranek.)

found on the Zenith 12-S-266 and pattern # 50 (Figure 27) and #5 1 textile
(Figure 28) fo und on the GE J-805 console sets from the 1940s. The
fabric sample (Figure 25) is handwoven with a warp o f waxed cotton harnessmakers thread and a weft of brown cotton with a checkerboard su rface
texture in a warp-faced tabby with warp-float areas. This float-weave variation
c reates the patte rn by not weavi ng one in and one out as a plain weave, but
s kipping three warps at a time , which c reates a " flat surface." Hence the
checkerboard pattern. Albe rs' textile sample is not precisely the same because
s he used a heavy and coarse Harnessmaker 's thread in compa rison to the
lighter rayon textile used by GE .
Albers ' te xtile (Figure 29) was handwoven in 1929 with a warp of
s tripes of natural line n and white rayon and a weft of natural linen , tabby
weave. This fabric sample woven with line n, raffia and cellophane is similar
in appearance to the RCA SHP-11 phonograph/ radio combination console
radio cloth from ca. 1958 . (Figure 30) T he raffia threads create a natural
non-uniform ply which reappeared 30 years later in the RCA cloth and
countless other 1950s grille cloths. The RCA SHP- 11 textile is a twill
weave with fat weft threads that go over five and under five thin warps
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Figure 26. (Left) These Zenith 12-S-266
block patterns are a more complex
version of Figure 25. www.grillecloth.com,
image 21.

Figure 27. (Right) This block
pattern is similar to the pattern
used for the Zenith 12-S-266
(Figure 26) but it was made in a brown color for the GE console model J-805.
www.grillecloth.com, image 50.

threads . This resulted in a textured fabric highlighted with copper Lurex
fibers that personified the 1950s grille cloth .
Gunta Stolzl ' s textile (Figure 31) is a plain weave variation that is
similar in weave and in the use of alternating thin and thick yarns to that
used on grille cloth pattern #14, found on the 1930s Philco table-top radios ,
cathedrals, tombstones and consoles from the mid- to late 1930s (Figure
23). It is also similar to patterns #61 (Figure 33) and #62 (Figure 34) used
on table sets of the late 1930 to early 1940s, such as the 1936 Silvertone
#4414. This textile has a weave that is loose enough to allow sound to pass
undistorted. The weave structure , red color and the artistic design found in
pattern #14 (Figure 23) reminds me of the radio grille cloth that Gunta
Stolzl created between 1925 to 1932 for commercial applications at the
Bauhaus in Dessau [31].
Conclusion
Although radio grille cloth is a twentieth century technology there is
little or no first hand documentation to review. For example , in 1989 a fire
at the Olek Mill destroyed countless valuable sample books and lockers full
of new old-stock grille cloth that would have been a key source of information
for scholars [32]. Factories destroyed many of the files and few are left.
Textiles were not viewed as high art forms, and unfortunately, were not
documented or treated as such. Libraries that I contacted which specialize in
textile history do not have information such as purchasing records from radio
manufacturers, or interviews and sketches by the industrial designer who
created fabrics. My research is based upon oral history interviews and the
beautiful textile examples which remain a key decorative element of radios.
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Figure 28. (Left)
This is another block pattern used
in the GE console model J-805 in a
blond color. A mini version of the
blocks are found nestled between
the bands. The popularity of block
patterns continued until the 1950s.
www.grillecloth .com, image 51.
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Figure 29. (Right) The grille cloths
of the Grigsby-Grunow (Figure 24)
and RCA SHP-11 (Figure 30) both
have a hand woven appearance
similar to this 1929 Anni Albers
textile made of stripes of natural
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Accession number MMA 1970.75.5A Woven by Anni Albers, 1929. Linen, raffia,
cellophane. Gift of Anni Albers, 1970.) (Photograph: Barbara Havranek)
Figure 30. (Left) RCA SHP-11 grille
R;~~~~ cloth . Ca. 1958. Note the textured
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spun threads used by Anni Albers.
appearance
created by
thicker
to the
Figure
29.
Notice
the similarity
(Collection and Photograph: Barbara
Havranek)
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Figure 32. (Left) This pattern was used
on late 1930s Phi/co table-top radios.
Notice the similarity to Figure 31 as
your eye travels across the thicker
wefts that are bisected by the thinner
warps. This clean-appearing textile
complement is one of the more userfriendly textiles. The keys to a
successful radio textile are a pattern or
weave that are not distracting, coupled
with a color that complements cabinets
created out of wood, metal or plastic.
www.grillecloth.com, image 55.

Figure 33 . (Right) The grid like
lines of this grille cloth recall the
visually orderly Gunta St6/zl's
textile (Figure 31). The grid pattern
was a very popular textile found in
many radios into the 1960s.
www.grillecloth.com, image 61 .

Figure 34. (Left) The white threads
in this grille cloth are similar to the
red warp threads in Gunta Stolzl's
textile that are used for decorative
as well as texture purposes. A grid
textile echoes the square radio
cabnet design (Figure 30) and
produces a geometric style that was
very popular in the 1930s and 1950s.
www.grillecloth.com, image 62.
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This is an ongoing research project for this author. If any reader knows
of any archive or information regarding radio grille fabric, please send
this information to me. Items of importance such as textile sample books
from factories and sketches, notes and design books or notebooks created
by artists often contain a wealth of information that would fill in the blanks
about the creation and decision making processes in the design of grille
cloth.
As I continue to research this topic, I remember the words that Anni
Albers once wrote while teaching weaving at Black Mountain College in
North Carolina:

An elementary approach will be a playful beginning, unresponsive to
any demand of usefulness, an enjoyment of colors, forms surface contrasts
and harmonies, a tactile sensuousness. This first and always most important
pleasure in the physical qualities ofmaterials needs but the simplest technique
and must be sustained through the most complicated one. For just this
satisfaction coming from material qualities is part of the satisfaction we
get from art [33]. ·
Author,s Note: Thank you to John Okolowicz of Grillecloth.com, and
Michael Katz and Sal Rosen for sharing their invaluable knowledge regarding
the history of radio grille cloth. Thank you to textile historian Margot
Riley, Reference Librarian at the New South Wales Library in Sydney,
Australia, textile historian Mimi Sherman in New York City, colleague
Sheri Guinaugh, and the staff at the Antonio Ratti Textile Center at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. Special thanks to my tireless
and brilliant editor Tom Perera.

Interviews and Detective work ....
John Okolowicz at Grillecloth.com:
As I looked at countless antique radios, I began to notice the mismatched
and inappropriately replaced radio grille cloths on some of them. This led
me to become interested in the technical and historical aspects of radio
grille cloth. It also led me to the discovery of Grillecloth. com as I researched
radio information for my thesis. John Okolowicz, the owner of Grillecloth.com
was kind enough to send me a copy of his Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio
Club grille cloth article [9] and to allow me to use many illustrations from
his website. John is a wonderful source of information regarding the fibers
used in early grille cloth and the styles used on various radio models. My
endless questions and countless email exchanges led me to explore several
avenues of research with many dead ends. For example after I read his
article I contacted several cultural and resource institutions only to discover
that neither company records nor samples exist in the Philadelphia area
where many textile mills had been located. But John's article prompted me
to look more closely in my own back yard in New York City. I knew that
radios and components were once manufactured there. I soon discovered
that grille cloth textiles are still being manufactured in this area. My telephone
call to John Morelli of Newcastle Fabric in Brooklyn, New York led to my
fascinating contact with Sal Rosen.
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Sal Rosen
My extensive interviews and discussions with Sal Rosen were the highlights
of my grille cloth research. Mr. Rosen has been in the business of selling
radio and TV grille cloth since 1938. He is a delightful man, brimming
with wonderful stories about his company Solar Textiles and about the
textile business in general. I approached the subject of radio textiles with
little hope of finding any specific information since so much had already
been discarded or destroyed in factory accidents and fires. When Mr. Rosen
recounted the "blowing the cigarette smoke through the textile" story I
was just amazed. I had approached the weave and noise distortion question
as if it was a scientific experiment only to find that there had been a very
down to earth solution! Mr. Rosen's explanation about how the correct
shade of cloth was created to match different wood cabinets by simply
varying the content of Lurex was another example of a very simple solution
to a complex problem. His statement regarding the use of novelty fabric as
radio grille cloth during the depression was particularly interesting to me
from my viewpoint as an art historian. His explanations also highlighted
the importance of careful artistic design and review of all radio grille cloth.
This followed the pioneering efforts of Norman Bel Geddes to ensure that
all elements of a product would be designed and reviewed by an Industrial
Designer.
Mr. Rosen presented a very accurate and unromanticized view of the
textile industry that only a long-time worker in the field would have been
able to offer. It was companies such as Solar Textiles that created the
wonderful grille cloths for Belmont, Zenith and Admiral when the large
textile mills would not produce the small quantities needed and could not
provide a quick turn-around time when a change was needed. Though the
major radio companies were big businesses, it was the small companies
that added the finishing touches with their beautiful grille cloths.

Michael Katz
Mr. Katz is a reproduction grille cloth dealer who patiently answered
my numerous fabric content questions as well as providing countless personal
insights. I found it fascinating to discover that the difficulties in obtaining
historically reproduced textile furnishings for use in historic houses paralleled
the difficulties in locating a textile mill that could reproduce quality radio
grille cloth. The smaller textile mills that once dotted the countryside have
all but faded away, forcing many dealers to seek overseas mills.
I consider myself very fortunate to have talked with each of these men.
I enjoyed learning from them, as well as sharing my research on radio
grille cloth during our discussions and interviews. Small textile mills have
gone the way of so many other manufacturers in the United States. Despite
the disappearance of these companies, we are lucky to still have physical
examples of the beautiful grille cloths on surviving radios. My research
started out as a response to seeing radios with incorrectly replaced grille
cloths. I had no idea that my dismayed reaction would result not only in
my continuing research in the area, but also in the delightful meetings and
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discussions with pioneers in the industry such as these men. It is my pleasure
to place their memories in this journal as an historical archive for future
generations. As for myself, I will never look at radio grille cloth in quite
the same way again.
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